COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAI`I

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF AJA AKUNA

DECLARATION OF AJA AKUNA
I, Aja Akuna, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui.

4.

I am a taro farmer. My family grows kalo on about 1 1/2 to 2 acres of property

irrigated by Waiokamilo and Kualani.
5.

I am farming this land based on my family traditions and the cultural practices we

learned and wish to continue here.
6.

Traditionally, my `ohana gathered `opae, `o`opu, hihiwai, pohole, kalo, 'ulu,

mai`a, watercress, pepeiau and other fish in Honopou, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa,
Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu,

Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula
Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
7.

Traditionally, my `ohana fished for moi, ane, '6' io, `awa, pakaawa, aholehole,

uhu, crab, kole, poopaa, haukeuke, `opihi, pipi, kupee pu'u, pilali, and wana in or near the
mouths of Honopou, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea,
Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua,
Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka,
Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
8.

My `ohana also engaged in mdlama 'dim and mdlama kahawai by only taking

what they could eat in and around Honopou, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa,
Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu,
Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula
Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
9.

Currently, my `ohana and I gather `opae, `o`opu, hihiwai, pohole, kalo, `ulu,

mai`a, watercress, pepeiau and other fish in Honopou, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa,
Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu,
Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula
Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. However, we can't get
the same amount of these resources as my `ohana used to be able to. We also need to go further
to gather.
10.

My family and I fish for whatever fish we can get, including moi, mullet, and

aholehole in or near the mouth of in Honopou, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa,
Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu,
Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula
Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
11.

I gather and fish to feed my family and kupuna who cannot go and get food

themselves.
12.

We engage in mdlama `dina and mdlama kahawai by only taking what we need

and cleaning the above-named streams to help the water flow all the way to the ocean and
support the ecosystem we rely on to farm, fish, hunt, and gather.
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13.

We also enjoy Honopou, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena,

Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea,
Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue recreationally. We fish and hunt in and
around those streams. We go down to the muliwai to swim.
14.

My `ohana appreciates seeing the rivers run to the ocean and looking at the

waterfalls.
15.

The lack of stream flow is a problem for my family because we cannot grow kalo

or gather how our kupuna used to. We are unable to open up new taro patches. We have also
lost taro due to the lack of water. There also is not as much fish to eat. Families cannot support
themselves and have to leave the area to make money.
16.

If there was enough water in the streams, my `ohana would open more taro

patches.
17.

If there were more water in the streams, my `ohana would gather `Opae, hihiwai,

and `o`opu in Honopou, Waikamoi, Wahinepee, Honomanu, Piinaau, Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, and
Makapipi.
18.

If the lack of water was not a problem, I would fish as my kupuna did, fishing for

moi, ane, '6' io, `awa, pakaawa, aholehole, uhu, crab, kole, poopaa, haukeuke, `opihi, pipi, kupee
pu'u, pilali, and wana in or near the mouths of Honopou, Waikamoi, Wahinepee, Honomanu,
Piinaau, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki,
Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, and Makapipi.
19.

If water were put back in the streams, I would continue to mdlama the streams by

only taking what we could eat. My `ohana would continue to fish and hunt in and around these
streams and swim in the muliwai.
20.

If there was more water in the streams, I would appreciate the natural scenery. It

would be nice to see the rivers flow to the oceans and see the waterfalls how they used to be.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Kihei, Maui, Hawai'i, December 7 2, 2014.

de,
AJA A UNA
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COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAI`I

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF `AWAPUHI
CARMICHAEL

DECLARATION OF `AWAPUHI CARMICHAEL
I, `Awapuhi Carmichael, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Nd Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui.

4.

My father FIenry Ben Kaauamo was from Wahinepee. My mother Sarah Ahkuna

Hueau was from Ke`anae.
5.

I grew up in Wailua/Ke`anae and was raised by my grandmother Ellen. We were

raised traditionally. Although we had no money, we were still rich.
6.

When I was growing up, we had so much food. Now no more. It seemed to

change after Hawai`i became a state, and the state introduced foreign species.

7.

I farmed kalo when I was a little girl with my grandmother. She farmed taro to

feed our family, not to sell it, and we farmed in the traditional way and without the use of
commercial fertilizers.
8.

I learned traditional and customary gathering practices from my grandmother

Ellen. Our `ohana had our own traditions.
9.

Traditionally, my `ohana went all over to gather `Opae, watercress, Wan, haha,

pepeiao, hihiwai, pupulo'i and goldfish in Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea,
Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua,
Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka,
Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. We would gather as far as Kaupo because we were
invited. We liked to go to Hanawi at night.
10.

Traditionally, we would gather `opihi on the way home from gathering and also

catch `o`opu at Waiolohe and Ching's pond in Palauhulu.
11.

My `ohana also engaged in ma-lama `aina and ma-lama kahawai at Honomanu,

Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue by gathering according to the moon and not always going to the same places so we
didn't overharvest the stream. We would malama our own ko'a's to make sure that we could
keep the population going.
12.

I noticed EMI started to take more water in 1985. I started noticing the stream

went dry. We tried to do something about it, but as we talked, EMI took more water. They
expected us go to out and clean the ditches.
13.

Currently, my `ohana and I gather `opae, limu, and opihi in or near the mouths of

Piinaau, Palauhulu, `ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue. We have to go farther, higher in the mountains than we used to to find the opae. We
also used to go to Honomanu but it's dirty now.
14.

I gather to feed my family.

15.

I still engage in malama dina and malama kahawai by gathering according to the

moon and not always going to the same places so we didn't overharvest the stream.
16.

We also enjoy swimming in Ching's Pond at Piinaau.
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17.

If there were more water in the streams, my `ohana would gather `opae, limu, and

opihi in or near the mouths of Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Wailua, Waikani
(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula,
Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
18.

If water were put back in the streams, I would continue to gather according to the

moon and not always go to the same places.
19.

The lack of stream flow is a problem for me because we need water so future

generations can continue our traditions.
20.

I thank God for all of the blessings, for the upbringing we had. We stayed

together through the hardships, always together. I didn't really know my parents until I got
married. I was raised by my grandmother. I went everywhere with my grandma. I left Ke`anae
at 13 to go to Kamehameha. My parents sacrificed so much for me. After Kamehameha, I went
to California to work at an insurance company and then Pacific Stock Exchange. I gave it up to
be with my husband. When I came back to Maui and saw what my parents did with their lo'i
and my brothers and sisters (only one of 13 of us never got a diploma), I was so appreciative.
When I came home, I kissed the ground. I was happy to be on Maui.
21.

My `ohana taught me everything I know today. They showed us by example —

they did, and we followed. I want to pass it on to the generations that come after us.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Keanae, Maui, Hawai'i,

//

, 2014.

`AWA UHI CARMICHAEL
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COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
STATE OF HAWAP I
PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, 'OITA (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF CARL WENDT

DECLARATION OF CARL WENDT
I, Carl Wendt, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko' olau Hui.

4.

My family has an interest in property in proximity to Palauhulu and Waikani

(Wailuanui) Streams.
5.

I am a taro farmer. I grow kalo on property irrigated by Waiokamilo, Kualani,

Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, and East Wailuaiki streams.
6.

Traditionally, my family gathered `opae, `o`opu, and hihiwai from Waikamoi,

Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau,
Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki,
Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
7.

My family also traditionally fished for moi, mullet, turtle, and akule in or near the

mouth of Honopou, Hanehoi/Puolua, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena,

Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea,
Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
8.

Traditionally, my family engaged in mdlama ' dina and mdlama kahawai by being

good stewards.
9.

In addition to kalo farming, I also engage in mdlama ' dina and mdlama kahawai

by cleaning the streams, specifically Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, and Kualani.
10.

For me, gathering and fishing from the streams is a way to provide food and pass

on traditional practices.
11.

I appreciate the peace of mind I get when I'm outside and experiencing the natural

scenery and beauty of Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua,
Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, and East Wailuaiki.
12.

The lack of stream flow is a problem for me as a Hawaiian. It hurts me to see the

`dina and its resources suffering.
13.

Because of the lack of stream flow, we are losing our cultural practices.

14.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would gather and fish as my family

before me did. I would gather `Opae and`o`opu from Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa,
Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue. I would also gather pohole, water cress, banana, bamboo shoot, pepeiao, and
mountain haha alongside those streams.
15.

If there was more water in the streams, I would spend more of my time teaching

the next generation about our practices at Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, Waiokamilo,
Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, and East Wailuaiki.
16.

If water was returned to the streams, I would appreciate seeing mother nature

working as intended.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

CARL WENDT
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COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
STATE OF HAWAI`I
PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `oHr A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF CHARLES
BARCLAY

DECLARATION OF CHARLES BARCLAY
I, Charles Barclay, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am a member of Nd Moku Aupuni 0 Ko' olau Hui.

3.

My family has an interest in property near Wailua Stream. We currently have

about 1/4 acre to 1 acre in kalo, which is farmed by Carl Wendt.
4.

I am farming this land based on my ownership (through my wife).

5.

In the past, I gathered hihiwai, papaya, guava, mountain apple, pohole, `o`opu,

prawns, and `opae in Honomanu, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), and East Wailuaiki. I also
fished for kole, noho, aholehole, kumu, moi, anae, menpachi, enenue, palani, poopaa, kala, he`e,
Manini, papio, ulua, uhu, aweoweo, lobster, and opihi in or near the mouths of Kailua, Nuaailua,
Piinaau, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, and
Hanawi. I gathered and fished to feed my family.

6.

I have also tried to malama the stream by cleaning the `auwai of Wailua.

7.

The last time I swam in Waikani (Wailuanui) was about two years ago.

8.

The way I see it, the lack of stream flow means no kalo and no `opae. Without

water, kalo becomes unhealthy, watercress becomes unhealthy. Goldfish, 'Opae, and `o`opu
disappear. My family and I had to leave the area because there was not enough water and that
made it harder to continue fanning and gathering.
9.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would appreciate the natural scenery

and beauty of Waikamoi, Wahinepee, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, and Hanawi.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Waiehu, Maui, Hawai'i, September

5 , 2014.

CHARLES BARCLAY

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
STATE OF HAWAPI
PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF DAN CLARK

DECLARATION OF DAN CLARK
I, Dan Clark, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am a member of N5. Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui.

3.

My family has an interest in property in proximity to Piinaau Stream.

4.

I am a taro farmer. My family grows kalo on 0.129 acres of property located in

Ke`anae and irrigated by Piinaau and Palauhulu. I am farming this land based on my leases with
various property owners on the Ke`anae peninsula.
5.

I have been kalo farming in Ke`anae for 15 years.

6.

The Wailuanui-Ke`anae ahupua'a comprise one of the most beautiful spots on the

earth. Once my work is accomplished, I take time to enjoy the beauty of the natural landscape.
7.

The fact that the fishing resource is in the process of being restored is a

consolation to the hard work required to keep the ecosystem alive. When you can gather, the
resource (food) will be there.
8.

Currently, my family and I clean both our section of the ditch and above our area

at Piinaau and Palauhulu in an effort to malama the land and streams.

9.

The lack of stream flow is a problem for me and my `ohana because I need cool,

fast running water to feed my lo`i for the best production of kalo. The low stream flow has
caused a decrease in my kalo production and an increase in disease to my kalo.
10.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would be able to harvest a much

healthier kalo crop at Piinaau and Palauhulu. Additionally, it would restore the entire ecosystem,
which would benefit everyone.
11.

If stream flow was restored, my family and I would continue to clean Piinaau and

Palauhulu, the streams that water our lo`i.
12.

For me, recreation is enjoying the surroundings and gathering around a healthy

ecosystem. If the water was to flow again, I would definitely enjoy seeing the Piinaau and
Palauhulu areas restored and in good health again. There are songs and legends associated with
the spots we go to. It is a spiritual feeling.
13.

If water was returned, I would appreciate viewing the beauty of Ke`anae's

restored natural ecosystem.
14.

Please return the stream flows.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Keanae, Maui, Hawaisi, September .2 ;3 , 2014.

DAN CLARK

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAN

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OFII`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF DARRELL
AQUFNO

DECLARATION OF DARRELL AQUINO
I, Darrell Aquino, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

lam Hawaiian.

3.

My father is Eusebio M. Aquino. My mother is Flora Aquino. My mother's

father is Harry Pahukoa. My mother's mother is Maryann Pauhokoa from Wahinepee. She gave
my mom 'A acre, which is where we began farming.
4.

When I retired, I was still farming. I thought I would be a full time farmer but I

don't farm anymore.
5.

My family grows kalo on about a '/2 of property irrigated by Palauhulu Stream.

6.

My sister Georgina Garrido is farming this land based on her knowledge from her

younger days farming taro. We were taught by my parents when we were old enough to walk
and do anything that would contribute to taro farming, including pulling weeds, throwing away
rubbish, mowing, cleaning the auwai, etc.

7.

I learned how to farm taro from my father. He used to have 52 lo'i and produce

about 30 bags a week. In the 1960s, he had 30-40 lo'i. He stopped farming in 1996.
8.

I learned how to gather `opae from my mother.

9.

Traditionally, my family gathered `opae, bamboo shoot, and frogs in and around

Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a, and Kopiliula. They gathered `O`opu from Palauhulu. My `ohana
gathered hihiwai from Hanawi where the water was colder.
10.

We used to swim in a swimming hole off Palauhulu and stay in the pond all day.

11.

My family also traditionally fished for poopaa, aholehole, and puhi in or near the

mouths of Piinaau, Palauhulu, and `Ohi`a.
12.

My family engaged in malama 'aina and malama kahawai in Piinaau and

Palauhulu by cleaning the ditches/auwais up to the flume. If nobody cleans it it's not going to
flow.
13.

Currently, I gather `opae, hihiwai, and `o`opu in Wahinepee, Puohokamoa,

Haepuaena, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a, Kopiliula, Hanawi, and Makapipi.
14.

I also hunted all the time before I was injured three and a half years ago. I hunt in

most of the areas the streams flow, and I notice there is not as much water in the streams.
15.

I throw net and dive for lobsters, kumu, uhu, kala, palani, aholehole, and moi in or

near the mouth of Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu
Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula
Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
16.

I gather and fish for subsistence and also because I enjoy it. I also like teaching

my son what I learned growing up.
17.

I would practice malama `aina and malama kahawai when I was farming by

cleaning and maintaining the ditchPauwai near home that are fed by Piinaau and Palauhulu.
18.

When I was living in Ke`anae full time, I would swim in the swimming hole at

Palauhulu.
19.

Now I notice there is hardly any water running. I remember Makapipi stopped

running in the late 1980s to early 90s. Even the swimming hole in Ke`anae is low. The water is
disappearing someplace; it's even dry before the diversion in some places. The rivers really only
run when there is lots of rain.
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20.

The problem with not enough water is that lo`i needs water. It also affects `opae.

The water problem combined with the prawns that eat the `opae really changed the population.
21.

If water got put back into the stream, I would continue to gather `opae, hihiwai,

and `o`opu in Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haepuaena, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a, Kopiliula,
Hanawi, and Makapipi.
22.

If stream flow was restored, I would continue to throw net and dive for lobsters,

kumu, uhu, kala, palani, aholehole, and moi in or near the mouth of Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu,
Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani
(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula,
Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:
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Waiehu, Maui, Hawaii,

DARRELL AQU
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, 2014.

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
STATE OF HAWAI`I
PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA), HANEHOI, DECLARATION OF DAVIANNA
MCGREGOR, PhD
WAIKAMOI, ALO, WAHINEPEE,
PUOHOKAMOA, HAIPUAENA,
PUNALAU/KOLEA, HONOMANU,
NUAAILUA, PIINAAU, PALAUHULU,
`OHI`A (WAIANU), WAIOKAMILO,
KUALANI, WAILUANUI, WEST
WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

DECLARATION OF DAVIANNA MCGREGOR, PhD
1. I am submitting this expert testimony in support of the petitions filed by Na Moku Aupuni
0 Ko'olau Hui to amend interim instream flow standards for various East Maui streams
located on the Ko`olaupoko, Maui coastline.

2. Attached as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of PETITIONERS DIRECT EXPERT
TESTIMONY OF DAVIANNA POMAIKAI MCGREGOR, Ph.D, filed in the contested case
hearing docket DLNR File No. 01-05-MA.
3. Exhibit A is testimony I prepared for and presented to the Board of Land and Natural
Resources in 2005 in the contested case proceeding involving Na Moku Aupuni 0
Ko'olau Hui's challenge to the request of Alexander and Baldwin/Hawaiian Commercial
and Sugar/East Maui Irrigation Company for a 30-year lease of the four East Maui water
license areas.

4. Attached as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of my most current curriculum vitae.

5. I recognize that in 2008 the CWRM voted to partially restore 5 of 8 streams then under
consideration by amending the IIFS for Wailuanui, Waiokamilo, Pi'ina'au, Hanehoi, and
Honopou Streams, in order to respond to the claims of active taro farmers depending on
those streams for the irrigation of taro crops in Wailuanui, Ke'anae, Hanehoi, and
Honopou valleys.
6. However, I further understand that EMI's compliance with those amended IIFS continues
to be an outstanding issue before the CWRM in this contested case hearing.
7. Accordingly, I affirm that the substance of the testimony I presented to the BLNR in 2005
is still applicable and material to the current IIFS contested case hearing before the
CWRM and I now offer it for consideration in this proceeding.
8. I have reviewed the Declarations of Na Moku Members submitted in 2001 in support of
the stream flow petitions, attached as Exhibit "C" hereto that were provided to me by the
Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation.
9. I have reviewed the Declarations contained in Exhibit "D" which were provided to me by
the Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation and submitted in 2010 during the CWRM's 90Day factfinding process.
10. I have reviewed the Witness Statements for CCH-MA-13-01 of Emily Akiona Wendt, Aja
Akuna, Terrance D.K. Akuna, Darrell Aquino, Charles Barclay, Leonora (Smith) Barclay,
Danny Carmichael, Healoha Carmichael, Dan Clark, Harry Hueu, Sandy Hueu, Jonah
Jacintho, Juliana Jacintho, Lezley Jacintho, Kames F. "Kimo" Kaaa, Gladys Kanoa,
Sanford Kekahuna, Jerome K. Kekiwi, Jr., Pualani Kimokeo, Norman "Bush" Martin, Jr.,
Lurlyn "Lyn" Scott, Edward Wendt, and Joseph "Jojo" Young.
11. Based on my prior research, it is my opinion that the 2001 Statements, the 2009
submissions, and the 2014 Witness Statements referenced above, describing the areas
of use for traditional and customary practices of gathering in streams ranging from
Makapipi to Honomanu are consistent with my prior research as presented in the
Ke'anae-Wailuanui Cultural Landscape study of July 1995. The statements are also
consistent with my prior testimony provided in Exhibit A, in which I reported that
community members from the Keanae-Wailuanui region engage in traditional and

customary gathering activities throughout the traditional practices region
(Makapipi to Honomanu) including in unoccupied areas in order to maintain the
resources.
DATED: Honolulu, HI, December 23, 2014.

Davianna Pomaikai McGregor, Ph.D

EXHIBIT A

NATIVE HAWAIIAN LEGAL CORPORATION
1164 Bishop Street, Suite 1205
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Telephone. 521-2302
ALAN T.
MOSES K. N. HAIA III
A

00

2285
6277

Attorneys for Petitioners
Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui,
Beatrice Kekahuna and Marjorie Wallett

BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES
STATE OF HAWAI`I

In the Matter of the Contested Case Hearing ) DLNR. FILE NO. 01-05-MA
)
Regarding Water Licenses at Honomanu,
) PETITIONERS' DIRECT EXPERT
Keanae, Nahiku, and Huelo, Maui
) TESTIMONY OF DAVIANNA POMAIKAI
) MCGREGOR, Ph.D.; CERTIFICATE OF
) SERVICE
)
) Hearing
October 10, 2005
) Date.
Time.
9.00
a.m.
)
Hon. E. Jolua McConnell, Esq.
) Officer.
PETITIONERS' DIRECT EXPERT TESTIMONY OF
DAVIANNA POMAIKAI MCGREGOR, Ph.D.

Q

Please state your name for the record.

A.

DAVIANNA POMAIKAI MCGREGOR.

Q.

Where do you live?

A.

I live in Kaiwiula, Kapalama, Osahu and Ho'olehua, Molokasi.

Q.

Where do you work and what is your title?

A.

I am a Professor of Ethnic Studies at the University of Hawaii, Manoa.

Q.

What is your educational background and training?

A.

I graduated from the University of Hawaii with a Bachelor of Education degree in

Secondary Education in 1972 and a Bachelor of Arts degree in Asian/Pacific History in 1973. I
did my graduate work at the UH, where I obtained a Master of Arts degree in Pacific Islands
Studies in 1979. I also earned a PhD in Hawaiian and Pacific History from the University of
Hawaili in 1989.

Q.
A.

What was your doctoral dissertation topic?
The title of my doctoral dissertation is "Kupa' a I Ka 'Aina: Persistence On The

Land." It examines the conditions of Hawaiians from 1898 to 1930, the first 32 years of direct
U.S. rule over Hawaii. It compared the conditions of Hawaiians in urban 0' ahu with that of
Hawaiians in rural Hawaiian communities on the island of Moloka'i, the moku of Hana, Maui
and the ahupua' a of Waipi'o, Hawaiti.

Q.
A.

Did you prepare a curriculum vitae to reflect your education and training?
As part of my testimony, I have submitted my curriculum vitae which contains

information on my academic training, my teaching, my research, and my publications.

Q.
A.

Have you previously been qualified to testify as an expert witness?
I have served as an expert witness regarding traditional Hawaiian subsistence,

cultural, and religious customs and practices in the following Civil Cases: Kelly v. 1250
Oceanside Partners, Civ. No. 00-1-0192K (Haw. 3rd Cir.); Office of Hawaiian Affairs, et al vs.
Housing and community Development Cotporation of Hawaii, et al, Civil No. 94-4207-11 SSM,
1994 - 2001; Kamaka v. Department of Defense; Pele Defense Fund v. Paty, Civ. No. 89-089
(Haw. 3rd Cir.); Pele Defense Fund v. Campbell Estate, Civ. No. 89-089 (Haw. 3rd Cir.); and
Hanakeawe v. Nansay Hawaii, Inc., Civ. No. 90-316 (Haw. 3rd Cir.). I have also testified as a
cultural expert in the following criminal trespass cases. State of Hawai`i v. Spalding (Haw. 3rd
Cir.); State of Hawai'i v. Naeole (Haw. 3rd Cir.); State of Hawai'i v. Kaleo Patterson (Haw. 3rd
Cir.); State of Hawaii v. Kell'ikoa (Haw. 3rd Cir.).

Q.

Have you ever been qualified before administrative bodies to testify as an expert?

A.

I appeared as an expert before the State of Hawaiii Water Commission in the

Waiahole Water Case, Docket No. CCH-0A95-1, and In re Waiola 0 Molokai, Docket No.
CCH-M096-1; before the Public Utilities Commission in Docket # 7259 Relating to Hawaiian
Electric Light Company, Regarding Integrated Resource Planning, 1993; and before the Public
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Utilities Commission in Docket # 6617 To Require Energy Utilities in Hawai'i to Implement
Integrated Resource Planning, 1990.
Have you had the opportunity to study the nature and extent of cultural, religious,
Q.
and subsistence activity in which the Native Hawaiians have engaged to support themselves?
A.

Yes. I first studied rural Hawaiian communities where Native Hawaiians

comprised the majority of the population and continued to support their extended 'ohana through
traditional Hawaiian subsistence farming, fishing, hunting, and gatheringcustoms and practices
when I wrote my PhD dissertation. Subsequently, I conducted a number of studies of the
traditional and customary practices of Native Hawaiians, which mirror long-held cultural
practices of ancient Hawaiians in several rural communities throughout the state. While all have
unique features associated with those communities, these traditions and customs I've recorded
are resilient and persistent. In many instances, the continuation of these cultural practices is
financially necessary for many families. These studies have taken me to East Maui,where I
conducted extensive and expanded research, as well as Moloka'i and the Island of Hawai'i.

Q.
A.

What prompted your expanded research for East Maui?
In June 1993, the Hawai'i State Legislature approved what later became Act 156

to implement a preexisting statutory mandate requiring planning for the state's physical
environment and for socio-cultural enhancement, which recognizes the significance of the state's
"cultural landscapes." Accordingly, it established a task force to examine Hawaiian cultural
landscapes. This task force was responsible for developing designation criteria, specifying
activities and uses consistent with cultural landscape districts, developing procedures for
definition of cultural landscape districts and their boundaries, and reporting their findings to the
legislature.

Q.
A.

What happened as a result of this effort?
In January 1994, the DLNR Cultural Landscape Task Force reported back to the

Legislature on the importance of landscape preservation within a vital daily living context. The
Task Force defined cultural landscapes as geographic areas, which exhibit monolithic
characteristics of an ethnic, economic or cultural nature. They reflect the interaction of cultural,
economic, and natural forces on the environment. They are a definable area, which clearly
defines the settlement or use of the land, water, and/or living systems (plants and animals) over a
long period of time, as well as cultural values, norms, and attitudes toward the land, water and/or
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living systems. These geographic areas possess a significant concentration, linkage or continuity
of landscape components (i.e., vegetation, buildings and structures, archaeological sites, roads
and trails, waterways, religious and natural features and resources), which are united by human
use and past events and/or aesthetically by plans or physical development. Typically, these
landscapes could involve abandoned villages or agricultural systems, taro-producing areas, sugar
lands, ranches, fishing areas, traditional gathering areas, and entire islands.

Q.
A.

What were the recommendations of the Task Force?
The Task Force supported a model project focusing on the Kesanae-Wailuanui

area on Maui, because it recognized that this community is a taro-growing area with long
continuity of use and with local support for preservation.

Q.
A.

What was the purpose of this model project?
The project involved a cultural landscape study to inventory and assess the

resources of the Kesanae-Wailuanui communities. The Maui County General Plan of 1990, on
which the Hana Community Plan is based, has themes, one of which under "land use" is:
To preserve for present and future generations existing geographic, cultural and
traditional community lifestyles by limiting and managing growth through
environmentally sensitive and effective use of land in accordance with the individual
character of the various communities and regions of the County.
Maui County adopted the Hana Community Plan as part of its adoption of County General Plan
in July 1994, under Section 2.80.050 of the Maui County Code. To implement the Hana
Community Plan, the Maui County Planning Department initiated the resulting Ke' anaeWailuanui Cultural Landscape study. The Hana Community Plan calls for county government to
"compile special plans and studies necessary to implement the recommendations of the
Community Plan." It also establishes the following goals, policies and implementing actions:
Land Use:
Preservation and enhancement of the current land use patterns which
establish and enrich the Hata Community Plan region's unique and diverse qualities.
- Identify and inventory exceptional open space resources and viewsheds.
Explore protective management measures such as covenants, easements, and
other planning tools.
- Explore alternative land use and overlay zoning designations that recognize
and preserve the unique natural and cultural characteristics of each community
within the Ha'na region.
- Encourage the availability of agriculturally suitable lands to provide
opportunities for small diversified agricultural activities with residential tenancy
for farmers.
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Q.

What was the specific goal of the Keanae-Wailuanui Cultural Landscape study of

July 1995?
A.

The goal was to describe and quantify conditions and traditions which have

shaped the land and which still affect the patterns of land use. Land use management policies
based on a broad foundation of knowledge of resources will better enable the community and its
representatives in county and state government to make effective decisions appropriate to this
and other rural and agricultural areas.

Q.

What were the specific tasks of the study?

A.

There were three major tasks: (1) identify the historic context of the landscape,

through archaeological research to determine the depth of wetland taro cultivation and a
literature search, including a summary of Land Commission Awards for the Ke'anae and
Wailuanui ahupua'a, focused on agricultural or other uses of the claims; (2) identification of
cultural landscape components, including farm land, crops, vegetation types, water control,
gathering, hunting, home sites, ocean-related activities, and lands associated with Hawaiian
legends; and (3) preliminary mapping using historical maps, aerial photographs, and detailed
land classification maps to identify existing land use areas and the boundaries of the cultural
landscape.

Q.

What was the methodology for conducting this study and who was the team

responsible for conducting the work?
A.

The methodology is described on pp. 13-17 of the report. Basically, (1) Cultural

Surveys Hawaii, Inc. conducted a literature search, including a review of aerial photographs, (2)
Cultural Surveys Hawaii, Inc. and Group 70 conducted field surveys, including mapping of taro
lo'i; and (3) I conducted personal interviews, relying heavily on kupuna (9 of 13 interviewees)
from Ke'anae and Wailuanui.

Q.

How reliable are the sources of oral history, as related by those Hawaiians you

interviewed?
A.

The oral history interviews were consistent with each other and were cross

validated with the information gathered through the literature search and the field surveys.

Q.

What are the cultural landscape area boundaries?
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A.

The team identified the Keanae-Wailuanui core Cultural Landscape area

boundaries in Figure 3 of the report. The area encompasses the Ke' anae peninsula and runs
southeast along the coast to the southeast ridge of Wailuanui Valley. On the west, it is bounded
by the Ke'anae YMCA, Keanae Arboretum and the Palauhulu stream. Inland it extends 600 feet
mauka of the Hana Highway, stretching from the YMCA camp to the ridge on the east side of
Waikani Falls. The informants also identified a wider traditional cultural practices region shown
in Figure 4 of the report, for fishing, hunting and gathering. This extends from Makapipi Stream
and forest access road in the east, to Honomanu and the Kaumahina ridge on the west and mauka
to Pohaku Palaha on the northern rim of the Haleakala Crater.

Q.
A.

In summary, what did these sources of information show?
The literature search documented the cultural and natural

setting of the cultural landscape area, which has a rich and long history of supporting Hawaiians
who tilled the land, grew taro and other food crops, and fished the nearshore ocean seas as far as
11 miles offshore. In the various land commission testimonies, maka'ainana from the KeanaeWailuanui community described their agricultural pursuits in the 1840's. The field surveys,
combined with the literature search, yielded information that enabled the team to map the
cultural landscape - historic locations of buildings, taro lo‘i, auwai, and other cultural features of
the communities that settled the area. The interviews helped me link current uses of land and
streams by residents to their historic uses and verified those practices that continued to be
followed along the traditions of their ancestors. The relative isolation of this cultural landscape
enabled it and its residents to avoid or resist intensive modem land developments and retain
many of the ancient traditions passed down through the generations of Hawaiians who resided in
this area.

Q.
A.

Why was the Keanae-Wailuanui area selected for this cultural landscape study?
Aside from the land use planning angle I've previously mentioned, it was

particularly appropriate because it is associated with a deep and long tradition of growing taro,
the staple crop of Native Hawaiians for generations. The earliest Polynesian voyagers to
Hawai'i brought taro with them. It has been linked mythologically to the origins of Hawaiians as
a people. The plant itself has attributes which are embedded in the notion of the family and
kinship relations. All parts of the taro plant are used for food. Much of the traditions
surrounding the cultivation and use of taro have persisted in Ke' anae-Wailuanui to a much
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greater extent than most other parts of Hawai'i. With such an intimate association with the
people and culture of Hawai'i, Ke' anae-Wailuanui was a prime candidate for designation as a
cultural landscape. Today, large-scale taro cultivation is confined to isolated areas in Hawai'i —
Hanalei/Waioli, Hanapepe and Waimea on Kauei, Waikane/Waiahole on 0' ahu, Onokohau,
Waihe' e, Ke' anae-Wailuanui on Maui, and Waipi'o Valley on the island of Hawai'i. The taro
landscape of Ke' anae-Wailuanuiis a viable traditional economy which has maintained historic
and cultural integrity, traditional lifestyles, and social continuity to an equal or greater extent
than any of the other taro growing landscapes in Hawai'i.

Q.
A.

What physical attributes of Ke' anae-Wailuanui did your study examine?
The 1995 study identified 12 components for examination. They are listed on

page 44 of the report. Among them are taro cultivation, the Ko'olau Ditch built and maintained
by EMI, and cultural resources and use areas.

Q.
A.

What did you learn about the taro cultivation in Kesanae-Wailuanui?
Wetland taro cultivation is the most important single component of the cultural

landscape of Ke' anae-Wailuanui. Wetland taro cultivation requires a precisely defined, stable
field system with a continuous and reliable source of water. The system must be designed so that
cool, fresh water can be delivered constantly to every field. In this sense, a taro landscape is
designed as a single system with interrelated elements (fields, streams and 'auwai). Alteration of
any of these elements could affect the entire system. The ancient Hawaiians who designed this
landscape were limited in the degree to which they could alter the natural topography. They
dealt with this constraint by flexibility of design. Seen as a whole, the taro landscape appears as
a simple network of inter-connected rectangles defined by banks, which hold in water. Upon
closer inspection, it is apparent that field design, water flow, and water delivery are a response to
subtle variations in the natural landscape. A taro landscape is extremely complex in its internal
workings.

Q.
A.

What areas of taro cultivation exist in Ke' anae-Wailuanui?
There are five major locations of active taro cultivation - Ke' anae peninsula,

Wailuanui, Ke'anae Arboretum, Waianu Valley, and Lakini. An additional small area of
cultivation exists at Waiokamilo Stream just makai of its crossing of Wailuanui Road. There are
small lo'i on both sides of the stream. In addition, throughout the district old taro terraces can be
found and taro still grows in the wild in the valleys, along streams. Informants speak of going
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out and gathering lu'au leaves from the wild taro because it has a good flavor, distinct from the
cultivated varieties. Some of the areas for the gathering of wild lu'au include Pi'ina' au,
Nua'ailua, Kupasu, Waipio, Awiowio, Pohole and Pahoa.

Q.
A.

Please describe the Wailuanui taro area.
This is the largest taro system of the cultural landscape, with 339 lo'i, that

Cultural Surveys plotted off a 1982 aerial photograph in Figure 15. They lie mainly west of
Wailuanui Stream and to the north and east below Hana highway. It is an area of mixed
cultivation and uncultivated areas. There is also a smaller set of lo'i above Hana Highway in the
area known as Lakini. See, Figure 21.
The essence of Wailuanui is water (wai = water). Wailuanui is best viewed looking
mauka. The taro lo'i as seen from makai, are framed by the steep green slopes of the valley with
Waikani Falls to the east and Waiokamilo Stream waters entering from the center and west. The
lo'i themselves, as they ascend the slopes, decrease in size to accommodate the requirements of
water control. Nowhere else in Hawai'i are such miniature fields still cultivated in this kind of
topography with such integrity. See, p. 126.

Q.
A.

Please describe the Wailuanui 'auwai system.
It is evident that at Wailuanui Valley, the 'auwai and lo'i systems were

constructed first and subsequent residences and circulation networks accommodated the already
established systems. The pattern of cultivated lo'i at Wailuanui is likely close to what existed at
the time of the Mahele, but for the time when rice was cultivated just prior to and after the dawn
of the 20th century.
Cultural Surveys was able to produce a schematic of the 'auwai as it takes water from
Waiokamilo Stream and passes thtough Lakini. Figure 21. The water flows past these lo'i,
partially returning back to Waiokamilo Stream, but mainly flowing under the existing Hana
Highway to irrigate the valley lo'i below that point.
There is another major diversion of Waiokamilo Stream below Hana Highway that
irrigates the extreme western end of the valley. See, Figure 22.
Cultural Surveys approximated the direction of flow in the 'auwai system servicing the
valley, as the system was complex and our team did not have the time or resources to make a
definitive map of all aspects of it.
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Did you discover any major changes in the use of the valley for taro cultivation
Q.
since the time of the Mahele?
A.

Our team did not find any historic map of the valley. Taro cultivation is well

documented for the entire area in the 1850's Land Commission Award documents. In Appendix
A of the report, the various claims for Land Commission Awards in Keanae-Wailuanui are
rendered in a table. The table illustrates the extent to which taro was grown on the claimed
parcels. The table summarizes the testimonies submitted in support of the requests for Land
Commission Awards and reflects the presence of taro cultivation at the time of the Mahele for
these parcels. While it indicates what was happening on those parcels at that time, it does not
indicate which of the pieces claimed were actually awarded by the Land Commission.
Nevertheless, the table gives an accurate indication of the extent to which active taro cultivation
existed and on which parcels in the valley. This activity also indicates where irrigation water
from the streams was being applied in pursuit of this activity at the time of the Mahele.
Q.

Did you discover any other evidence of the extent of taro growing in the valley

during different times in history following the Mahele?
A.

Apparently, as an 1896 map (Figure 9) of the lower section of the valley reveals,

by then there was a sizable area devoted to rice cultivation, although much of the southeastern
portion along Wailuanui Stream remained in taro. This pattern apparently persisted through
1903, according to a similar map of the area (Figure 10). Some of the residents I interviewed
indicated that rice was preferred at that period because water temperature was not the crucial
consideration as it is for taro cultivation, reflecting a diminished water supply to the valley for
irrigation. Chinese fanners grew rice in significant parts of the valley between 1880 and 1927,
when the market collapsed because of the competition from California.
A 1936 photograph (Figure 16) shows that a majority of the valley was under taro
cultivation, with considerably less tree and bush vegetation than was present in 1994 when I
conducted my field research. By 1966, in contrast, while all cultivated areas appeared to be in
taro, there is a dramatic increase in forest growth along the periphery of the valley, compared to
1936, as Figures 17 and 18 reveal. Contrasted with current conditions, as depicted in the
photographs taken in 2004 and this year in June, it appears that there is now substantially
different, as well as fewer, areas of taro lo'i than was being actively cultivated in 1966.
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This evidence shows there was apparently a period of decline in taro cultivation in the
valley between 1936 and 1966, as well as between 1966 and 1994. However, while to varying
degrees, the Wailuanui valley residents, especially Hawaiians, continued a tradition of taro
cultivation that continues through the present. This cultural landscape is distinctive in temis of
this long tradition, and continues on to this day, reflecting how critical taro production is to this
community.

Q.

Do you have an opinion as to whether the current taro cultivation reasonably

approximates the amount of water used to cultivate taro at the time of the Mahele?
A.

Yes.

Q.

And what is that opinion?

A.

While the rice cultivation earlier last century may have altered some of the pattern

of lo'i in the valley, the broad pattern remains since both crops are wetland agricultural products
and the irrigation system plays a critical role in their cultivation. The mechanics of irrigation
systems must follow gravity. Residences are found on slightly elevated areas at the edges of the
fields, not in the center of the lo'i, which would be the low spot and subject to periodic flooding.
The roadway network serving these residences skirt the cultivated areas and does not cut into the
system of lo'i. This pattern involves frequent tending and fits the horticultural character of
Hawaiian agriculture where the cultivated fields are relatively small and are within walking
distance of residences. It is a pattern developed before automobiles and mechanized agriculture.
The field was central, not the residence. This pattern is found even in areas where residences are
not nearby. See, p. 126.
There was far more taro cultivation in the valley in the 1800's than presently. There is
also far less water flowing naturally into the valley as a result of the major EMI diversion into
the Ko'olau Ditch mauka of Kupau and Akeke Spring. This reduction in taro production is
significant compared to historic levels.

Q.
A.

On what basis doyou make this conclusion?
During the fieldwork for this study, which included field trips as well as

interviews, it became apparent that the Ke'anae-Wailuanui communities have a long history of
small commercial ventures associated with processing and marketing of local taro. Besides the
People's Store, which once stood at Ke'anae landing, there were six separate poi mills, each in
operation over a different span of time. Each sold local taro processed into poi to the community
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itself and also exported taro. Taro was exported in two separate directions: to Hana and to
Heiku/Kahulu/Wailuku. The Alama Poi Shop operated from the 1920's to the 1950's. The
Ching Poi Mill operated in the 1930's through the 1950s, exporting poi to Kahului and Hana.
The Ng family operated a mill that exported poi to Hana. The Alu family ran the Kupasu Mill
from the late 1930's to the early 1950's. The Lum Hoy Poi Mill exported poi to Wailuku from
the 1930's through the 1940s. The last mill, Ke' anae-Wailua Poi Mill was started in 1975 by Mr.
Ed Wendt and operated through 1984. The current level of taro production contrasts sharply
with what historic records show.
Q.

Do you have an opinion, based on your training, research, and expertise, whether

the land uses of Wailuanui residents are linked to Hawaiian cultural mores and practices?
A.

Yes.

Q.
A.

What is your opinion?
The land use patterns of the Keanae-Wailuanui region have been shaped by

Hawaiian cultural mores and practices. The 'ohana values and practices of the community stress
the conservation of natural resources for the benefit of present and future generations. Rules of
behavior are based on respect of the 'aina, the virtue of sharing, and a holistic perspective of
organisms and ecosystems that emphasize balance and coexistence. The Hawaiian outlook
which shapes these customs and practices is lokahi or maintaining spiritual, cultural. and
physical balance with nature. In the course of their travels through the various 'ili of the
traditional cultural practices region, practitioners of Ke' anae and Wailuanui are able to renew
their knowledge and understanding of the landscape, the place names, names of the winds and
the rains, traditional legends, wahi pana, historical cultural sites, and the location of various
native plants and animals. The region is thus experienced as a part of their 'ohana, necessitating
the same care as would a member of their family.
Q.

Do you have an opinion, based on your training, expertise, and research, on how

important traditional and customary gathering of 'o'opu, opae, and hihiwai is to the Hawaiians
of Wailuanui?
A.

Yes.

Q.

What is that opinion?

A.

Ke' anae-Wailuanui is one of the few remaining areas in the Hawaiian Islands

where 'opae can be gathered. Virtually every stream has 'opae at some time during the year.
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However, it is easier to gather 'opae in the tunnels of the EMI ditch system. The irrigation ditch
itself is an excellent breeding area for the 'opae because it has flowing water year round. Some
streams below the ditch, however, don't have enough flowing water to sustain the 'opae year
round when the water is diverted into the ditch system. Commercial sale of 'opae is prohibited
under a state law that went into effect in 1993. 'Opae is still a popular delicacy among the
families in the district. They also gather 'opae to share with family and friends outside and on
different islands. 'Opae, the 'a' aniu net used to gather it, and the methods of preparing it will
continue to be a distinctive aspect of the cultural lifestyle for which Ke' anae-Wailuanui is known
and distinguished.
'O'opu and hihiwai are becoming increasingly scarce in the Hawaiian Islands. Certain
species of 'o' opu are endangered and others are rare. They require pristine and flowing stream
waters to exist. Ke' anae-Wailuanui is one of the few areas where they still can be found in
sufficient size to be occasionally caught for subsistence food.
The gathering of hihiwai is also carefully managed. The location of the hihiwai is
knowledge that has been passed down from generation to the next for their protection and proper
management. It is not information that is made available to the general public.

Q.

What is the geographic range of this gathering activity?

A.

Family members of all ages engage in some level of gathering activity in the

Ke' anae-Wailuanui district. Kupuna like Helen Nakanelua still go out and gathers 'opae with her
homemade 'a' aniu net in the 'auwai that runs through her property at Lakini. Waiokamilo
Stream still has 'opae which is accessible to the kupuna. The Ka' auamo family is best known for
theirtraditional and customary gathering activities. Awapuhi Ka' auamo Carmichael still goes out
gathering for 'opae, hihiwai, and 'opihi from Kailua and over through Kuhiwa. Awapuhi
Carmichael identified some of the area which she regularly accessed for gathering of 'opae,
hihiwai, and 'o'opu:
We have our own names. Kapasula, gather 'opae. We use Puaakaa, we call it Kaunoa.
Above the road, the ditch above the road, we use that stream, and then it branches off.
Even Makapipi, we use Makapipi stream. We use all the way to the tunnel. We use it.
Kuhiwa gulch is used by our family. Kuhiwa gulch we use also. Makapipi is just mauka.
Kuhiwa is mauka.
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Gathering from a variety of places is important in order to maintain the resources. The
choice of place to gather is determined by the weather and other natural signs. Awapuhi
Caimichael described the factors which affected her decision as to where to gather on a
particular expedition:
It depends on what we're getting, and how we feel . . . We never go to the same place.
You know how the Hawaiians used to do, they don't go back to the same place, so can
restore. It depends on the weather, and then we go by the moon, the stars. If use one
place, then go to another place, depends on the moon and the stars. We go up far. . .We
all go to the same places, although each of us have our favorite hole, places, where we go
for opae, you know. All mauka for 'opae. And then below have the 'o'opu and the
prawns, they introduced the prawns, and hihiwai. Above the road is more the 'opae.
Above the road is where all the opae are. Above the main highway. And then below the
road has hihiwai, 'osopu, you know.
Within the traditional cultural landscape area for Ke'anae-Wailuanui unoccupied areas
with flowing pristine streams and the forested areas are integral to the livelihoods of the families
in the district. For example, nobody lives in the area from Wailuaiki to Kopili'ula and over to
Hanawi but there are many gulches and streams flourishing with hihiwai and 'o'opu.

Q.

What was the importance of subsistence gathering to the health of Hawaiian

gatherers who engaged in this traditional activity — historically and in current times?
A.

Through subsistence, families attain essential resources to compensate for low

incomes. They can also obtain food items, especially seafood, that may be prohibitively costly
under a strict cash economy. If families on fixed incomes were required to purchase these items,
they would probably opt for cheaper, less healthy foods that would predispose them to health
problems. In this respect, subsistence not only provides food, it also ensures a healthy diet.
Subsistence generally requires a great amount of physical exertion (e.g., fishing, diving,
hunting) that is a valuable form of exercise and stress reduction and contributes to good physical
and mental health. It is also a form of recreation that the whole family can share in. Family
members of all ages contribute at different phases of subsistence, be it active hunting, fishing or
gathering or cleaning and preparing the food for eating. Older family members teach the
younger family members how to engage in subsistence and prepare the food, thus passing on
ancestral knowledge, experience and skill.

Q.

What was the pattern of these subsistence activities amongst those tiaditional and

customary gatherers of Keanae-Wailuanui you interviewed?
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A.

Subsistence gathering, hunting and fishing is an integral part of the lives of the

residents of Ke` anae-Wailuanui. There is general agreement among the informants that their
traditional cultural practices region extends from Honomanu in the west to Malcapipi in the east
and mauka from Pohaku Palaha on the rim of the Haleakala crater makai to the shoreline, and
into the ocean as far as the buoy 11 miles offshore. Additional areas are used by residents of
Kesanae-Wailuanui depending on where their family ancestors originated and established
subsistence practices. For example, some families fish and gather as far as Kaupo or as far west
as Honopou and mauka to Waikamoi. The location and distribution of water is the primary
determinant of the distribution of natural resources. Traditional land use boundaries were
defined in relation to the amount and location of water. The change of season from wet to dry
does affect the distribution and availability of subsistence resources. When there is a lot of rain,
the resources are more abundant and spread out over a larger area. During the dry period, the
amount of resources shrink and they are distributed near to water sources.
Most subsistence areas can only be accessed by land through a trail or a dirt road. The
Pisilani Trail affords an important route of access between 'ili along the coastline. The Ke` anaeWailuanui residents also use an extensive network of mauka to makai trails to carry out their
subsistence activities. Hunters say that one can readily catch a decent sized pig without
venturing far up the mountain. However, the network of trails allows access to upper regions
where the larger animals roam. Fishing resources vary by ocean depth. Along the rocky
shoreline fisheinien gather crab, 'opihi, hasukeuke, and other shellfish. In the reef, residents
gather limu and catch squid, lobster, and reef fish such as 'uhu, kala, and manini. At greater
depths bottom fish are caught such as weke, ehu, 'opakapaka and uku. In the bays, nets are used
to surround lakule. 'Aholehole, 'ama' ama and uouoa are also caught with gill nets. In the deep
ocean and out to the buoy the fishermen troll for ono, aku, 'ahi, marlin, and mahimahi. Ocean
resources are accessed by land through mauka-to-makai trails and along the Pi'ilani Highway.
Boats are also used for ocean subsistence activities. The launching areas are Honomanu Bay,
Ke'anae Landing, Wailuanui Bay and Hana Harbor.
Resource gathering patterns are also influenced by ho' ailona or spiritual signs in natural
phenomena. Ke' anae-Wailuanui residents stay alert to the direction and patterns of clouds,
winds, rain, the flight of birds, rainfall and all natural elements to inform them about where the
ideal place is to gather on any given day. They also keep track of the moon phases and the effect
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on the shifts in the tides. Ancestral knowledge of the interpretation of place names in the district
also informs Hawaiians about the special features or qualities of that particular area for
subsistence and cultural use.

Q.

Is this a traditional pattern of subsistence activity?

A.

Traditional factors shape the pattern, nature and purpose of the ongoing

subsistence fishing, gathering, farming and hunting activities. These include family and
ancestral connections to particular features of the landscape; the distribution of water; access; the
type of resource to be obtained; the life cycle of that resource; the diet and feeding habits of
fauna; the weather and seasonal changes; and ho'ailona. The subsistence activities are also
guided by traditional values and customs which include but are not limited to the following:
1. Only take what is needed.
2. Don't waste natural resources.
3. Gather according to the life cycle of the resources. Allow the resources to reproduce.
Don't fish during their spawning seasons.
4. Alternate areas to gather, fish and hunt. Don't keep going back to the same place.
Allow the resource to replenish itself.
5. If an area has a declining resource, observe a kapu on harvesting until it comes back.
Replant if appropriate.
6. Resources are always abundant and accessible to those who possess the knowledge
about their location and have the skill to obtain them. There is no need to overuse a more
accessible area.
7. Respect and protect the knowledge which has been passed down intergenerationally,
from one generation to the next. Do not carelessly give it away to outsiders.
8. Respect each other's areas. Families in Ke' anae-Wailuanui usually fish, hunt, and
gather in the areas traditionally used by their ancestors. If they go into an area outside
their own for some specific purpose, they usually go with people from that area.
9. Throughout the expedition keep focused on the purpose and goal for which you set out
to fish, hunt, or gather.
10. Be aware of the natural elements and stay alert to natural signs, e.g. falling boulders
as a sign of flash flooding.
11. Share what is gathered with family and neighbors.
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12. Take care of the kupuna who passed on the knowledge and experience of what to do
and are now too old to go out on their own.
13. Don't talk openly about plans for going out to subsistence hunt, gather, or fish
14. Respect the resources. Respect the spirits of the land, forest, ocean. Don't get loud
and boisterous.
15. Respect family 'aumakua. Don't gather the resources sacred to them.
To what extent, if any, does taro cultivation relate to the traditional and customary
Q.
gathering of 'osopu, 'opae, and hihiwai?
A.

These native aquatic marine species and taro rely upon pristine, clear, cold, free

running streams that flow year round. All of the great historical taro growing areas of Hawaiii
rely on pristine streams where native aquatic species thrive - Ke'anae-Wailuanui, Kahakuloa on
Maui; Hanalei on Kaua'i; Waipi'o on Hawaiti, the windward valleys of Moloka'i. '0' opu, 'opae
and hihiwai have been a part of the traditional diet of taro fanners in these areas.
Were you able to determine the degree to which traditional and customary
Q.
gathering of 'o'opu, 'opae, and hihiwai in Wailuanui has changed since the 1890's?
A.

Aunty Helen Nakanelua who was 83 in 1994 was born in 1911 and described how

she used to go out and gather 'opae with her grandmother who would have been born and
learned how to gather 'opae before the 1890's:
And I used to go along with my grandma, with a five gallon can, you know those tall
ones, and I pack some wood, and I pack salt, so that whenever my grandma goes with the
upena net, do you have an idea what the upena net looks like and they have a little bag
there? Some of the bags are small, but she used to have these long bags, and then she
cleans that where I am, she takes that out, we clean it and we cook it in this can. Salt it
and cook it there, the wood that I take we cook it. And after it's cooked, I begin
spreading it on a table oil cloth and a mat I used to pack along and then she leaves me
there I attend that opae while it's drying. By the time she comes back here, it's partly
dried, I gather that 'opae again, and separate it in another bag, because that's partly dried,
and we continue on, she gets another bag to do the same thing, cook, so that by the time
she ends up her day, most of the opae, except the last one she has is partly half dried
already. Do you know how the upena look like? I show you, cause I have made some
for me, because I use it.
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Although Aunty Helen continues to gather 'opae, it is not as plentiful as it had been in her
youth. An indicator of the decline of 'opae is the passage of a state law in 1993 which prohibits
its commercial sale due to its scarcity.

Q.

Do you have an opinion as to the importance of the Ke'anae-Wailuanui region to

Hawaiian cultural history?
A.

Yes.

Q.

What is that opinion?

A.

The most distinctive historic association of the Ke' anae-Wailuanui landscape is

its unbroken relationship to the foundations of Hawaiian culture through the traditional
cultivation of taro, the major component of the cultural landscape. The traditional cultural
practices region is also significant as a surviving enclave of Hawaiian subsistence, cultural, and
spiritual beliefs, customs, and practices. Rural Hawaiian communities like Ke'anae-Wailuanui
are cultural kipuka - places where Hawaiians have maintained a close relationship to the land
through their livelihoods and customs - that play a vital role in the survival of Hawaiian culture
as a whole. There is a growing recognition that protection of the natural resources and the
integrity of the lifestyle and livelihoods within rural districts is essential for the perpetuation of
Hawaiian culture. However, the survival of these cultural kipuka and the traditions and customs
related thereto are continually eroded by an ever increasing lack of water.

Q.

Do you have an opinion on how significant the Ke'anae-Wailuanui region is as

judged against federal criteria for cultural significance?
A.

Yes.

Q.

What is that opinion?

A.

The Ke'anae and Wailuanui cultural landscape is significant under the four

National Register criteria of significance and an additional Hawai'i state criterion. Under
Criterion A, Ke'anae-Wailuanui is associated with significant events affecting broad patterns of
history. The evolution of Hawaiian culture and society in the Hawaiian Islands over the past
1500 years was sustained by highly developed and well-managed systems of wetland taro
cultivation. Ke'anae-Wailuanui is an extraordinary example of a highly developed historic
Hawaiian wetland irrigation system which sustained the complex social organization and
sophisticated customs and practices of the Native Hawaiian culture. The cultural landscape also
includes the historic network of irrigation ditches and tunnels which were developed in the late
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nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The last completed segment of the Hana Belt Road is
also in this cultural landscape.
Under Criterion B, Ke'anae-Wailuanui is associated with events which involved famous
people such as the landing of Umi-a-Liloa's war canoes during his 14th century battle over Ham
against Ho'olae-Makua and the staging of the battles between Kalaniopu'u and Kahekili in the
18th century.
Under Criterion C, Ke'anae-Wailuanui epitomizes the quality and integrity of a historic
landscape centered around the historic wetland cultivation of taro. In addition, the 2 churches, its
public school facility and the Waikani Bridge are also excellent examples of each of these types
of historic architecture.
Under Criterion D, Kelanae-Wailuanui provides excellent potential to yield information
important in the prehistory and history on the origins, chronology and development of Hawaiian
taro cultivation, as well as the complex social structures which both sustained and perpetuated by
this kind of agricultural technology.

Q.

To what extent are those that now gather and attempt to farm taro in the valley

genealogically linked to the Hawaiians that lived in the valley during the 1800's?
A.

The informants that I interviewed said that they lived and farmed lands that their

ancestors had lived on and farmed in the 1800's.

Q.

Do you have any opinion based on your training and education of whether there is

any correlation historically between the amount of traditional gathering from the streams and the
amount of fish and limu that could be taken from the coastal areas of the valley and the sea for
subsistence purposes?
A.

Yes.

Q.

What is that opinion?

A.

The abundance of aquatic and marine resources are dependent upon the pristine,

clean, free flowing year round streams flowing into the ocean. The bays where the fresh water
mixes into the ocean water are important spawning grounds for the fish. Moki Day, a Hawaiian
fisherman from the area, described how the bays are important breeding grounds which deserve
protection:
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You can consider all the shoreline area between here and Kaupo as breeding grounds for
all these shoreline species of fish. They come into our rivers here because we have the
fresh water, and they come in here and breed here and lay their eggs here.
According to the late Uncle Harry Mitchell, who had been a long-time resident of the
area, the streams and the ocean together provided the breeding ground for 'o'opu. He described
the lifecycle of the 'o'opu as follows:
The first heavy rains usually arrived in August or September, carrying the 'o' opu to the
ocean where they spawned. Once they laid their eggs, the mother 'o'opu died. The baby
'o'opu, called hinano, would hatch and develop in the salt water from August/September
through November. The salt water made them strong enough to climb up the stream
where they would mature. About November, the hinano began to make their way up
stream to the large fresh water pools in the mountains. Their migration upstream
coincided with the arrival of the migratory birds from the north which fed upon the hinano
as they made their perilous journey to the uplands.
Do you have an opinion on how significant the diversion of stream water from
Q.
Wailuanui Valley by EMI has been on the ability of its residents to continue their tradition of
taro growing and gathering from the streams and coastal areas?
A.

Yes.

Q.
A.

What is that opinion?
The diversion of steams in the Ko'olau watershed, via the East Maui Irrigation

(EMI) Company system, has reduced the surface water flow in the region mauka of the cultural
landscape. The system currently provides most of the irrigation water for central Maui's largescale agriculture and is the main source for county water supplies to upcountry Maui residents
and farmers.
While the degree of reduction has not been quantified, the volumes of water carried by
the ditch are significant and impact on the stream ecology in Ke' anae-Wailuanui is probable.
Native endemic and indigenous species such as 'o'opu and 'opae and hihiwai are likely to have
been affected within the last few generations, with consequent impact on the traditional gathering
practices that are part of the local lifestyle. During interviews for the study, some residents
expressed concern over the impact of the diversion of water by EMI Co. on the ecology of the
region. They also questioned the effects that the EMI diversion may have on the temperature
and consistent flow of stream water to taro lands.
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Do you have an opinion on what positive steps should be taken to promote the
Q.
perpetuation of the cultural landscape of Ke' anae-Wailuanui?
A.

Yes.

Q.

What is that opinion?

A.

Provide incentives for taro growing, such as tax relief for parcels used for taro

farming. Provide support to the community to maintain the water sources and the 'auwai, such as
state and county support to clean and maintain the agricultural irrigation systems. Maintain the
Pi'ilani Trail along the shoreline as well as the trails and unimproved roads running makai from
the highway to the beach, and the trails and unimproved roads running mauka into the forest
reserve should be maintained and their significance in the cultural landscape assessed. The
watershed's forest should be protected. Access for cultural, subsistence, and spiritual customs
and practices should be afforded to those residents of the community who will maintain
traditions of respect and stewardship of the land and water resources. Develop the Ke' anae
Arboretum to offer interpretation and education, with emphasis on practical and hands-on
experience. Improve lookout points with better paving, approach signage, interpretive signage,
landscaping and benches. Preserve and maintain the 2 large heiau and other cultural sites.
Document and protect historic taro terraces. Perpetuate significant aspects of the cultural
landscape without hampering changes beneficial to the community and its residents.

Q.
Hawaiians?
A.

Are you familiar with crucial definitions of traditional land divisions used by

Yes.

What are the land divisions that were common in delineating the various land uses
Q.
made by Hawaiians?
A.

The traditional Hawaiian land divisions according to Maio (1951:16-18) consist

of the following district, subdistricts, land divisions and land parcels:
- island: Moku-puni (cut off surrounded).
- Large District: Apana (pieces) or Moku-o-loko (interior division), e.g. Hana.
- Sections: 'Okana or Kalana, e.g. Honua'ula. Okana is also a district or sub-district
and usually comprising several ahupua'a; Kalana is smaller than a district (Pukui
& Elbert 1971: 113, 258).]
- Subsection within Okana: Poko. [Dividing a District, or ahupua'a into two or more
sections, e.g.: Hamalata Poko; Hamakua Loa]
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- Ahupua'a. (running mauka-makal, from the mountains to the sea) [a sub-district land
division, some contain a few hundred acres, others 10,000 acres, or more]
['
a sub-division of an ahupua'a;
lele, a discontinuous
consisting of two or more parcels of land in the same ahupua'a and having the
same name]
- Mo'o-saina [mo'o-saina is a cultivated garden within an
or 'ili-lele]
- Pauku-'aina (joints of lands) [pauku-saina is a land section smaller than a 7720 'o-saizza]
- Kihapai (patches or farms) [dry land garden]
- Ko'ele [kosele, a cultivated garden, the produce of which went to the all of the district
or island]
- Hakuone (land cultivated by 'ohana with crops going to konohikz) [produce of which
went to chief of the ahupua'a]
- Kuakua (broad kuauna or kuaauna, an embankment) [embankments between wet taro
gardens, usually cultivated] (Malo 1951: 16-18). Infounation in brackets [ ]
added.

i

Harry Mitchell, April 22, 1988.
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Personal Data
Birthplace: Honolulu, Hawai'i
Education
Ph.D., University of Hawai'i, Manoa, Hawaiian/Pacific History, 1989
M.A., University of Hawai'i, Manoa, Pacific Islands Studies, 1979
P.D., University of Hawai'i, Manoa, Secondary Education, 1973
B.A., University of Hawai'i, Manoa, Asian/Pacific History, 1973
B.Ed., University of Hawai'i, Manoa, Secondary Education, 1972
High School Diploma, Sacred Hearts Academy, Honolulu, 1968
Doctoral Dissertation
"Kupa'a I Ka 'Aina: Persistence On The Land," University of Hawai'i - Manoa, 1989.
Masters Thesis
"Hawaiian Resistance: 1887- 1889," University of Hawai'i - Manoa, 1979.
Fellowships, Scholarships & Awards
Awards for book, Na Kua'aina: Living Hawaiian Culture
• Kenneth W. Balridge Prize for best book in any field of history written by a resident
of Hawai'i from 2005-2007.
• Hawai'i Book Publishers' Assn. 2008 Po'okela Award, Honorable Mention for
Excellence in Hawaiian Culture.
Hung Wo and Elizabeth Lau Ching Foundation Award for Faculty Service to
the Community, 2005
Smithsonian Institution Asian Pacific American Program, Inaugural Scholar-InResidence, Spring 2000
Na Poki'i Graduate Fellowship, 1986- 1987, 1988-89
Mary Kawena Pukui Hawaiian Studies Scholarship, 1986-87
Ford Foundation Fellowship, 1978- 1980
Teaching Experience
Ethnic Studies Program/Department, University of Hawai'i - Manoa,
Professor, 2005 to present
Associate Professor, 1995 to 2005
Assistant Professor, 1987 - 1995
Instructor, 1974 to 1986
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Courses Taught:
ES 101 Introduction to Ethnic Studies: Basic concepts and theories for analyzing
dynamics of ethnic group experiences, particularly those represented in Hawai'i and
their relation to colonization, immigration, problems of identity, racism and social class.
ES 221 Hawaiians: Relationship between changes in Hawaiian lifestyle and
development of Hawaiian economy; land use and tenure; Hawaiian institutions;
Hawaiian resistance movements.
ES 301 Ethnic Identity: Individual and group problems of identity, identity conflict,
culture conflict, inter-ethnic relations.
ES 310 Community, Ethnicity and Identity: Overview of ethnic communities with site
visits to museums, social welfare unites and community guest lecturers including police,
health and education professionals.
ES 340 Land Tenure and Use in Hawai'i: Transformation of the traditional Hawaiian
land system into a system of private property that is not completely Western given the
ongoing recognition of the rights of access for traditional and customary Native
Hawaiian practices. Examination of contemporary issues and concerns related to land
and development.
ES 350 Economic Change and Hawai'i's People: Development of modern Hawaiian
economy and impact on Hawai'i's people. Sugar, pineapple, and tourism industries; role
of local and multinational corporations; scenarios for Hawai'i's future development.
ES 380 Field Work in Ethnic Studies: Oversee student field work projects relating to
Hawaiian community issues.
ES 392 Change in the Pacific - Polynesia: examines shared traditional cultural customs
and practices and contemporary political, economic, and social trends in the island
societies which have been labeled "Polynesia."
ES 399 Directed Reading in Ethnic Studies: Oversee student research into aspects of
Hawaiian history or contemporary Hawaiian issues.
ES 495/History 495 Hawaiian Labor History: Conditions of work under varying political,
social, and economic transformations in Hawai'i; anthropological, sociological, and
historic data.
Hawai'i History Institute, Summer 1992 and Summer 1995: Co-taught institute for
secondary teachers of Hawai'i history. The institute reviewed key issues in Hawai'i's
history; the findings of most recent research in the field; and historic sites and
community resources for teaching Hawai'i history. It was sponsored by the National
Endowment for the Humanities and the Historic Hawai'i Foundation.
Areas Of Research and Teaching Interest
Native Hawaiians:
Persistence of subsistence, cultural & religious customs & practices
•
.
Resistance in Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries
•
Well-Being in Territorial and Statehood Periods
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•
•
•

Traditional and Contemporary Land Use & Tenure
Origin and Implementation of Hawaiian Homes Commission Act
Sovereignty Movement - Recognition, Rights, Claims, Organizations

Indigenous Land Stewardship and International Rights
U.S. Empire in the Pacific
Cultural Impact Studies On Behalf Of Indigenous and Pacific Island Communities
Administrative Experience
Acting Director, Ethnic Studies Program, University of Hawaii, Manoa, 1974- 77, 1990
Served as director for the fledgling Ethnic Studies Program at the University of
Hawaii - Manoa during its formative years when its faculty struggled to develop
the curriculum to establish it as a permanent program, between 1974 - 77.
Served as Acting Director while regular director was on leave in Spring 1990.
Principal Investigator, Ethnic Studies Oral History Project, 1976-78
Set up the Ethnic Studies Oral History Project within the administrative
framework of the University of Hawai'i - Manoa campus together with the project
staff. Funding for the program was attained through direct legislative funding.
Programmer, University of Hawaii - Manoa Campus Center, 1974
Coordinator for summer student programs and non-credit courses.
Published Works
Book of Original Scholarship
Na Kua'aina: Living Hawaiian Culture, Honolulu: UH Press, 2007, xi, 372p..
Edited Textbook
Our History, Our Way: An Ethnic Studies Anthology, co-edited with Gregory Y. Mark
and Linda A. Revilla, Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt, 1996, ix, 469p.
Articles in Refereed Journals
"Statehood: Catalyst of the Twentieth Century Kanaka 'Oiwi Cultural Renaissance and
Sovereignty Movement," Journal of Asian American Studies, October 2010, Volume 13,
Number 3: pp 311-326
Guest Editor, Journal of Asian American Studies, special issue on Pacific Islander
Americans, Volume 7, Number 3, October 2004. Introduction: "Weaving Together
Strands of Pacific Islander, Asian and American Interactions;" p. vii - xii Article:
"Engaging Hawaiians in the Expansion of the U.S. Empire." p. 209-222
Co-editor with Rebecca King-O'Rian, Peace Review, A Journal of Social Justice special
issue on Justice for Asian and Pacific Islander Americans, 2004.
"Research in Action: Ethnohistory of Puna," Social Process in Hawaii, Volume 39, 1999,
p. 181 - 207.
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"A Holistic Assessment Method of Health and Well-Being for Native Hawaiian
Communities," with Jon Matsuoka and Luciano Minerbi, Pacific Health Dialog, Fall, 1998
Vol 5 (2) P. 361 - 369.
"An Introduction to the Hoa'aina and Their Rights," The Hawaiian Journal of History, vol.
30(1996) p. 1 -27
"Waipi'o Valley, a Cultural Kipuka in early 20th Century Hawai'i," The Journal of Pacific
History, 30:2, 1995, p. 194 - 209.
"Kauali: Between Hurricanes," with Jon Matsuoka, in Ibrahim Aoude, (ed,), The
Political Economy of Hawai'i, Social Process in Hawai'i Volume 35. Honolulu:
Department of Sociology, University of Hawai'i, 1994, p 103 - 123.
"Sociodemographic Differences Related To Attitudes Concerning Economic
Development In A Hawai'i Community," with Jon Matsuoka, Social Development Issues,
15(2), 1993.
"Mai Ke Kai Mai Ke Ola, From The Ocean Comes Life", an article on Hawaiian customs
and Practices on Kaho'olawe relating to the surrounding ocean, co-authored with Noa
Emmett Aluli, M.D., Hawaiian Journal of History, vol. 26 (1992): 231 -254.
"Aina Ho'opulapula: Hawaiian Homesteading," an article reviewing the original goals
and purposes of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act, as envisioned by the Hawaiian
men who drafted the legislation, Hawaiian Journal of History, vol. 24 (1990): 1 - 38.
"Hawaiians:Organizing in the 1970's," Amerasia Journal, "Hawai'i: Issues and
Perspectives," 7:2 (1980): 29-55
Articles in Scholarly Journals
"A Community-Based Master Land Use Plan for Moloka'i Ranch? This effort deserves
serious reflection," here! Urbanism, Design and Planning, Moloka'i, Department of
Urban and Regional Planning, University of Hawai'i, Manoa, 2 Winter 2007, 68 - 87.
"Hawaiian Subsistence and Community Sustainability", here! Urbanism, Design and
Planning, Moloka'i, with Jon Matsuoka and Luciano Minerbi, Department of Urban and
Regional Planning, University of Hawai'i, Manoa, 2 Winter 2007, 40 - 67.
"Kaho'olawe: Rebirth of the Sacred", Amerasia Journal, "The Politics of Remembering"
edited by Henry Yu and Mae M. Ngai, Volume 28: 3, (2002): 68 - 83.
"Voices of Today Echo Voices of the Past: 1845 Petitions," in Malama Hawaiian Land
and Water, Honolulu: Bamboo Ridge Press, 29(Winter) 1985, 44 - 58.
"A Comparison of the Terms Malo Used for 'Steal', 'Theft', 'Rob', and 'Covet', With the
Terms Used to Translate These Concepts in Baibala Hemolele and the First Penal
Codes," Ka 'Unuhi, The Translator 1(May) 1980.
"A Translation and Analysis of No Ka Moe Kolohe, A Law of King Kauikeaouli Enacted
on September 21, 1829," Ka 'Unuhi, The Translator 1(May) 1980.
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Book Chapters
'Aina: Ke Ola 0 Na Kanaka 'Oiwi / Land: The Health of Native Hawaiians with Noa
Emmett Aluli, in
, edited by Dr. Benjamin Young, in press, Honolulu: UH Press.
"Wao Kele 0 Puna and the Pele Defense Fund" with Noa Emmett Aluli, M.D. in A Nation
Rising: Hawaiian Movements for Life, Land, and Sovereignty, edited by Noelani
Goodyear-Ka'opua, lkaika Hussey and Kahunawaika'ala Wright, Durham: Duke
University Press, 2014.
"Our History, Our Way" Ethnic Studies for Hawai'i's People!" with Ibrahim Aoude, in A
Nation Rising: Hawaiian Movements for Life, Land, and Sovereignty, edited by Noelani
Goodyear-Ka'opua, lkaika Hussey and Kahunawaika'ala Wright, Durham: Duke
University Press, 2014.
"Recognizing Native Hawaiians: Reality Bites," in Sovereign Acts, edited by Frances
Negr6n-Muntaner, in press.
"Recognizing native Hawaiians: A Quest for Sovereignty in Asian Americn Studies Now:
A Critical Reader, edited by Jean Yu-wen Shen Wu and Thomas Chen, New Brunswick,
N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 2010.
"An Ecological Model of Wellbeing," with Paula Tanemura Morelli, Jon Kei Matsuoka,
and Luciano Minerbi in International Handbook of Social Impact Assessment:
Conceptual and Methodological Advances, edited by Henk Becker and Frank Vanclay,
2003, translated into Farsi (Persian), Tehran: Office of Social and Cultural Studies,
2010 p 108-128.
"Using Geographical Information Systems for Cultural Impact Assessment," with
Luciano Minerbi and Jon Matsuoka, in International Handbook of Social Impact
Assessment: Conceptual and Methodological Advances, edited by Henk Becker and
Frank Vanclay, 2003. translated into Farsi (Persian), Tehran: Office of Social and
Cultural Studies, 2010, p 195 - 210.
"Na Kua'aina: Living Hawaiian Culture" in We Go Eat: A Mixed Plate from Hawaii's
Food Culture, Honolulu: Hawaii Committee for the Humanities, 2008
"Hawaiians in 2000" in The New Face of Asian Pacific America: Demographic and
Cultural Change 2000 and Beyond, 2003, p 79 - 84.
"Constructed Images of Native Hawaiian Women," in Asian/Pacific Islander American
Women: A Historical Anthology, edited by Shirley Hune and Gail Nomura, NYU press,
2003, p 25 - 41.
"An Ecological Model of Wellbeing," with Paula Tanemura Morelli, Jon Kei Matsuoka,
and Luciano Minerbi in International Handbook of Social Impact Assessment:
Conceptual and Methodological Advances, edited by Henk Becker and Frank Vanclay,
2003, p 108-128.
"Using Geographical Information Systems for Cultural Impact Assessment," with
Luciano Minerbi and Jon Matsuoka, in International Handbook of Social Impact
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Assessment: Conceptual and Methodological Advances, edited by Henk Becker and
Frank Vanclay, 2003. p 195 - 210.
"Recognizing Native Hawaiians: A Quest for Sovereignty," in Pacific Diaspora: Island
Peoples in the United States and Across the Pacific, edited by Paul Spickard, Joanne L.
Rondilla, Debbie Hippolite Wright, Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 2002, p 331 354.
"Hawaiian Subsistence, Culture and Spirituality and Natural Biodiversity: A
Complementary Contribution to the Global Biodiversity Assessment," in Cultural and
Spiritual Values of Biodiversity, United Nations Environment Programme, 1999.
"Native Hawaiian Women," in The Reader's Companion to U.S.Women's History, edited
by Wilma Mankiller, Gwendolyn Mink, Marysa Navarro, Barbara Smith, and Gloria
Steinem, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1998, p 423 -425.
"Moloka'i: A Study of Hawaiian Subsistence and Community Sustainability," in
Sustainable Community Development: Case Studies in Economic, Environmental &
Cultural Revitalization, with Jon Matsuoka and Luciano Minerbi, ed. by Marie D. Hoff, St.
Lucie Press, 1997, 25 - 44.
"The Cultural and Political History of Hawaiian Native People," and "Self-Determination
and Native Peoples: The Case of Hawai'i" in Our History, Our Way: An Ethnic Studies
Anthology, ed. Gregory Yee Mark, Davianna Pomaika'i McGregor, Linda A. Revilla,
Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt, 1996, p 333 - 396.
"Ho'i Ho'i Ea Hawai'i: Restoring Hawaiian Sovereignty," in New Politics in the South
Pacific, ed. by Ron & Marjorie Crocombe, Tony Deklin, Werner vom Busch, Esther
Williams and Peter Larmour. Suva, Fiji: Institute of Pacific Studies, 1994, p 31 - 54.
"The Healing of Kaho'olawe," with Noa Emmett Aluli in Ulla Hasager and Jonathan
Friedman (eds.), Hawai'i: Return to Nationhood. Copenhagen: International Working
Group for Indigenous Affairs, Document no. 75, 1994, p 197 - 209.
""Au'a 'ia' To 'Mele 0 Kaho'olawe:' Voices of Power and Vision" in Franklin Ng, Judy
Yung, Stephen S. Fugita, Elaine H. Kim (eds.), New Visions in Asian American Studies,
Diversity, Community, Power, Pullman: Washington State University Press, 1994, 253 270.
"Endangered Culture: Hawaiians, Nature, and Economic Development" with Jon
Matsuoka in M. Hoff and J. McNutt (eds.), Social Work and The Environment. London:
Avebury/Gower House Publishers, 1994.
"Pele vs. Geothermal: A Clash of Cultures," in Bearing Dreams, Shaping Visions:
Asian Pacific Americans Facing the 90's, Seattle: Washington State University Press,
1993.
"Redress for Indigenous Peoples' Rights: The Case of Native Hawaiians," in
Restructuring for World Peace: On the Threshold of the Twenty-First Century, ed. by
Katharine and Majid Tehranian, Cresskill: Hampton Press, Inc, 1992, p 161 - 181.
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"Ho'omau Ke Ea 0 Ka Lahui Hawaii: The Perpetuation of the Hawaiian People," in
Ethnicity and Nation-building in the Pacific, ed. by Michael Howard, Tokyo: United
Nations University, 1989, p. 74- 97, 74 - 97.
"Hanauna," essay on Queen Lili'uokalani in Hanai: A Poem For Queen Lili'uokalani,
John Dominis Holt, Honolulu: Topgallant Publishing Co., Ltd., 1986, p. 51 -70.
"Hawaiian History Timeline Series of Hawaiian History," Honolulu: Editions Limited,
1985.
"The Hawaiian Monarchy Timeline Series of Hawaiian History," co-writer, Honolulu:
Editions Limited, 1985.
Scholarly Publications
"Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders" in Asian Americans: An Encyclopedia of Social,
Cultural, Economic and Political History edited by Zhao Xiaojian and Edward Park, in
press
Foreword to Edward Bailey, A Life on Maui, Linda McCullough Decker, Honolulu:
Rainsong, 2010, p. xvii - xx.
"Kai Akea,", in Ho'i Hou Ka Wena I Kaiwi'ula: Restoring Bishop Museum's Hawaiian Hall
Bishop Museum Press, 2009, p 20 - 23.
Introduction to Kailua: I Ke Oho 0 Ka Malanai/In the Wisps of the Malanai Breeze,
Kailua: Kailua Hawaiian Civic Club, 2009, p xvii - xx.
"Aloha `Aina" issue paper, 2005 Sustainability Plan, UHM College of Social Sciences
Public Policy Center, 2007.
Technical Reports
"Cultural Impact Assessment for Construction and Public Use of the Ala Pala'au Project,
Pa la'au State Park, Moloka'i" for Ke Aupuni Lokahi, Moloka'i Enterprise Community,
November, 2009.
Tropical Storm/Typhoon, Tsunami Response Study Commonwealth of the Northern
Marianas Islands, 2007-2008, for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Honolulu District by
Group 70 International and University of Hawai'i, Manoa School of Social Work and
Ethnic Studies Department, June 30, 2008.
Hurricane Evacuation Behavior Study for Guam and the Commonwealth of the Northern
Marianas for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers with Jon Matsuoka, December 31, 2006.
Cultural Assessment Report for the La'au Point Rural-Residential Development,
assisted by Sean McNamara, November 15, 2006.
Cultural Assessment for the Mo'omomi Preserve, Kaluako'i, Island of Moloka'i, for The
Nature Conservancy, June 15, 2006, assisted by Blake La Benz.
Cultural Assessment for the Kamakou Preserve, Makakupa'ia and Kawela, Island of
Moloka'i, for The Nature Conservancy, June 15, 2006, assisted by Blake La Benz.
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Moloka'i Responsible Tourism Initiative: A Community-based Visitor Plan for Moloka'i,
for Ke 'Aupuni Lokahi-Moloka'i Enterprise Community, February 2006.
Phase III: Native Hawaiian Access Rights Project, Recommendations for SMA Rules
and Process, for Hawai'i Coastal Zone Management Program, Office of Planning,
Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism, Pursuant to National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Award No. NA870Z0233, 2002.
"Cultural and Socio-economic Assessment." with M.P. Crosby, J.W. Milon, D. Rosen,
and D.O. Suman in Alternative Access Management Strategies for Marine and Coastal
Protected Areas, A Reference Manual for their development and assessment, U.S. Man
and the Biosphere Program, 2000.
Phase II: Native Hawaiian Access Rights Project for Hawai'i Coastal Zone Management
Program, Hawai'i Office of Planning, State of Hawai'i, Department of Business
Economic Development and Tourism Pursuant to National Oceanic and Atmosphere
Administration Award No. NA870Z0233, 2000.
Phase I: Native Hawaiian Access Project for Hawai'i Coastal Zone Management
Program, Hawai'i Office of Planning, State of Hawai'i, Department of Business
Economic Development and Tourism Pursuant to National Oceanic and Atmosphere
Administration Award No. NA770Z0185, 1999.
Hawai'i Externalities Workbook, "Chapter 8.0 Native Hawaiian Impacts." Co-authored
with Jon Matsuoka and Luciano Minerbi, under contract with Energy Research Group,
Inc. for Hawaiian Electric Company, July 1997.
"Contemporary Subsistence Fishing Practices Around Kaho'olawe: Study Conducted for
the NOAA National Marine Sanctuaries Program." Co-authored with Noa Emmett Aluli,
Manny Kuloloio, Malia Akutagawa, and Kehau Walker. Kaunakakai: Protect
Kaho'olawe Fund, May 1997.
"Hawaiian Cultural and Resource Management" in CRM: Cultural Resource
Management, National Park Service, V. 19, no. 18, pp 17-20, 1996.
"Traditional Hawaiian Cultural, Spiritual, and Subsistence Beliefs, Customs, and
Practices and Waiahole, Waikane, Hakipu'u, and Kahana" for Native Hawaiian Advisory
Council, September 1995.
"Kaho'olawe Use Plan," with PBR-Hawai'i, for Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission,
1995.
"Kalo Kanu 0 Ka 'Aina: A Cultural Landscape Study of Ke'anae and Wailuanui, Island
of Maui," with Group 70, Inc. and Cultural Surveys Hawai'i, Inc., for the County of Maui
Planning Department and the Maui County Cultural Resources Commission, May 1995.
"Governor's Moloka'i Subsistence Task Force Report," with Jon K. Matsuoka and
Luciano Minerbi, Moloka'i Department of Business, Economic Development, and
Tourism, 1994.
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"The Cultural, Political and Legal History of Hawaiian Native People," with Professor
Rob Williams, Professor James Anaya, Professor Eric Yamamoto, Alan Murakami, Esq.,
Elizabeth Pa Martin, Esq., Joyce McCarty, Esq., and Professor Emeritus Stephen
Boggs, Ford Foundation, 1994.
"Native Hawaiian Ethnographic Study for the Hawai'i Geothermal Project Environmental
Impact Study," with Jon K. Matsuoka and Luciano Minerbi for the Oakridge National
Laboratories Environmental Impact Study for the U.S. Department of Energy, 1993.
"Kauali Island Study," with Jon Matsuoka and Masters in Social Work Students at the
Kaua'i Community College, Fall 1991.
"Native Hawaiian and Local Cultural Assessment Project," with Jon K. Matsuoka and
Luciano Minerbi, State of Hawai'i Department of Health Hawai'i Environmental Risk
Ranking Project, 1991 - 1993.
"Sociocultural Impact Assessment" in the Environmental Impact Statement for the
Commercial Satellite Launching Facility, Palima Point, Ka'u, Hawai'i, with Jon Matsuoka,
1991.
Grants and Contracts
Title: Cultural Impact Assessment for Construction and Public Use of the Ala Pala'au
Project, Pa la'au State Park, Moloka'i"
Principal Investigator: Responsible for 100% of the report, 2009
Funded: Ke Aupuna Lokahi, Moloka'i Enterprise Community, $1500
Title: Tropical Storm/Typhoon, Tsunami Response Study, Commonwealth of the
Northern Marianas Islands, 2007 — 2008
Researcher: Responsible for 50% of the report
Funded: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Group 70, International, $103,000
Title: 2050 Sustainability Plan Project — Issue paper and technical support on cultural
stewardship, paper entitled, Aloha 'Aina.
Principal Investigator: Responsible for 100 percent of the paper
Funded: UHM College of Social Sciences Public Policy Center, 2007 Sustainability Plan
Project, $5,000.
Title: Tropical Storm/Typhoon, Tsunami Response Study: Guam and Commonwealth of
the Northern Marianas Islands, Survey Instrument Development Phase.
Researcher: Responsible for 50% of the report, 2005 - 2006
Funded: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Group 70, International,$100,00
Title: Cultural Assessment for the Mo'omomi Preserve, Kaluako'i, Island of Moloka'i and
Cultural Assessment for the Kamakou Preserve, Makakupa'ia and Kawela, Island of
Moloka'i,
Principal Investigator: Responsible for 80 percent of the report, 2006
Funded: The Nature Conservancy, $10,000
Title: Moloka'i Responsible Tourism Initiative
Principal Investigator: Responsible for 100 percent of the study and report
2004 - 2005
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Funded: Rural Development Project of Maui Community College and Ke Aupuni Lokahi
Moloka'i Enterprise Community Governance Board, $10,000
Title: Phase III: Native Hawaiian Access Rights Project for Hawai'i Coastal Zone
Management Program, Hawai'i Office of Planning, State of Hawai'i, Department of
Business Economic Development and Tourism Pursuant to National Oceanic and
Atmosphere Administration Award
Principal Investigator - responsible for 45 percent of the study and report
2000 - 2002
Funding: Hawai'i Office of Planning, State of Hawai'i, Department of Business Economic
Development and Tourism Pursuant to National Oceanic and Atmosphere
Administration Award, $25,100.
Title: Community Assessment of a Community Center in Wai'anae
Co-Principal Investigator — responsible for 30 percent of the study and report
2000 - 20003
Funded: Consuelo Zobel Alger Foundation Community and Department of Hawaiian
Homelands, $18,622.
Title: Research and Development Planning For Hawaiian Well-Being
Researcher — responsible for 35 percent of the study
1999 - 2000
Funded: Office of Hawaiian Affairs
Title: Phase II: Native Hawaiian Access Rights Project for Hawai'i Coastal Zone
Management Program, Hawai'i Office of Planning, State of Hawai'i, Department of
Business Economic Development and Tourism Pursuant to National Oceanic and
Atmosphere Administration Award No. NA870Z0233
Principal Investigator - responsible for 35 percent of the study and report
1999
Funded: Hawai'i Office of Planning, State of Hawai'i, Department of Business Economic
Development and Tourism Pursuant to National Oceanic and Atmosphere
Administration Award No. NA870Z0233, $20,000.
Title: Phase I: Native Hawaiian Access Project for Hawai'i Coastal Zone Management
Program, Hawai'i Office of Planning, State of Hawai'i, Department of Business
Economic Development and Tourism Pursuant to National Oceanic and Atmosphere
Administration Award No. NA770Z0185.
Principal Investigator - responsible for 35 percent of the study and report
1998
Funded: Hawai'i Office of Planning, State of Hawai'i, Department of Business Economic
Development and Tourism Pursuant to National Oceanic and Atmosphere
Administration Award No. NA 770Z0185, $22,000.
Title: Hawaiian Externalities for the Hawaiian Electric Company Integrated Resource
Plan
Participating Researcher- responsible for 25 percent of the study and report
1997
Funded: Hawaiian Electric Company
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Title: Traditional Hawaiian Cultural, Spiritual, and Subsistence Beliefs, Customs, and
Practices and VVaiahole, Waikane, Hakipu'u, and Kahana
Pro bono study for the Native Hawaiian Advisory Council
1995
Funded: Office of Hawaiian Affairs
Title: Kaho'olawe Land Use Plan
Pro bono member of the planning team - responsible for 15 percent of the study and
report, 1995
Funded: Kaho'olawe Island Reserve Commission
Title: Ke'anae-Waluanui Cultural Landscape Survey
Participating Researcher - responsible for 15 percent of the study and report
1994
Funded: Maui County Planning Department - $22,000
Title: Mo'omomi Community-Based Subsistence Fishing Area Management Plan
Pro bono Participating Researcher - responsible for 15 percent of the study and report
1994
Pro bono: Moloka'i Office of Department of Business and Economic Development and
Hui 0 Mo'omomi
Title: Native Hawaiian Ethnographic Study for the Hawai'i Geothermal Project
Environmental Impact Study
Participating Researcher - responsible for 30 percent of the entire study
1993 - 1994
Funded: U.S. Department of Energy to Oak Ridge National Laboratory- $100,000
Title: Governor's Moloka'i Subsistence Task Force Study
Participating Researcher - completed 40 percent of the study and report
1993 - 1994
Funded: Department of Business and Economic Development - $36,000
Title: Kaho'olawe Cultural Resources Ocean Study
Participating Researcher - responsible for 40 percent of the study and report
1993 - 1994
Funded: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration to Protect Kaho'olawe Fund
- $24,800
Title: Native Hawaiian and Local Cultural Assessment Project, Hawai'i Environmental
Risk Ranking Project
Participating Researcher - completed 35 percent of the study and report
1992 - 1993
Funded: State of Hawai'i Department of Health - $14,600
Title: Status and Entitlements of Hawaiian Natives
Historical Researcher - completed 10 percent of study and report
1992
Funded: Ford Foundation to the Native Hawaiian Advisory Council, 1992 - $90,000
Title: Hawaiian Sovereignty Education Grant
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Pro bono Curriculum Development Consultant - during the first year, contributed to the
development of 5 percent of the curriculum materials, including a documentary video
1991 - 1992
Funded: Administration for Native Americans to Hui Na'auao Hawaiian Sovereignty
Education Project - $364,061 - year 1;
$342, 240 year - 2; $285, 515 year - 3
Title: Kaua'i Island Study
Participating Researcher - completed 10 percent of the study and report
1991
Pro bono: in conjunction with Social Work research course at the Kaua'i Community
College
Title: Sociocultural Impact Assessment of a Commercial Satellite Launching Facility at
Palima Point, Ka'u, Hawai'i.
Participating Researcher - completed 30 percent of the study and report
1991
Funded: Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism - $27,000
Title: The Cultural Landscape of Heiau Sites in Hawai'i
Principal Investigator - completed 2 percent of the study
1990-91
Funded: Hawai'i State Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division of Historic
Preservation - $3,997
Educational Improvement Fund, University of Hawai'i, 1987, "Experiential Education at
the Kanewai Cultural Garden," Principal Investigator.

Audio-Visual Media
"Ho'ala," documentary video reviewing changes in the sovereignty of Native Hawaiians
at key periods in history from the pre-contact period through Annexation in 1898.
Helped to write the script for producers and directors, Hui Na'auao (consortium of 30
Hawaiian sovereignty organizations) and Juniroa Productions, 1992
"Kaho'olawe: Aloha 'Aina," documentary videotape on the natural and cultural resources
of Kaho'olawe. Helped to write the script with producers and directors Na Maka 0 Ka
'Aina, the Protect Kaho'olawe Fund, and Talk Story, Inc. with funding from the Hawai'i
Committee for the Humanities and the State Foundation on Culture and the Arts, 1992.
"Pele's Appeal", documentary videotape on the significance of the volcano and the
rainforest to native Hawaiian culture and its threatened destruction by geothermal
energy development, served as script consultant to the producers and directors, Pele
Defense Fund and Na Maka 0 Ka 'Aina, 1989.
"Na Wai E Ho'ola I Na 'Iwi? Who Will Care For The Bones?," documentary videotape on
the Honokahua Burials issue, script consultant to Na Maka 0 Ka 'Aina, 1988.
"Kapu Ka'u," documentary videotape on the cultural and historical significance of the
Ka'u district of Hawai'i Islands, script consultant to Na Maka 0 Ka 'Aina, 1987.
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"Ti Mangyuna: Those Who Led The Way," docudrama on Filipinos in Hawai'i, co-writer,
1981.
On Line Resources
"Healing Elements: A Native Hawaiian Perspective," Voyage to Health Higher
Education Module, U.S. National Library of Medicine, 2011
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/exhibition/avoyagetohealth/education/HEhealingelements. html
News Articles
"Proper Recognition: Is the Akaka Bill the Best Prescription for Hawaiians? Yes:
Independence Does Not Offer Same Guaranteed Protection of Native Rights," The
Honolulu Advertiser, Sunday Editorial Section, p. B-1, April 25, 2004
"Prince Jonah Kuhio: An introduction to his life," Honolulu, Hawai'i, Center for
Biographical Research, 2002, 2p.
"There's more to History than Overthrowers Told" The Honolulu Advertiser, Sunday
September 7, 1997, Focus, p. B-1& B-4.
"The Hawai'i Land Reform Act: Public Interest or Hawaiian Rights?" Ka Huliau
newspaper, January - February 1985.
Refereed Conference Contributions
Annual Conference of the Association for Asian American Studies (AAAS)
2013 Seattle, Washington
Paper: "Revitalizing a "Sacred" Landscape: Kanaloa Kaho'olawe, Hawai'i"
2012 Washington D.C.
Plenary: Asian American Empire: Revisiting Pacific Island Studies and Pacific
Islanders in
Asian America/n Studies
Paper: Alter-Native Energy for Hawai'i: Challenging Lines of Power
2010 Austin, Texas
Plenary: Celebrating the 40th Anniversary of the AAAS
2008 Chicago, Illinois
Paper: Un-melting 20th Century Myths of the Chicago School About Hawai'i
2007 New York, New York
Paper: Moloka'i: Not for Sale. Just Visit" - Tourists Encounter the Last Hawaiian
Island
2005 Los Angeles, California
Paper: Hawaiian Diaspora and the Culture Drain
2004 Boston, Massachusetts
Paper: Engaging Hawaiians in the Expansion of the U.S. Empire
2003 San Francisco, California
Paper: Natives and Locals: Contested Identities of Hawai'i
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2002 Salt Lake City, Utah
Paper: Indigenizing Asian American Studies: Hawai'i' and the Pacific
2001 Toronto, Canada:
Paper: "Nature, Class and Constructed Image: Native Hawaiian Women,"
Panel Chair and Discussant: Locating Hawai'i and the Pacific in Asian American
Studies: The Politics of Culture
2000 Scottsdale, Arizona
Paper: Sunbathers vs. Fishermen or Tourism vs. Subsistence: Researching
Divergent Rights of Access
1999 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Paper: Original Hawaiian and Local Cultures in the New Millennium?
1998 Honolulu, Hawai'i
Paper: Planning to Keep Moloka'i Hawaiian
Panel Chair and Discussant: Representing Hawaiians and Hawaiian
1997 Seattle, Washington:
Paper: Models of Sovereignty in the Pacific
1994 Ann Arbor, Michigan
Paper: Sovereignty: Hawaiians and Locals
2003 First Annual Kamehameha Research Conference on the Education and Wellbeing of Hawaiians
Paper: Cultural Kipuka and the Perpetuation of Native Hawaiians
Panel: A Holistic Model of Native Hawaiian Well-Being
Western History Association Conference
1997 Denver, Co.
Paper: Cultural Change and Continuity in Rural Hawaiian Communities
1992 Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
Paper: Perpetuation of Hawaiian Custom, Belief and Practice in Rural Hawaiian
Communities
Invited Conference Presentations
"Statehood: Unexpected Catalyst of the Hawaiian Cultural Renaissance and Sovereignty
Movement" Plenary Panel on Challenging Inequalities Among Nations, Association for
Asian American Studies 2009 Conference
"Ka Wai Ola: The Living Water," Panel on Planning Pono - Hawaiian Values, Tradition
& Customary Uses & Views of Resources Protection & Process for the Water Use &
Development Plans at the Hawaii Water Works Association Conference, October 2008
Reserved Rights of Native Hawaiians, Weaving Together Natural Resource
Management and Native Hawaiian Cultural Needs, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service/Native
Hawaiian Workshop, Winter 2007.
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U.S. and Hawai'i: Dis-Connecting the Native from the Land, the Demise and Rebirth of
the Sacred, University of the Ryukyus, Okinawa, Japan, 2006
"Recognizing Native Hawaiians: Reality Bites," Conference on The Space of
Sovereignty: Land, Law and Citizenship at Columbia University, 2005.
"Cultural Impact Assessments," Hawai'i State Association of Counties Conference on
"Smart Growth: A Step in the Right Direction," 2001.
"Practicing Native Hawaiian Access and Gathering Rights," Hawai'i Congress of
Planning Officials Conference, October 2000.
"Background and History of the Kanaka Maoli Through the Study of the U.S. Apology to
the Kanaka Hawai'i Maoli," The Native Hawaiian Convention, 1999
"He Mo'olelo: From Kapu to Kuleana," Hawaiian Historical Society Conference on "Ka
'Aina: Rethinking Our Kuleana," 1998.
"Life After PASH," Native Hawaiian Bar Association Conference, 1997
"GIS Overlay Mapping of Native Hawaiian Cultural and Natural Resources," 15th Annual
Pacific Island Coastal Zone Management Conference, 1997.
"Native Hawaiian Sovereignty in Hawai'i's Future in the Global Economy," Hawai'i State
Association of Counties, 1996.
"The 'Aina in History," Hawaiian Historical Society Conference, 1996.
"Oral Traditions And Writing Hawaiian History" Hawaiian Historical Society, October
1994.
"Hawaiian Sovereignty and Land Use," HCPO, September 1994.
"Restoring Hawaiian Sovereignty," Second National Conference on Relations Between
the United States and American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto
Rico, and the United States Virgin Islands, May 1994.
"Protecting Hawaiian Cultural Kipuka," Hawai'i State Association of Counties
Conference on Shaping Tourism's Future, Honolulu, 1994.
"Protocol in Conducting Research in Hawaiian Communities," Native Hawaiian Health
Conference, Honolulu, 1994.
"The Continuity of Hawaiian Customs, Beliefs and Practices: New Threats to the
Perpetuation of Hawaiian Culture," Colloquium; "The Hawaiian 'Ohana/Family," Lecture
in Asian American Family Class;
"Pele versus Geothermal Energy," Lecture in Asian American Women Class;
Department of American Ethnic Studies, University of Washington, April 1993.
"Hawaiian Culture and Health Environmental Risk Ranking," HPCO, 1993.
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"Hawai'i: 1778 - 1992, A Troubled Paradise,"
"Hawaiians: 1893 to 1993, From Conquest to Sovereignty"
Lectures at University of Michigan, 1992.
"Hawaiian Sovereignty," Lecture at University of California, Berkeley 1992.
"Hawaiian Perspective On Conflict Resolution," Hawai'i State Association of Counties
Conference on Conflict Resolution, Hilo, 1991.

University Committees
2012 - 2013 Personnel Committee - ES Department (chair), Center for Pacific Islands
Studies(chair), Hawaiian Studies
2011 Tenure and Promotion Review Committee UH Manoa
Personnel Committee - ES Department (chair), Center for Pacific Islands Studies
(chair),
Hawaiian Studies
2010 Personnel Committee - ES Department (chair), Center for Pacific Islands Studies
2009 Department Personnel Committee (chair), Center for Pacific Islands Studies
2008 College of Natural Sciences, UH Manoa Program Review Committee
2003 to Present
Associate faculty in Culture and Ethnicity with the College of Social Sciences
Public Policy Center
2002 to 2005
University Council on Program Reviews
2000 - 2001
Arts and Sciences Educational Planning and Policy Core Curriculum
Committee
2000 West O'ahu College Selection Committee for Hawaiian Studies Position
Social Sciences Core Curriculum Committee
1999 to 2004
Ka Papa Lo'i 0 Kanewai Coordinating Committee
1997 to present
Ethnic Studies Department Personnel Committee
1997 WASC Standard 7 Review Committee
1995 - 2002
Manoa Forum II

Professional Service
Bishop Museum Affiliate Faculty, Hawaiian and Pacific Studies, 2004 to present
Asian Pacific American History Collective, 2002 to present
Association of Asian American Studies, Board of Directors, 1999 - 2002
Journal of Asian American Studies Editorial Board, 1998 to present
The Contemporary Pacific Journal Editorial Board, 1998 to present

Community Service
Asian American/Pacific Islander Scholars Expert Panel of the National Park System
Advisory Board, 2014.
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Native Hawaiian Cultural Communications Course, Department of Defense, 2009, 2010;
2011; June 2012, February 2014
Director, Moloka'i Land Trust, 2007 to present; Vice-President 2014 to present.
Native Hawaiian Cultural Communications Course, National Museum of the American
Indian Executive Training Session, Department of Defense, December 13, 2007,
Washington D.C.
Weaving Together Natural Resource Management and Native Hawaiian Cultural Needs,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service/Native Hawaiian Workshop, Winter 2007.
Continuing Medical Education Presentation, "Queen Emma Foundation: Auhea Ho'i He
Kauoha? Where is the Bequest," 2007
Co-chairperson, Humanities Scholar for Hawaiian Historical Society 2005 Conference,"
'Olelo Makuahine: New Hawaiian Language Based Resources"
Participant in the Moloka'i Ranch Community-Based Master Land Use Planning
Committee as a project of the Ke Aupuni Lokahi Moloka'i Enterprise Community
Governance Board, 2004
Sustainable Tourism Study, Native Hawaiian Advisory Committee, 2003
"Kaho'olawe: Rebirth of A Sacred Hawaiian Island," script writer and coordinator,
Exhibit at the Smithsonian Arts and Industries Building, June 5 to September 2, 2002.
Joint project of the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, Community Development Pacific,
and Protect Kaho'olawe Fund in cooperation with the Smithsonian Asian Pacific
American Program, 2000-2002.
Bishop Museum New Trade Winds U.S.-China Trade Advisory Committee to Renovate
Hawaiian Hall, 2000, 2007, 2008
Hawaiian Historical Society, Board of Directors, 2000 — 2004
Reader to screen applicants, Inaugural Gates Millennium Scholars Program, 2000,
2001, 2002
U.S. Department of Interior, research and review of Report on the Reconciliation
Process Between the U.S. Government and the Native Hawaiian People, "From Mauka
to Makai The River of Justice Must Flow Freely," 2000
Grant Writing Team, Moloka'i Rural Empowerment Zone Application, submitted to
United States Department of Agriculture October 9, 1998 by The Community of
Moloka'i. The Moloka'i Community was designated a Rural Enterprise Community and
was awarded $2.5 million.
Historic Hawaii, Board of Directors, 1997 -2005
PASH/Kohanaiki Study Group, convened by the Office of State Planning of the Hawai'i
State Department of Business, Economic Development, and Tourism to report to the
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Hawai'i State Legislature on issues arising from the Supreme Court Ruling in PASH v.
Nansay and options to help resolve the issues, 1997
Historian consultant, "Lili'uokalani: Hawaii's Last Queen," produced by Vivien Ducat for
the American Experience series of the Public Broadcasting System, 1996.
Vice-chairperson, Hawaiian Sovereignty Elections Council, initially appointed by the
Governor of Hawai'i as the Hawaiian Sovereignty Advisory Commission, 1994- 1996.
The Council conducted the Native Hawaiian Vote in 1996.
Kohemalamalama 0 Kanaloa/Protect Kahogolawe Fund, Board of Directors, 1996 to
present. Secretary-Treasurer, 2006 to present.
Protect Kaho'olawe 'Ohana - O'ahu Access Coordinator, Liaison for the 'Ohana with the
U.S. Navy, 1984 to 1999; Access Co-coordinator 2000 — present.
Expert Witness
Civil Cases:
Kostick v Nago, Civil No. 12-00184 JMS-LEK-MMM
Apiki Omerod v C. Brewer and Company, Ltd., Civil No. 03-1-0026
Arakaki v Lingle. Civil No. 02-00139 SOM-KSC
Walter John Kelly v 1250 Oceanside Partners, Civil No. 00-0912K I
Barrett v. Cayetano. Civli No. 00-00645 SOM/UEK
Office of Hawaiian Affairs, et al vs. Housing and Community Development Corporation
of Hawaii, et al, Civil No. 94-4207-11 SSM, 1994 - 2001
Malama Makua v. Donald H. Rumsfeld, Civil No. 00-00813 (SOM) (LEK), 2001
Hanakeawe v. Nansay Hawaii. Inc., Civ. No. 90-316 (Kona)
Pele Defense Fund v. Campbell Estate
Pele Defense Fund v. Paty
Kamaka v. Department of Defense
Criminal Trespass Cases:
State of Hawai'l v. Lloyd Pratt
State of Hawai'i v Kaupiko, CR. No. 97-116
State of Hawai'i v. Keli'ikoa
State of Hawai'i v. Kaleo Patterson
State of Hawai'i v. Spalding
State of Hawai'i v. Naeole
Administrative Hearings:
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Before the State of Hawai'i Water Commission in the Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui
Case. 2005
Before the State of Hawai'i Water Commission in the Kamiloloa Aquifer Case, 1997
Before the State of Hawai'i Water Commission in the Ewa Marina Case, 1996
Before the State of Hawai'i Water Commission in the Waiahole Water Case, 1996
Before the Public Utilities Commission, Docket # 7259 Relating to Hawaiian Electric
Light Company, Regarding Integrated Resource Planning, 1993
Before the Public Utilities Commission, Docket # 6617 To Require Energy Utilities in
Hawai'i to Implement Integrated Resource Planning, 1990
Humanities consultant, Japanese-American National Museum, Kona Coffee Exhibition,
1994
Vice-chairperson, Hawaiian Sovereignty Advisory Commission, appointed by the
Governor of Hawai'i to advise the Legislature on the organizing of a convention to draft
an organic document for a sovereign Hawaiian nation, 1993.
Member, Hawaiian Electric Company Advisory Groups on Supply-Side Resources and
Integration Plan for the Integrated Resources Management Plan. Statewide Panel
Presentations on "Externalities," 1992 - 1993.
Consultant, U.S. Navy advisory group to develop a Cultural Resources Management
Plan for Kaho'olawe Island as a historic property on the National Register of Historic
Places, 1992.
Governor's Planning Committee on Kaho'olawe, 1990 - 1993.
Hui Malama I Na Kupuna 0 Hawai'i Nei - member, organization is taking responsibility
for proper treatment of native Hawaiian burials, 1989 - 1991.
Interim O'ahu Advisory Council on Burials, Department of Land and Natural Resources,
State Historic Preservation Office - member, 1989- 1991.
Pele Defense Fund - Consultant on the Integrated Resource Plan, pro bono, 1989 to
1994.
Selection Committee for Hawai'i Filmmaker's section of the Hawai'i International Film
Festival, 1990.
Academic Humanist Scholar for Projects of the Hawai'i Committee for the Humanities:
2009 Hawai'i Book and Music Festival, Essay on "Importance and Significance of
"Place" as Kanaka 'Oiwi," Sense of Place Tabloid, Moderator of Panel on this topic.
"Timeless Craft: Building Mauloa" documentary film, Humanities Scholar, 2009
"Biography Hawai'i: Five Lives, A Series of Public Remembrances," Scholar for
programs on Prince Jonah Kuhio Kalaniana'ole, and Koji Ariyoshi, sponsored by the
Center for Biographical Reserch of the University of Hawai'i, Manoa and Hawai'i Public
Television, 2002 - 2004.
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"The Panala'au Years: Survivor - Hawaiian Style," with the Bishop Museum, 2002.
"1898— 1998: Rethinking the U.S. in Paradise," with the American Friends Service
Committee, Principal Humanities Scholar, 1998.
"Indigenous Voices", East-West Film Festival, Principal Humanities Scholar, 1993.
Papakolea: Where the Shorebirds Land," Humanities Scholar, 1992-93.
"Kaho'olawe: Aloha 'Aina Film Project," Principal Humanities Scholar, 1988 - 1994.
"Hollywood's Hawaii," panel discussant, Principal Humanities Scholar on the portrayal of
Hawaii's people in film, 1992.
"Let's Talk About It," lecture/discussion on Ho'i Ho'i Hou and Malama Hawaiian Land
and Water collections of poems and essays in various community libraries, 1989, 1990.
"Let's Talk About It," lecture/discussion on Hawaii's Story By Hawaii's Queen, 1986,
1988, 1989, 1990
"People Speaking," discussion on outstanding women of Hawaii in conjunction with a
play on Mother Jones and Mary Bethune, 1986
Humanities in the libraries, discussion on video regarding the issue of reparations for
Native Hawaiians, 1986
"Papa Hana Lanai: Future Changes and Alternatives for the People of Lanai," 1977
Pacific Concerns Resource Center, Advisor, Steering Committee, 1981 to 1989.
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COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
STATE OF HAWAPI
PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `01-II`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF EARL SMITH, SR.

DECLARATION OF EARL SMITH, SR.
I, Earl Smith, Sr., declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I live in Kaupo.

4.

My family has about four to five acres of on property irrigated by Waiokamilo

Stream. Not all of our lo'i are open because there is not enough water.
5.

Traditionally, my family gathered `opae, `o`opu, and hihiwai from Hanawi,

Makapipi, and Oneo streams.
6.

My family also traditionally fished along the East Maui shoreline near the mouth

of Honopou, Hanehoi/Puolua, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena,
Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea,
Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.

1

7.

Traditionally, my family engaged in mdlama `dina and mdlama kahawai in the

above streams by only taking what they needed for their `ohana and to share with family and
neighbors.
8.

Currently, my `ohana gathers `Opae, hihiwai, and `o`opu in Hanawi. It's the only

place where I can find these living things. The other streams are dead.
9.

Currently, my `ohana fishes for moi, aholehole, manini, and eneneue along the

East Maui shoreline near the mouth of Honopou, Hanehoi/Puolua, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee,
Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
There has been a depletion of fish. Enenue used to be there by the schools but now there are
less. Only the strong survive.
10.

My family also practices malama `dinaimalama kahawai in and around the above

streams by only taking what we need, not to sell. I work with marine biologists so the scientists
can survey/research environmental impacts and depletion of resources from Hana to Keanae. I
also plant native plants.
11.

I gather and fish for home consumption and to share if I have more than enough.

I also gather and fish to teach my kids and grandkids how to live off the land and sea (fishing,
gathering, hunting) to survive after I'm gone.
12.

In the past, my family used to wash clothes and swim in the stream.

13.

When I go to the streams, I take in the beauty. I don't alter what's there, what's

beautiful. The way it was, that's the way I leave it.
14.

The lack of stream flow is a problem for me because my grandkids don't have the

experience or resources to gather what they need from the land and water. The lack of water has
caused too much pilikia. When nobody cares, nobody understands our practices and our need to
harvest. It pains me. It's very emotional.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

EARL SMITH, SR.
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COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAPI

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF EDWARD WENDT

DECLARATION OF EDWARD WENDT
I, Edward Wendt, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am the president of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui.

4.

I am a taro farmer. I farm kalo on more than one acre of land irrigated by

Waiokamilo, Kualani, and Wailua.
5.

My family has been in Wailuanui for six generations. I still farm on lands that

trace back to the Mahele on my mother's side (Kaiha'a-Waila'ahia-Lu'ukia). I farm the same
taro patches, `auwai, and rivers in the same traditional and customary manner. That knowledge
was passed on to me through the generations.
6.
Wailuanui.

My ancestors are buried in Lakini and at St. Gabriel's Church located in

7.

Traditionally, my family gathered 'Opae, `o`opu, and hihiwai from Waikamoi,

Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau,
Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki,
Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
8.

My family also traditionally fished for uhu, u'u, kole, ulua, `uku, kumu, moi,

honu, and anae in or near the mouth of Honopou, Hanehoi/Puolua, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee,
Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
9.

Traditionally, my family engaged in malama `aina and malama kahawai by being

careful not to overharvest the stream animals as well as clearing the vegetation or rubbish
blocking stream flow in and around Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena,
Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua,
Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka,
Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
10.

Currently, I gather `o`opu and hihiwai in Honomanu, Waiokamilo, Kualani,

Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Hanawi,
Makapipi, and Waiohue. I also fish for moi, enenue, manini, uaouao, ulua, and anae in or near
the mouth of Honomanu, Nuaailua, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
11.

I also engage in malama `-dina and malama kahawai by clearing stream banks of

vegetation and rubbish that otherwise block stream flow in and along Honomanu, Piinaau,
Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki,
Hanawi, and Waiohue.
12.

For me, gathering and fishing from the streams enables me to provide a protein

source to my `ohana and neighbors, including kupuna, who may be unable to gather and catch
their own fish. I also aim to teach the `Opio the traditional practices to malama streams and
gather and fish from the streams and coast lines.
13.

I appreciate viewing and visiting Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,

`Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, and East

Wailuaiki. Every morning, my wife and I walk up to Waikani (Wailuanui) waterfall to enjoy the
view and experience the beauty of this area.
14.

Dewatering the streams prevented my generation from teaching `Opio how to

malama streams and use techniques wisely to gather from streams and fish along coastline near
the muliwai.
15.

The diminished stream flow has negatively affected the muliwai and the coastal

fisheries, including a fish sanctuary in Hana that depends on the water. Much of my kalo could
not survive the emptying of these streams, so it has made fanning more difficult. The lack of
stream flow has also allowed vegetation along the stream banks to block the stream beds, and has
permitted invasive snail species and African tulips to take over the taro crop. Additionally, some
of my neighbors have abandoned kalo farming because the streams had stopped flowing.
Ultimately, the loss of stream water has changed the whole way of life in Wailuanui-Ke`anae. It
takes more time to find the resources to gather, which robs me of my time for recreation and time
with my `ohana.
16.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would gather and fish as my family

before me did. I would gather `opae,`o"opti, and hihiwai from Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee,
Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. My
family would fish for uhu, uu, kole, ulua, `uku, kumu, moi, and honu (if it were legal, of course)
in or near the mouths of Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki,
East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Hanawi, and Waiohue.
17.

If there was more water in the streams, I would continue to clear stream banks of

the vegetation and rubbish that would otherwise block stream flow.
18.

If water was returned to the streams, I would appreciate viewing and visiting

Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuailua,
Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi,
and Waiohue.
19.

Many original members of Na Moku have died since we first petitioned for the

return of water to these streams. It makes me sad and lose hope. They never lived to see the

water return to the lo'i in 2008. I am afraid I will not live to see the return of the water we are
now fighting for.
20.

Without the water, my whole way of life would be lost. Corporations last forever.

Traditional people do not. Crown lands should be set aside for the benefit of the people.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Honolulu, Hawai'i, September

10

, 2014.

EDWARD WENDT

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAI`I

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF
EDWARD WENDT

SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF EDWARD WENDT
I, Edward Wendt, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

My family has been in Wailuanui for six generations. I still farm on those lands.

3.

I am very familiar with the layout of Wailuanui.

4.

I know who is farming and where their farms are located.

5.

During my lifetime, I became aware of taro farmers leasing the State land

consisting of approximately 120 acres, located in the ili of Kupau in Wailuanui Valley, and
designated as TMK 1-1-08-5, on the map marked as Exhibit A-143.
6.

Exhibit A-142 is a large map made up of three separate tax maps (Tax Maps 1-1-

04, 1-1-05, and 1-1-06) depicting areas of taro farming based on what I know and have seen in
Wailuanui over the many years that I have lived in the valley.
7.

I have also identified on this map, marked as Exhibit A-142, where the supporting

`auwai system is located and how the water flows in it.

8.

This map is a true and accurate depiction of the location of lo`i (as shown in green

highlighting), the farmers associated with each (as shown on orange labels), and the supporting
`auwai system (as shown in blue highlighting).
I declare under penalty of peijury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Wailua, Maui, Hawai'i, December .,2•(, , 2014.

EDWARD WENDT

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAI`I

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAH1NEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PI1NAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF EMILY WENDT

DECLARATION OF EMILY WENDT
I, Emily Wendt, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I was born April 7, 1925 in Hana.

4.

My parents were James Akiona and Ellen Higgins.

5.

My family consisted of my parents, five brothers and three sisters.

6.

I was the fourth born of the family.

7.

Until 15 years old, from 1925 through 1940, I lived in a house in Keanae

peninsula.
8.

Thereafter, my family sent me to Maunaolu Seminary, where I boarded and

received my education until the 101h grade.

9.

While going to school, I visited Wailuanui periodically to visit and stay in touch

with my 'ohana.
10.

I got married to Donald Wendt and raised my family of five children in Kahului,

where I still reside.
11.

During the years I was raising my children, my husband and I visited

Wailuanui-Keanae as frequently as weekly.
12.

My grandmother, Helena Akiona, who used to live at Lakini, is still buried at St.

Gabriel's Church located in Wailuanui.
13.

My father died when I was nine years old.

14.

When I was between the ages of 10-13, I and my older cousin, Dorothea Lum Ho,

who taught me how to gather, would gather `opae, `o`opu, and hihiwai from Palauhulu,
Waiokamilo, Kualani, Hanawi, Wailuanui Streams.
15.

My family also traditionally fished for popa'a, hinale'a, and kupipi from the

shoreline near the mouths of West Wailuaiki and Wailuanui Streams.
16.

My brother Jimmy, who was my senior by six years, would bring me by canoe to

the shoreline near the muliwai of Wailuanui, Kopiliula, and Waiohue Streams to swim and pick
opihi. He taught me the most about how to fish and gather.
17.

My father, uncle, brothers and cousins also shared and supplied the family with

u'u, enenue, kole, ulua, kumu, moi, honu, aholehole and anae, which they fished in or near the
mouth of Wailuanui and West Wailuaiki.
18.

My family raised pigs, chicken, and cattle while I was growing up in Keanae.

19.

My brother Jimmy and I helped raise and brand pipi in our back yard

20.

For me, gathering and fishing from the streams and coastlines near streams was a

very important food source to my `ohana. In fact, most of the food we ate came from what my
'ohana fished, gathered or raised.
21.

I recall my relatives, the Akinas, Nakaneluas, and Ka'auamos, as well as my

neighbors, all raising taro in Wailuanui and Keanae valleys as the staple for our diets.
22.
old enough.

Many of these families pounded their own poi, as I was taught to do when I was

23.

When my father typically went shopping for food, he only purchased a few items,

like sugar, cream, rice, and cookies.
24.

The rest of our diet came from what we raised, fished and gathered.

25.

As a youth in Wailuanui-Keanae, my 'ohana lived a very basic life living off the

land and sea.
26.

As I was growing up in Wailuanui-Keanae, I was not aware of any complaints

against East Maui Irrigation Company about how much water was available in the lo'i and auwai
of the valleys.
27.

To this day, my nephew Nomian Akiona and son Ed catch fish like papio, enenue,

pala, manini, and kole from the Wailuanui-Keanae area for me to eat.
28.

It makes me sad and lose hope when I see so many original members of Na Moku

who have died since we first petitioned for the return of all water to these streams; water that
would support more taro growing, gathering, and fishing along the mouths of those streams.
29.

I do not understand why Na Moku members who started in 2001 have had to wait

so long for the return of the water.
30.

I think the priority should be to leave water in East Maui streams so the people

who used it traditionally can continue to survive like my ohana used to be able to do.
31.

To me, I don't know why Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar insists on diverting

water that is so important to Hawaiian traditions and customs.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Kahului, Maui, Hawai'i, December I 7 , 2014.

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAPI

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHPA (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF GLADYS KANOA

DECLARATION OF GLADYS KANOA
I, Gladys Kanoa, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am a member of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Kosolau Hui.

3.

I am the wife of Isaac Kanoa.

4.

Isaac and I farm kalo and la'au on about four acres of property in Ke'anae

irrigated by Palauhulu stream. I also farm about five acres of land in Waianu Valley, located
between Wailuanui and Ke`anae, that are irrigated by water from Waiokamilo.
5.

As part of farming, I help take care of the streams by cleaning the 'auwai to make

sure water reaches everyone who needs it.

6.

We enjoy swimming in the ponds of Waiokamilo, Palauhulu, and Piinaau.

7.

I appreciate the natural beauty of Ke'anae, including its streams, when I am out

on the farm.
8.

One of my biggest concerns with the lack of water is the warmth, which is not

good for the taro. The water is warm in our patches, some of which are near the top of the
'auwai system.
9.

Apple snails are a big problem in Ke'anae and affect the quality of the taro. They

like warm water. They hibernate in the winter because they don't like cold water.
10.

The lack of water has also created a tension in the community as farmers and

families compete for water.
11.

If there was more water in the streams, Isaac and I would open up more patches.

We would continue to clean the 'auwai to make sure enough water reaches all of the patches that
feed our community.
12.

If there was more water, we would enjoy swimming in the ponds of East Maui.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Ke'anae, Maui, Hawai'i, December

3

, 2014.

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAN

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF HARRY HUEU

DECLARATION OF HARRY HUEU
I, Harry Hueu, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of N5. Moku Aupuni 0 Koolau Hui.

4.

I was born on May 29, 1939. I was born and raised in the Ke`anae/Wailua area.

5.

My father was James Hueu. He was a taro farmer and a foreman for EMI. My

father had about three acres of taro. He never had a problem with the water.
6.

Growing up I was always in the taro patch. When we came of age, we did it.

7.

In 1976, my main focus became growing taro. The lo'i I farmed was about five

acres on family land as well as land now owned by Dr. Keppler and EMI that was irrigated by
Piinaau and Palauhulu. I also once farmed some land in Wailua irrigated by Waiokamilo. The
land used to farm taro produced about 75 85-pound bags a week.
8.

My son, Aukai Hueu, took over the farming about six years ago.

9.

Traditionally, my `ohana gathered `Opae and `o`opu in Honomanu, Nuailua,

Palauhulu, and `Ohi`a. We would also get akule from Honomanu and Nuailua and pohole from
`Ohi`a.
10.

Traditionally, my `ohana dove or fished for kole, moi, enenue, papio, uhu, kumu,

menpachi, and `opihi in or near the mouths of Piinaau and Palauhulu.
11.

My `ohana also engaged in malama `dina and malama kahawai at Palauhulu and

Waiokomilo by cleaning the stream and no make dirty. When I was farming, I would clean the
flume every two weeks.
12.

We also used to go to Waiolohe to picnic and catch akule. The kids would catch

`o`opu with small poles. We would go barbecue at Ke`anae landing.
13.

Currently, my kids and grandkids gather `opae, `o`opu and hihiwai in Honomanu,

Nuailua, Palauhulu, and `Ohi`a. There's not as much hihiwai now.
14.

My kids also dive for kole, moi, enenue, pdpio, uhu, kumu, menpachi, and

whatever else they can get in or near the mouths of Piinaau and Palauhulu. They also gather
`opihi. I want to show my grandkids how to put the net.
15.

The ditch is better for gathering than the streams. There is more `Opae. By the

hundreds.
16.

My son Aukai malamas Palauhulu by cleaning the ditches to make sure water is

not blocked.
17.

Our `ohana still picnics at Waiolohe and barbecue at Ke`anae landing.

18.

There is a big difference in stream flow since 1976. There is a big rock, maybe

five to six feet tall, in Palauhulu by Ching's Pond. When there is plenty water, the water covers
the rock almost to the top. Now it's low. Also, the water used to be bubbling; now no more
nothing.
19.

The water in Piinau has changed too. There used to be a pond called Lalaau near

where Isaac Kanoa lives. It was always there when I was a kid, but not anymore.
19.

I miss the sound of the water roaring.

20.

I hate to say it, because it was my dad's working place, but I think EMI is taking

more water now.
21.

The lack of water has changed people in the community. Now people don't

always mdlama everyone.
2

22.

The lack of water in the streams hurts the taro because instead we gotta depend on

rain. If no rain, no water in lo'i. You gotta have water to raise taro.
23.

If there was more water in the streams, my kids and grandkids would continue to

gather `opae, `o`opu and hihiwai in Honomanu, Nuailua, Palauhulu, and `Ohi`a, fish in or near
the mouths of Piinaau and Palauhulu, mdlama the `auwai off Palauhulu, and swim, picnic, and
enjoy each other's company at Waiolohe and Ke`anae landing.
24.

If there was more water in the stream, I would be more confident that my son

could continue fanning our family lands and other property he takes care of for other community
members.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

—Afro

Keanae, Maui, Hawai'i,

3

, 2014.

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAP I

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHP A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF HEALOHA
CARMICHAEL

DECLARATION OF HEALOHA CARMICHAEL
I, Healoha Carmichael, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko' olau Hui.

4.

I grew up in Wailua/Ke`anae.

5.

I learned traditional and customary gathering practices from my grandmother,

'Awapuhi Carmichael.
6.

Traditionally, my `ohana gathered `opae, watercress, ltrau, haha, pepeiao,

hihiwai, pupulo'i and goldfish in Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea,
Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, "Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua,
Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka,
Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.

7.

Traditionally, my family would also `opihi on the way home from gathering and

also catch `o`opu at Waiolohe and Ching's pond in Palauhulu.
8.

My `ohana also engaged in mdlama `dina and malama kahawai at Honomanu,

Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue by gathering according to the moon, not always going to the same places so we didn't
overharvest the stream, and taking care of the ko'a's to keep the population up.
9.

Cunently, I gather `Opae in Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo,

Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa,
Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. I gather hihiwai in Waiohue and
Kopiliula. We have to go high in the mountains to find the `Opae and hihiwai.. I understand the
traditions my grandmother taught me, including what colors not to wear when gathering, how we
should be quiet when we practice, and how we should walk on the sides of the river. I was
taught to always look up at the mountain to look for big water.
10.

I currently fish for moi, aholehole, uouo, and mullet in and around the mouths of

Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi. I also dive for
kole and pick `opihi. Now, there's not much moi.
11.

I gather to feed my family and as recreation.

12.

I still engage in malama `aina and malama kahawai as my grandmother taught me

by gathering according to the moon and not always going to the same places so we don't
overharvest.
13.

We also enjoy swimming in Ching's Pond at Piinaau. Also, in some places the

water is dirty and just sits because there's not enough flow. I got a staph infection four times just
swimming in the water.
14.

I've noticed the change in water flow. For example, at East Wailuaiki, you can

see the ditch, see the water dropping, and look below and see the pond is completely dry. At
Hanawi, one side is water, one side has nothing, then you see EMI's pipe. Mountain Pond at
Piinaau is bone dry. So is Kikokiko Spring.
15.

Most of the time, you have to wait for it to rain. If you wait a couple days for the

rain to clear up, the streams are beautiful. Otherwise it's dry.
2

16.

If there were more water in the streams, I would gather opae and hihiwai in

Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue.
17.

If water were put back in the streams, I would continue to gather according to the

moon and not always go to the same places.
18.

If there was more water, I would keep fishing for moi, aholehole, uouo, and

mullet in and around the mouths of Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea,
Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi. I would also dive for kole and pick `opihi.
19.

If there was more water in the streams, I would swim in the ponds that are often

dry today.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Keanae, Maui, Hawaii,

I 11 ILA

, 2014.

GA---(
HEALOHA CARMICHAEL
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COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAI`I

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OFII`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF IRE KIMOKEO

DECLARATION OF IRE KIMOKEO
I, Ire Kimokeo, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

7.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui.

4.

I am a taro farmer. My family grows kalo on about 1 acre of property in Keanae

irrigated by Palauhulu and another water source that may be connected to Piinaau.
5.

My mother is Pualani Kimokeo. I have an interest in the land I farm based on my

connection to Kalilimoku, on my grandmother's side.
6.

Traditionally, my `ohana gathered pohole, `opihi, `opae, kalo, fish, la'au leaf,

pipi, bananas, strawberry guava and mango in and around Waikamoi, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa,
Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu,
Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula

Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. My family also hunted
wild pig in those areas.
7.

Traditionally, my `ohana fished for moi, kole, uhu, ahole, enenue, kumu, and

weke in or near the mouths of Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau,
Palauhulu, 4 0hi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Wailua, and West Wailuaiki..
8.

My `ohana also engaged in malama `aina and malama kahawai at Waikamoi,

Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue by
always throwing the small fish back into the ocean. Also, when my family would hunt wild pig,
we would try and let go the pregnant sows and babies to preserve for the future.
9.

Currently, my `ohana and I gather `opae, fish, `opihi, and hihiwai in and around

Waikamoi, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau,
Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki,
East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
I also hunt wild pig in those areas.
10.

I fish for moi, kole, and ahole in or near the mouth of Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu,

Piinaau, Palauhulu, Wailua, and West Wailuaiki.
11.

I farm, gather, and fish to feed my family, give to kupuna and to the people that

cannot go. I just like mahele with the community.
12.

I engage in malama `dina and malama kahawai by cleaning the ditches and the

flume by grandpa's house to allow for better water flow for the farmers and our family's lo'i
around Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau,
Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki,
East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
13.

We also enjoy Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo,

Kualani, and Wailua for recreation. We hunt, fish, and work taro patch.
14.

I appreciate the natural scenery and beauty when I go down to Bird Island and

down Nuaailua. I enjoy the scenery around Wahinepee, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau,
Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki,
East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, and Makapipi.

15.

The lack of stream flow is a problem for my family because there is hardly any

water for the taro patch. I also noticed we lost a lot of `opae.
16.

If there was more water in the stream, I would worry less about my kalo. I would

expect more cool water to reach my loi
17.

If there were more water in the streams, my `ohana would gather `opae, `o`opu,

hihiwai, and pohole in or near the mouths of Waikamoi, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena,
Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea,
Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
18.

If had more water, we would fish for moi, kumu, kole, ahole, and enenue in or

near the mouths of Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, `Ohi`a (Waianu), Wailua, West Wailuaiki, and
East Wailuaiki.
19.

With more stream flow, I would clean the ponds and keep trying to conserve

`opae for the next generation in Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo,
Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, and Kopiliula.
20.

If there was more water in the streams, we would enjoy going down Bird Island

and enjoy going up the mountain. I love to go up to the mountain and work on the watershed in
the area of Wahinepee„ Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki,
Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea, and Makapipi. It's what I enjoy the most. Being up in the mountains
feels free.
21.

There is something spiritual about being around the streams. I love Ke`anae and

my family. With more water, I would continue to experience the natural beauty of this area,
including Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, and Makapipi.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
IRE KIMOKEO

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAPI

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
(WAIANU),
PALAUHULU,
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF ISAAC KANOA

DECLARATION OF ISAAC KANOA
I, Isaac Kanoa, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

My mother is Victoria Young. Her mother's name was Keomailani Young.

4.

My father's name is Isaac Kanoa. His father was Martin Kanoa, from Ke`anae.

My father's mother was Esther Pueo Kahookele, from Nahiku.
5.

I have about four acres in kalo and h=i'au. I currently farm land in Ke'anae from

my grandmother's side. I also farm property owned by Bill Kepler, Janet Akau, Naome Ching,
Jojo Chong Kee, the State, and EMI. These lands are irrigated by Palauhulu.

6.

I also farm about five acres of land in Waianu Valley, located between Wailuanui

and Ke`anae, that are irrigated by water from Waiokamilo.
7.

As far as gathering, I follow in the tradition of my father, who showed me how to

8.

Traditionally, my 'ohana gathered sOpae, hihiwai, and 'o'opu in all the streams

do it.

from Honopou to Makapipi.
9.

Traditionally, my 'ohana would throw net, dive, or troll for aholehole, moi, aku,

enenue, u'u, uhu, and kole all along the coast from Honopou to Makapipi. My 'ohana also
gathered 'opihi.
10.

I gather 'opae, hihiwai, and 'o'opu in Piinaau, Palauhulu, Kopiliula, PUakaa,

Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, and Makapipi. Hardly get any 'o'opu because of the
introduced prawns. I also catch akule in Waiohue.
11.

I currently fish for the same types of fish in the same way my grandfather did

along the coast from Honopou to Makapipi. I slowed down fishing about eight years ago.
12.

Besides making a living and feeding my family, the purpose of my farming,

gathering, and fishing is to teach my kids, my son-in-law, and my grandkids the traditions that
my father taught me.
13.

I currently malama Piinaau, Palauhulu, and Waiokamilo by cleaning the ditches

and streams and cleaning the bamboo out of Palauhulu. Also, during droughts, I close off some
of my patches to ensure that more water goes to the people below.
14.

My 'ohana enjoys swimming in ponds in Waiokomilo and at Ching's Pond in

Palauhulu. My kids have also fished in Kesanae stream, which is where Palauhulu and Piinaau
meet.
15.

Appreciating the beauty of this place where I live and farm is a given. We are

farmers. Piinaau and Palauhulu are beautiful.
16.

The water is warm even up in my patches, which are right near the flume. My

patches that are further down are much warmer. Warm water indicates low flow. If my water is
warm, then the guys on the bottom must have really warm water. If I had more lo'i, there
wouldn't be enough cool water to sustain them.

17.

If there was more water in the streams, I would open up more patches.

18.

If streamflow came back, my kids and grandkids would gather 'Opae, hihiwai, and

'o' opu in Piinaau, Palauhulu, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, and
Makapipi, catch akule in Waiohue, fish as I learned along the entire East Maui coast from
Honopou to Makapipi, and continue to malama Palauhulu and Piinaau by cleaning the rivers that
feed us.
19.

If there was more water in the stream, I would be more confident that my son-in-

law could continue farming our family lands and other property he takes care of for other
community members.
20.

I am very familiar with the layout of Ke'anae.

21.

I know who is farming and where their farms are located.

22.

Or I have identified on maps marked as Exhibits A-140 and A-141and showing

the tax map numbers 1-1-03 and 1-1-07, respectively, the areas of taro farming (as shown in
green highlighting) and the farmers associated with each area (as shown on orange labels) based
on what I know and have seen in this area over the many years that I have lived in Ke'anae.
23.

I have also identified on the map marked as Exhibit A-140 where the supporting

'auwai system is located and how the water flows in it (as shown in blue highlighting).
24.

Both maps are true and accurate depictions of the location of lo'i and/or the

supporting 'auwai system.
I declare under peijury that the foregoing is true and correct.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Ke'anae, Maui, Hawari, December

..;2)
/

ISAAC KANOA

4

, 2014.

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAI`I

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF JAMES KIMO
KAAA

DECLARATION OF JAMES KIMO KAAA
I, James Kimo Kaaa, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui.

4.

I am a taro farmer. I am trying to grow taro on property irrigated by Piinaau,

Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, and Wailua streams. Unfortunately, the source is not
dependable. I am at the end of the line so I don't get sufficient water to maintain the correct
levels and temperatures. If the water level gets too low, the weeds start to grow and overtake the
field. Without a constant, continuous, cool flow, it's hard to make it work.
5.

I am farming this land based on my responsibility to maintain the culture by

keeping alive the traditions and practices that the people before me exercised here. Money is not
the driving force. It's about doing what is right in the place that I live. It's about respect for all
the generations that came before.

6.

I learned how to farm taro from many taro farmers, including Ed and Carl Wendt

and Bush Martin. I try to gain information from everyone I know who grows taro and is willing
to share their knowledge. Different farmers have different ways of farming based on knowledge
each one gathered over time — types of taro grown, how and when to care for the lo`i, and the
amount and quality of water ideal for growing.
7.

I gather `opae and `o`opu from Wailua stream and fish for mullet and moi in or

near the mouth of Wailua. I learned how to gather and fish from kupuna and fishermen who
shared their knowledge with me. It started when I was young.
8.

I malama 'aina and malama kahawai in and around Waiokamilo, Wailua, and

Waikani by education, awareness, and involvement. Education is key. To know where the
streams ran in the early days, how they were maintained, how they flowed, what areas they fed,
where the gathering spots for certain species like `opae and `o"opa can be found. Also to be
aware of the effects of the lack of water flow on the ecosystem. Get involved, whether it be by
community stream clean up or even discussions on what more needs to be done. For myself, I
look at things differently from others. These streams are more than just places to gather from. I
see 27 streams that used to be 27 nursuries for both land and sea. What happens to these streams
impacts the whole island. Life that depended on this water flow has no other place to go,
whether it be for spawning or just protection (a lot of fish sleep upstream for protection, i.e.,
mullet, aholehole, and even papio). The streams not only affect gathering but the island itself.
Like everything in life needs water, so does the `dina. Take care of Haloa, Haloa take care of
you. Take care of `aina, `aina take care of you.
9.

I appreciate the natural scenery of Waikani (Wailuanui).

10.

For me, gathering and fishing from the streams is to support my family and

sustain life.
11.

Because of the lack of stream flow, I am unable to do the necessary farming and

gathering needed to supplement my family's needs. At one point, the water was so low that I
had to sponge water into my taro patch.
12.

Sometimes I spend all day trying to find `opae and `o`opu, but see only one or

two in the water. I return home empty-handed out of respect for the rehabilitation process. It is
frustrating because it is a waste of an entire day. Because of the amount of time and effort to find
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the resources, there is less time for recreation. Recreation used to be built into the whole day —
hiking, catching fish, swimming, and then returning. It's not like that anymore.
13.

Now that there is more effort involved in just finding the `opae and `o`opu,

because they have to travel further upstream, there's no time for recreation or to stop and enjoy
the natural beauty. The further you have to go, the more difficult it is to do recreation. However,
farmers do what they do because there is enjoyment that comes with it — no matter how hard or
back breaking the work is.
14.

There are many invasive species below the diversion. One example is the African

tulip. Native species are being crowded out. This requires additional work to weed out the
African tulips from taking over the loi. This additional work takes time away from our other
work and opportunities to be with our families.
15.

There has also been a lot of displacement of families due to the lack of resources.

16.

People are opening up new patches which require more water. As I understand it,

there have been leases arranged for approximately fifteen more patches. More patches means
more water is needed.
17.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would gather `opae and `o`opu from

Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua,
Piinaau, Palauhulu, Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue. I would also fish for mullet, moi, ahole, manini in or near the mouth of Waikamoi,
Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau,
Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki,
East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
I would also continue to malama these streams and the areas around them by clearing the streams
to prevent blockage of the natural water flow.
18.

If there was more water in the streams, I would appreciate the natural scenery that

comes from restoring water and health to this area. There is beauty in putting life back into the
streams and seeing them as they are supposed to be.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Wailuku, Maui, Hawai'i, December

2014.

K--LA-t6

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAI`I

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, ' "OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF JEROME K.
KEKIWI, JR.

DECLARATION OF JEROME K. KEKIWI, JR.
I, Jerome K. Kekiwi, Jr., declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui.

4.

My family has an interest in property in proximity to Palauhulu and Waikani

(Wailuanui) Streams.
5.

I am farming this land based on my family roots dedicating my life to Haloa and

the Hawaiian culture here in Wailuanui.
6.

I am a taro farmer. My family grows kalo on about five acres of property

irrigated by Piinaau, Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, and Wailua.
7.

Traditionally, my family gathered `opae, `o`opu, and hihiwai from Waikamoi,

Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau,

Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki,
East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
My "ohana also gathered watercress, pepeiao, bamboo shoot, banana, and pohole in those same
streams.
8.

My family also traditionally fished for turtle, moi, mullet, aholehole, uha, akule,

and enenue in or near the mouth of Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena,
Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea,
Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. My `ohana also gathered limu in or near
the mouths of those streams.
9.

Traditionally, my family engaged in malama 'aina and malama kahawai by being

good stewards at Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea,
Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua,
Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka,
Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
10.

Currently, I gather `Opae, hihiwai, and prawns in Honomanu, Piinaau, Palauhulu,

Waiokamilo, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa,
Hanawi, and Makapipi. Before, there was plenty `opae. You could just grab them from the
water. Now, not so much. It takes about four hours to walk to where you can gather. Before
you could just get out of the car and you would see them. These days there is sometimes nothing
and you need to turn around empty-handed.
11.

Currently, I fish for moi, aholehole, anae, papio, and enenue in or near the mouth

of Honomanu, Nuaailua, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, and East Wailuaiki.
12.

I engage in mdlama `aina and malama kahawai by clearing the streams, cutting

the grass, removing hau bush and big stones in and around Honomanu, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
Waiokamilo, Wailua, and Waikani (Wailuanui).
13.

I gather and fish from the streams to eat and keep our traditions going.

14.

When gathering, I will stop for a while to take in the natural beauty of

Wahinepee, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani
(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, and Puakaa.
15.

I also use the streams for other purposes, including washing dishes and bathing.
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16.

Without water, I have a hard time fanning kalo. The kalo I do grow is more often

diseased because of the lack of stream flow.
17.

The lack of stream water below the diversions means I need to walk much farther

to gather `opae, hihiwai, and prawns. There is also less fish near the shoreline for me and my
`ohana to catch. Because of all of this, many of my `ohana had to move away to find a "better"
life.
18.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would gather and fish like my kupuna

did. My family and I would gather opae, `o`opu, hihiwai, prawns, water cress, pepeiao, bamboo
shoot, banana, and pohole from Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena,
Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea,
Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. My family and I would fish for moi,
mullet, aholehole, uha, akule, enenue, papio, and anae in or near the mouth of Waikamoi, Alo,
Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
19.

If the water was to flow again, I would continue to go to the streams to malama

Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua,
Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue.
20.

If stream flow was restored, I would be able to enjoy the recreational activities

that our kupuna enjoyed, including, for example, swimming in Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee,
Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
21.

If water was returned to the streams, I would appreciate the beauty of Waikamoi,

Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau,
Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki,
East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
To me, more water means more beauty.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Wailua, Maui, Hawai'i, September

4

, 2014.

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAN

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF JOSEPH "JOJO"
YOUNG

DECLARATION OF JOSEPH "JOJO" YOUNG
I, Joseph "Jojo" Young, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a taro farmer.

4.

My family grows kalo on property irrigated by Waiokamilo Stream.

Approximately three to four acres of our ten acres are in taro.
5.

I am farming this land based on my lease and ownership of certain Wailua parcels

that have been farmed by my family for generations.
6.

I learned how to farm taro on these lands from my father, Joseph Young Sr., who

fed and supported his entire family as a full-time taro farmer. The traditional knowledge my
father passed down to me was passed down to him by my grandparents, Kemalani Wong and
Aima Young, who farmed taro on these lands during their lifetime.

7.

Traditionally, my family gathered `Opae from West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki,

Puakaa, Hanawi, and Makapipi. My `ohana gathered hihiwai from Hanawi.
8.

My family also traditionally fished for moi, aholehole, anae, `opihi, akule,

enenue, and aweoweo in or near the mouth of Honopou, Hanehoi/Puolua, Waikamoi, Alo,
Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
9.

Traditionally, my family engaged in mdlama `aina and malama kahawai in West

Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Puakaa, Hanawi, and Makapipi by gathering only as much `opae as
they needed and nothing more.
10.

Currently, in addition to kalo farming, I gather `Ippae in Piinaau and Palauhulu

only. The other streams do not have enough water to support my gathering. I gather maybe two
or three times a year in order to supply food for `ohana gatherings on special occasions.
11.

I no longer fish because I'm older now. I am 65 years old.

12.

I continue to practice ma-lama `aina and mdlama kahawai in Piinaau and

Palauhulu by gathering `opae for my current needs. I never take more than I need.
13.

I am unable to gather from all of the streams I would have in the past because

many of the streams are now "dead." They are not getting enough water. The lack of stream
flow is a problem for me because it puts more pressure on other resource areas I wouldn't
normally use or access. I also have to rely on other family members to provide food I used to be
able to gather myself I also sometimes have to spend money to provide substitute foods for
meals and special occasions, though there really is no substitute for the `opae I get myself
14.

If there was enough water in the streams, my `ohana would gather `dpae in any

stream that has `opae but only as much as we needed for our `ohana. My family would continue
to gather `Opae from West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Puakaa, Hanawi, and Makapipi.
15.

If there was more water in the streams, the next generation of my `ohana would

fish for moi, aholehole, anae, `opihi, akule, and enenue aweoweo in or near the mouth of
Honopou, Hanehoi/Puolua, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena,
Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani,
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Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea,
Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue as my kupuna did.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Lahaina, Maui, Hawai'i, November

3

, 2014.

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAI`I

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `01-1I`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF JONAH
KUPONOIKEAUEA HUEU

DECLARATION OF JONAH KUPONOIKEAUEA HUEU
I, Jonah Kuponoikeauea Hueu, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am 19 years old.

4.

For the last four years, I have lived with grandparents, Harry and Sandy Hueu in

Ke`anae/Wailua.
5.

I learned a lot about growing taro, gathering, and fishing from my grandpa.

6.

According to my grandfather, my family used to gather `Opae and `o`opu in

Honomanu, Nuailua, Palauhulu, and `Ohi`a. They would also get akule from Honomanu and
Nuailua and pohole from `Ohi`a.
7.

Traditionally, my `ohana dove or fished for kole, moi, enenue, papio, uhu, kumu,

menpachi, and `opihi in or near the mouths of Piinaau and Palauhulu.

8.

My `ohana also engaged in malama ' dina and mdlama kahawai at Palauhulu and

Waiokomilo by cleaning the stream and no make dirty. When I was farming, I would clean the
flume every two weeks.
9.

Currently, I help gather hihiwai from Palauhulu. I go swim in the pond and bring

home hihiwai to my grandparents. There's not that much hihiwai.
10.

I also fish and dive for whatever I can get down Ke`anae, which is fed by Piinaau

and Palauhulu.
11.

My grandfather wants me to work the taro patch. Sometimes I help Aukai at the

lo`i, working the patch and cleaning the ditches.
12.

If there was more water in the streams, I would definitely continue the traditions I

learned from my grandpa. I would gather hihiwai from Palauhulu, fish in the waters off Piinaau
and Palauhulu, work the taro patch, and help keep the streams and ditches clear.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

JONAH KUPONOIKEAUEA HUEU
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COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
STATE OF HAWAI`I

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF JONAH JACINTH°

DECLARATION OF JONAH JACINTH°
I, Jonah Jacintho, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

My family has an interest in property near Honopou. We grow kalo on that

property, which is about two acres. I have my own lo'i as do my aunt and sister.
4.

I am farming this land based on my family history and the practices passed down

5.

I learned how to farm taro from Aunty Beatrice Kepani Kekahuna and Lurlyn

6.

Traditionally, my `ohana gathered pohole, fish for enenue, `o`opu, watercress,

to me.

Scott.

hihiwai, prawns, banana, limu, bamboo, and ulu in and around Honopou.

7.

Traditionally, my `ohana fished for moi, enenue, aholehole, `opihi, kumu, tako or

he`e, moanakali, kole, ulua, honu, mullet, omilu, papio, uhu, paananu, menpachi, and aweoweo
in or near the mouth of Honopou.
8.

My `ohana also engaged in mdlama `dina and ma-lama kahawai at Honopou by

cleaning the `auwai to our family lo`i, pruning, and cleaning the buildup on the stones in the
ponds. My family also fished and planted according to moon phases.
9.

My mother, Juliana Jacintho, was baptized in Honopou.

10.

I currently gather kalo, pohole, fruit, `ulu, and watercress in and around Honopou.

11.

I fish for enenue, ulua, uhu, `opihi, haukiuki, poopaa, omilu, aholehole, lae,

aweoweo, paananui in or near the mouth of Honopou.
12.

I gather and fish to feed my family and myself.

13.

My family engages in mdlama `dina and mdlama kahawai by fishing and

gathering by moon phases. We also clean Honopou for good consistent flow, which keeps the
water cooler for planting.
14.

I also swim, relax, and get together with my family along Honopou. I learned to

swim there.
15.

I appreciate the natural beauty of Honopou. I like listening to the stream flow as

well as smelling the flowers and fresh flowing water. I love hearing the birds singing and the
sound of the wind blowing through the trees. I enjoy the feeling of following what my
grandfather did with kalo fanning. I feel him with me.
16.

The lack of stream flow is a problem because we cannot fish as much. We have

to take only a small amount of fish, and much time is needed before the fish replenish. We have
lost large amounts of ocean fish due to wanner waters and the fact that less nutrients get into
ocean from the land.
17.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would fann more kalo because the

flow would be sufficient. I would fish more too, because the water would bring back the
abundance of fish.
18.

More water would also help meet our needs for home use and gardening.

19.

If there was more water in the streams, I would fish for ulua, omilu, papio, moi,

aholehole, uhu, paananu, enenue, he`e, and aweoweo in Honopou.

20.

If water was put back in the streams, I would clean Honopou for kalo farming.

21.

If water was restored, the streams would flow faster and at cooler temperatures

that are ideal for growing taro.
22.

More water in the streams would bring back fish, `o`opu, prawns, and `opae,

which my family members rely on. Old ways of life would be more feasible.
23.

If there was more water in the streams, I would continue swimming, family

picnics, and pravvning at Honopou.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Honopou, Maui, Hawai'i, December R , 2014.

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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DECLARATION OF JOSEPH KIMO DAY
I, Joseph Kimo Day, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui.

4.

My family has an interest in property in proximity to Wailuanui.

5.

I was a taro farmer. My family used to grow kalo on property irrigated by

Waikani Stream. I stopped farming about four years ago and primarily fish now.
6.

I was raised by my grandparents, and on weekends, we would throw net and

gather from the streams.
7.

Traditionally, my family gathered `Opae, `o`opu, hihiwai, aweoweo, and honu

from Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu,

Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani
(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula,
Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. `Opae was for eating and for use as bait for enenue. Honu
was for eating and its fat had medical uses. My `ohana also hunted for pig up mauka near the
streams and gathered black crab near the ocean.
8.

My family also traditionally fished for moi, aholehole, and enenue in and around

Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua,
Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue. We would lay net at night and also dive for kole. Back then, fish were big and
plentiful. We could catch more fish going a shorter distance by canoe.
9.

Traditionally, my family engaged in malama `aina and malama kahawai in and

around Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu,
Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani
(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula,
Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. We knew not to overharvest, were mindful of seasonal
spawning, and respected the cycle of life. We would also clean and clear debris in the streams.
10.

Currently, my `ohana gathers `opae and hihiwai in Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee,

Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
11.

I have been fishing since I could walk. I currently fish for deep seven bottom fish

(onaga, ehu, `opakapaka, kalekale, lehi, gindai, and hapuupuu), aku, `ahi, mahimahi, moi, Vio,
kole, kumu, and `opihi in and around Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena,
Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea,
Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. Now, we have to go longer distances to
catch more fish because of the lack of stream water flowing to the ocean.
12.

My family also practices malama `dina and mdlama kahawai in and around these

streams. Everything is seasonal. We fish to feed the family; it's our icebox. We take just what
we need and that's it. We treat the resources as our icebox — that's how the village works. If we
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don't teach our mo`opuna the same, it's a lost art, and they will have to go to the store for their
food.
13.

I gather and fish in order to put food on the table. It is for subsistence. We live

off the land, from mauka to makai. I teach my traditions to my kids and grandkids. But how can
I teach them if the streams are dry and there are no resources left? I don't want my kids eating
out of a tin can. I want them to eat natural food.
14.

I also take my kids and grandkids to the river below my home (Waikani) to swim,

picnic, throw net, and go down to the beach. These are my family traditions. Every Sunday after
church, we would dive for fish for the table. It was a community thing.
15.

The places my grandfather took me to are sacred to me. As I've gotten older, I

have learned to appreciate the surroundings, the beauty, because when I see it, I know I'm home.
16.

The lack of stream flow is a problem for me because they are taking away the

resources we had before and it's not here now. If water was in the streams, we could have our
aquatic life back. The mighty dollar is the only thing that matters to HC&S/EMI — that's the
bottom line to the big corporations and the state.
17.

The lack of stream water has forced me to stop taro farming and close up my

patches. I had about three to four acres worth. All of that used to be open, and I used to pull
about 12-14 bags a week, even while working full time and fishing on the weekends. I want my
kids to learn — that's the most important to me. But they can't without the water. My
granddaughter asks me, "Papa, when we going to open up the farm again?"
18.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would teach my kids and grandkids to

gather `Opae, `o`opu, hihiwai, and aweoweo from the same streams as me and my ancestors
(Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua,
Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue).
19.

If there was more water in the streams, I would fish for onaga, ehu, `opakapaka,

kalekale, lehi, gindai, and hapuupuu, aku, `ahi, mahimahi, moi, aholehole, Vio, kole, kumu,
and `opihi in and around Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea,
Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua,
Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka,
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Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. I would teach my kids and grandkids what my
grandfather taught me about where to fish and how to harvest.
20.

If lack of stream flow was not a problem, I would continue to malama `aina and

malama kahawai in and around Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena,
Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea,
Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue, making sure I only take what I needed and
treating the streams and shoreline waters as my icebox.
21.

My `ohana and I would continue to swim, picnic, throw net, and go down to the

beach in and around these streams if there was enough stream flow. I would also continue to
appreciate the natural beauty of these streams, especially with more water.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

JOSEPH KIMO DAY
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DECLARATION OF JULIANA P. ALLEN JACINTHO
I, Juliana P. Allen Jacintho, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am the granddaughter of Lokana Kepani Sr. I was delivered by my grandmother

Juliana Koko Kepani, and to my knowledge, I was the last to be born in their home.
4.

My family has an interest in property near Honopou. We grow kalo on that

property, which is about two acres.
5.

The stream has provided my family with an abundance of uses.

6.

Traditionally, my `ohana gathered `opae, hihiwai, `o`opu, papa, watercress,

bamboo shoot, bamboo for fishing poles, ti leaf, java plum, rosy apple, Hawaiian crayfish, sweet
potato, mango, banana, `ulu, tamarind, guava, hibiscus, plumeria, ferns, pakalana, puakenikeni,
`awapuhi, and medicinal plants in and around Honopou.

7.

Traditionally, my `ohana fished for aholehole, papio, puhi, honu, mullet, popaa,

moi, ulua, uhu, enenue, limu, `opihi, pipipi, and kupehe in or near the mouth of Honopou.
8.

My `ohana also engaged in malama `aina and malama kahawai at Honopou by

taking only what we could eat, using the moon to fish and plant, rebuilding stone walls, and
maintaining the level of water for taro at Honopou. My grandfather paid special attention to the
ditches and kept them flowing so the taro patch and the home below his house had water for their
daily uses. He also made sure there was sufficient water to keep the taro growing by checking the
flow at EMI gates.
9.

As children, Honopou was our pool on hot days where all of us learned to swim.

The mangos, guavas, java plum, and rosy apples provided us with snacks as we played and
trekked up and down the stream on our adventures. It taught us to be aware of flash flooding, or
"big water," as we called it. We knew it was coming by the sounds of big rocks moving, the
water becoming muddy, and the change of the rushing waters. As the water reached the ocean, it
provided the small pools, brackish water, for ocean fish to lay their eggs and a fertile place for
food for the ocean fish.
10.

My mother used to wash clothing by hand with a stick and the rocks as a clothes

line. We also used the waters for bathing, washing dishes, cleaning house, to cleaning chickens
or pigs. The water was also used to irrigate the plants growing around the properties, including
flowers, sweet potatoes, and even grapes at one time.
11.

At any time, just sitting along the stream gave me comfort and peace. It relaxed

my mind and body, sometimes to recharge me and sometimes to just enjoy relaxing. I remember
at night just listening to the rushing waters. It was relaxing and would put me to sleep.
Listening to the sound of the frogs was also very peaceful.
12.

I currently gather oranges, sugar cane, mangoes, bamboo shoots, 'ulu, flowers,

ferns, ti leaf, pohole, prawns, and achote in and around Honopou.
13.

My `ohana currently fishes for aholehole, papio, puhi, mullet, popaa, moi, ulua,

uhu, enenue, limu, `opihi, pipipi, and kupehe in or near the mouth of Honopou.
14.

I gather and fish to feed my family, to be self-sufficient, and to be somewhat

independent. I am proud of my work and abilities.
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15.

My family engages in malama `aina and malama kahawai by fishing for

appropriate sizes of fish, eating what we gather, sharing what we have, taking away 'opala,
leaving areas clean and fit for the next person, as well as maintaining the streambed at Honopou.
16.

I also swim, relax near the water, fish, and gather items as a family. I enjoy just

strolling around the Honopou area.
17.

I appreciate the scenery at Honopou. It is where my children were able to play

and run freely, camp, gather, talk, and remember the past.
18.

Water does not flow in the area as it did in my childhood. The lack of stream

flow is a problem because there has been decreased productivity. Disease threatens our kalo.
There has been a decrease in `Opae and hihiwai. The black `o`opu is gone. We lack the ability to
be self-sufficient.
19.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would gather `Opae at Honopou. I

would also fish, as we did traditionally, for aholehole, papio, puhi, mullet, popaa, moi, ulua, uhu,
enenue, limu, `opihi, pipipi, and kupehe in or near the mouth of Honopou.
20.

If there was more water in the streams, I would continue to malama as we did

before by taking only what we could eat, using the moon to fish and plant, rebuilding stone
walls, cleaning the ditches, and maintaining the level of water for taro at Honopou.
21.

With more water, I would want my family to be able to do to the same sort of

recreational activities I did as a child, including swimming, playing, and using water for other
domestic needs.
22.

If water was returned to Honopou, I would appreciate the natural beauty of the

area. It would remind me of my childhood and family that is here as well as family members
who have passed on.
23.

Without water in the stream, Honopou would not be the same place I have known.

It has supplied so much for the people of this area. It is a comfort knowing that the stream is
there.
24.

It is urgent that we maintain Honopou for our generation and our children. We

are learning through trial and error how to improve taro fauning as our kupuna have passed on to
us.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Honopou, Maui, Hawai'i, December 0 , 2014.

tLJ
ANA P. ALLEN JACIN 0
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KANAKAOLE; EXHIBIT "1"

DECLARATION OF KAUI L. KANAKAOLE

I, Kaui L. Kanakaole, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based on my personal knowledge and upon research that I have
conducted.

2.

I reside at 4195 Hana Highway, Hana, Hawaii 96713. I was born in Hilo on Hawaii
Island, but moved with my family to Hana, Maui at age 4 and grew up in Hana until
graduating from Hana High School.

3.

Attached to my declaration as Exhibit "1" is a true and accurate copy of my resume.

4.

I received my Bachelors of Arts in English and my Teaching Certificate in Secondary
Education from University of Hawaii at Hilo. I started my professional career in teaching
at Hilo High School then moved on to Ke Ana Laahana Pubic Charter School before
returning home to my alma mater at liana High and Elementary School. All of my
teaching experiences have put me in the middle of high Native Hawaiian populations,
from Keaukaha to Hana, public education was an important vehicle for me to reach the
native "underprivileged" community and give back what I had gained from my own
upbringing in these types of communities.

5.

I served as Department Head at Hana High School, trying to rally the school population
around reading and raising our students' reading test scores, which came to fruition in
2011 when we scored the highest in Maui County.

6.

My hula career started as an 8 year old child in Hana with Namahana Kalama-Panui,
learning about the stories and songs of the place I grew up in. Hula had me hiking
through the mountains gathering kinolau (body forms of the gods) of the gods we danced
about and this practice became my first introduction to the water diversions of East Maui.

7.

We were curious about the flumes, waterways, and water pumps that cut through our
sacred forest so our kumu and aunties told us about the sugar plantations on the other side
of the island needing water and even as a young child I remember feeling angry and
confused.

8.

My hula career continued on in Hilo with renowned Halau o Kekuhi, which is also my
family's halau on my father's side.

9.

Hula comes from Edith Kanakaole, my father's mother, and was passed down matrilineal
and continues in that vein today.

10.

I was a dancer in the PBS broadcast of "Great Performances: Holo Mai Pele" (2000),
went on tour for the hula drama "Kamehameha: Na Hoailona" (1999) and "Hanau Ka
Moku" (2002).

11.

Being an olapa dancer in Halau o Kekuhi has afforded me many cultural learning
experiences and opportunities however the added responsibility of being of familial
descent from this hula lineage gave this experience deeper meaning.

12.

Hula has taught me about the many facets of our culture, from menial work to ritualistic
prayer, from the bloom of a leaf-bud to the cycle of water in the forest, from obeying the
request of an older sibling to embracing the transformation into your god-self.

13.

Hula has given me an education that cannot be translated into any degree at a university,
and my family has solidified those teachings and anchored me spiritually and it is this
inherited DNA that I pass on to my two children.

14.

In 2007, I participated in Halau o Kekuhi's Aha Ailolo Puaalohelohe, which is a rigorous
rite of passage from olapa to kumu, and I was granted the right to teach the traditions of
hula Aihaa and hula Pele that have been taught to me.
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15.

In 2009 I started my own hula halau and continue today with children and adult classes
for Halau o Nakaulakuhikuhi.

16.

I am a member of the Edith Kanakaole Foundation, which was started in 1990 by my
father and his siblings in order to maintain and perpetuate the teachings, beliefs,
practices, philosophies and traditions of their parents, the late Luka and Edith Kanakaole.

17.

I am currently contracted by Ala Kukui Retreat Center to conduct research on water in
East Maui looking at it from a cultural perspective.

18.

My research is entitled "Ke Ala Huhi i Waihanau" and I use Papaku Makawalu to
understand the cycles and significances of water in the Koolau, Hana, Kipahulu and
Kaupo districts of Maui.

19.

My ties to East Maui are from my mother's side, whose great grandmother, Kahele was a
native of Kipahulu and married a Japanese stow-away immigrant by the name of Ishii.

20.

My mother remembers her grandmother telling her stories of watching her mother Kahele
down at the muliwai (estuary) feed the shark at Maulili. She was of pure Hawaiian
descent and although not much was said about Kahele, this little piece of information has
been passed down. From this we know that the shark is an aumakua (family deity) of our
family and because of that we honor these ocean beings through chant and dance and
have an affinity for the muliwai there at Maulili and the flow of fresh water from mauka
to makai.

21.

These combinatorial experiences, influences, lineages have given me the intimate
connection and cultural prowess to understand this land that I live on and the natural
cycles it goes through and especially our human role in those natural cycles.

22.

East Maui, which is comprised of the four moku (land district) of Koolau, Hana,
Kipahulu and Kaupo, is historically significant and is extolled in the chants and stories
for time immemorial. In the epic saga of Pele and Hiiaka, when Hiiaka journeys up the
island chain from Hawaii to fetch her older sister's lover on Kauai she lands first at
Kauiki in Hana and chants about the majestic Kauiki hill, the outcrop of Mokuhano in the
sea and the fresh water spring of Punahoa that brings life to the area.

23.

Through stories we know that the gods Kane and Kanaloa have traversed the region
thrusting their staff into the ground at various places and fresh water bubbled up. People
of the area worshipped these gods because of the abundance of water as in the story of
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Kalemakuakaimano who was a man who lived in the Pauwalu area where the watercress
patches are today.
24.

When he lived there, there was no spring, just the water from the river that would flow
when there was a lot of rain, however because he constantly importuned Kane and
Kanaloa as his gods, grew and ate the kinolau of these gods, they visited him one day. At
that visit he prepared a feast and chewed the awa for his gods and served them. In return
Kane and Kanaloa thrust their staff and springs erupted out of the ground with a loud
rumble that continued so one of the springs was closed up and the one that was flowing
quietly was left.

25.

There are countless stories and chants that communicate the importance of water in this
East Maui region. It is this abundance that made and continues to make this particular
land waiwai (valuable) to its inhabitants.

26.

This high value was not taken for granted or misused at any cost but met with severe
punishment if ever abused, punishment of death. There are a few stories about misuse or
greed of the water resource in this area that were met with the death penalty because
without water there would be significant repercussions. Found in the Hawaiian language
newspaper Ka Nupepa Kuokoa was a story about "Na Akua" Kane and Kanaloa.
Ka Moolelo o Na Akua
. . . na laua ka wai o Kou ma Kaupo, na laua i hoomake kahuna oia o Koino ma
Kikoo I Kipahulu, a na laua i hoomake ka moopuna a Waianu ma no ka
hoohaumia i ka wai, a na laua i wahi i ka pohaku a puai mai ka waL
The Story of The Gods
. . . the water of Kou at Kaupo belongs to them (Kane and Kanaloa), they were
the ones who killed the priest Koino who was from Kikoo at Kipahulu, and they
were also the ones who killed the grandchild of Waianu folks because of his
defiling of the water there, and it was the gods who split the rock and water
bubbled forth.

27.

Tampering with a natural resource to the point where it prohibited the untainted
continuance of the natural cycle was met with strict consequences and this was a
pervasive understanding. It's an innate thought process for native people to think this
way, which is why as a little girl I was angry and confused about the water diversions in
the forest even without any preconceived notions of the sugar industry's effect on
Hawaii.
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28.

It's fundamental to the psyche of the native Hawaiian that we understand the cycles of
our natural world and fmd our fit, as humans, in it all. My Hawaiian ancestors
categorized their world into a system of knowledge known as Papaku Makawalu, whose
origin can be found in the Kumulipo (Hawaiian Creation chant).

29.

Papaku Makawalu is a Hawai`i ontological knowledge system that assigns the Hawaiian
universe to three Papa or houses of knowledge. The first of the three is Papahulihonua,
which includes all of the earthly elements such as the ocean, volcanic processes, and the
water cycle. Kane (and Kanaloa for that matter) is a vital component of Papahulihonua in
his occupation as water, Kane is the entity in and of Papahulihonua that mingles
continuously with elements of Papahulilani (the second Papa).

30.

Papahulilani is the atmospheric elements including the sun, weather, stars, planets,
heavenly strata, and seasonality.

31.

The third Papa is Papahanaumoku. This papa is comprised of the living components with
the biological intelligence of procreation. Those who belong to the house of
Papahanaumoku are the direct beneficiaries of Kane. These individuals include
everything from plants, to birds, to coral, to fish, to mea kolo (creepers), and kanaka
(man). The house of Papahanaumoku also includes the activities that kanaka engage in,
including things like hula and caring for land. Kanaka functions including consciousness
and inner conscious are also in the house of Papahanaumoku.

32.

Water is one of the few elements that easily traverse all three Papa. It is the nature of the
water cycle that make it a part of Papahulihonua when it is on the earth in the form of
streams, springs, aquifers or even a puddle. Kane and Kanaloa preside over these waters
as in the chant "Ka Wai a Kane":
E ui aku ono au ia oe,
One question I put to you,
Ala i hea ka wai a Kane?
Where is the water of Kane?
Ala I ke kuahiwi, i ke kualono,
Yonder on mountain peak, on the ridges steep
Ike awawa, i ke kahawai;
In the valleys deep, where the rivers sweep
Ala i laila ka wai a Kane.
There is the water of Kane.
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33.

Then Laka presides over the evaporation/transpiration process, it gets taken up into the
atmosphere, which is the realm of Papahulilani and falls to earth in the form of rain, mist,
or snow.

34.

The role of Laka is illustrated in this chant:
A ke kuahiwi, i ke kualono
From the mountain tops, to the highland ridges
Ku ana o Laka i ka mauna
Laka presides over the forest
Noho ana o Laka i ke p0 'o o ka ohu
Laka is at the pinnacle of the gathering of the mist
0 Laka kumu hula
Laka the source of movement

35.

As water accumulates it is the beneficiary of Paphanaurnoku that ingest and rely on this
element for life. The kanaka (man), the plants and animals, crawlers and winged
creatures are the ones who are either made up of water and/or rely on it for survival.

36.

Papaku Makawalu gives us a framework to understand the movement of water
throughout the different papa (foundations) and this framework can be applied to our own
localities to understand peculiarities about the cycles we experience everyday. In
looking at the moku of Koolau for example, the water cycle there is a microcosm for
what is happening in other moku in East Maui, Maui, Hawaii and the world.

37.

Starting with Oopuola stream and continuing on to the end of the Koolau moku at
Makapipi stream, each water source was given a name by our ancestors. These names
tell us information about that particular source, which we can use to better acquaint
ourselves with the land, elemental sources and cycles that occurred.

38.

Kaaiea stream, for example, was named for the Aiea tree that grew abundantly in the
area. The species of this endemic Hawaiian genus Nothocestrum consisted of softwooded shrubs and trees with oblong leaves, yellowish flowers and white/red berries,
which grew from 1500-5000 feet elevation. The aiea tree acted as a causative in the
water cycle and it helped to accumulate water in the forest.

39.

Ohia stream and spring was named such not for the ohia tree; ohia also means "tabooed,
as food patches during famine". A native of the area, Henry Kahaleulaokekua Karnali,
who has long passed, was born in 1886 at Pauwalu close to Ohia stream and grew up in
the area. In his 1970 interview with Clinton Kanahele, which was conducted in Hawaiian
and later translated and transcribed he described the water as such:
6

"Ohia, That is the waters of Kanaloa and Kane. The water gushes forth from
inside from a spring. Yes, that is healing water for coughs and all kinds of
sicknesses. There the sick were taken. When you have your illness you go into
there to bathe. Healed."
40.

The native people in the area understood that this water was special, sacred, kapu (taboo)
and only to be used in unique circumstances.

41.

A wind of the Wailua area is named Kialeale, meaning stirring, moving, undulating, and
rippling with force. This wind is also characteristic of the land because the water sources
of Koolau moku (district) are powerful, full of energy and maintain a strong presence
over the other elemental forces of nature.

42.

The Kialeale wind occupies Papahulilani and is a manifestation of the god Lono and
through its stirring force, clouds accumulate in the uplands and that is when the god Kane
releases the rains that penetrate the earth and amass in the knahiwi (hill) and kualono
(mountain ridge), in the awawa (valley) of Honomanu, Waiohue, Wailua, and Makaiwa.

43.

It is in this realm of Papahuihonua that we kanaka (man) have most intimate dealings
with this water. It is the kanaka (man) of Koolau who give praise to the god Lono who
initiated the Kialeale wind that brought this precious resource to the earth where he is
able to utilize its gifts, while still allowing the cycle to continue. It would be requite of
the kanaka to deny this resource its due diligence.

44.

Kialeale is of Koolau moku only, it serves this area and it would be wrong to take the
product (water) of its service elsewhere because that creates a void, a break in the cycle
that is distinctly Koolau.

45.

The unique natural cycles that occur in each locality belong to that particular place, the
mana (spiritual power) that is created as a result of these cycles belongs to that particular
place and the displacement or gross manipulation of that element whether it be water,
earth, lava, wind or sun is counter to everything that the kanaka Hawaii believe. And this
is illustrated for us in the simple act of naming everything in their world.

46.

The wind in Koolau moku is not known as just "Wind" but "Stirring, Moving,
Undulating Wind".

47.

The spring in Pauwalu is not named "Spring" but "Tabooed, as a food garden during
famine Spring".
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48.

There is a reciprocity of energy that occurs between element and kanaka and it is
imperative that these relationships are nurtured and continued so that the our island world
lives and prospers.
The people of Koolau were not just called "Wailua-ans" or "Keanae-ans" but "Koolau
Hauwalaau". It is a poetic saying, which means "Koolau of the Loud Voices" because
inhabitants of the area were said to be loud of voice. And it is this hauwalaau that must
be heeded, that must be reckoned with, that must be regarded because they are the
mouthpiece of the land of which they occupy.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

DATED:

Hana, Maui, Hawai'i,

Dcoleir i 7 '

, 2014.

v
?---.444,1 oe. 2‘,t,,t:64
ALA L. KANA
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EXHIBIT 1

Kaui L. Kanakaole
P.O. Box 1012 Hana, HI 96713
Hawaii Tax ID #W04801158-02
248-7677 (cell) kkanakaole@yahoo.com

Guiding Principles
1. A strong cultural foundation that is nurtured in all aspects of life will promote physical, mental
and spiritual growth that will give one the foresight of his/her purpose not only to their lahui but
also to the global community.
2. My kupuna comprised a highly advanced society filled with a mix of people who had purpose;
and whether that purpose was great or small the idea that everyone and everything was
inextricably connected is what allowed them to excel to heights unfathomable by scientific
standards today. It is this fact that pushes me to not only understand their view but also find
applicability in my time.
3. Kuleana is a two-way street that is bestowed upon those who rise to accept the responsibility
in order to enjoy the right. Familial duty is wrapped in this principle of kuleana and it is
paramount to the elevation of the family, principles, and race, that one takes the helm, no matter
how great or small the vessel.
Education

1993-present Halau o Kekuhi Olapa

-Hiiakaikanoeau, Halauaola Hula Conference — Kauai: 2014
-Moku o Keawe International Hula Festival- Miyazaki,
Japan: 2013-2014
-Joint Christmas Concert-Japan Tour: 2010
-Aha Ailolo Puaalohelohe, Hawaii: 2007 Kumu Hula
-Hanau ka Moku-Maui: 2002
-World Performing Arts Festival, Wasshoi-Tokyo, Japan: 2000
-Holo Mai Pele, PBS Great Performances-Oahu: 2000
-Kilohi, Na Akua Wahine-Oahu, Maui: 2000
-Aloha Festivals Investiture-Hawaii: 1995-2000
-Kamehameha, Na Hoailona-West Coast Tour: 1999
-Holo Mai Pele-Oahu, Hawaii, Kauai: 1996
1999

University of Hawaii, Hilo: Teaching Certificate,
Secondary Education

1998

University of Hawaii, Hilo: Bachelors of Arts, English

EXHIBIT 1

Work

2002-2013

Hana High & Elementary School Teacher
-9th-I21/; Grade English (American, British, World,

Experience

Hawaiian Lit., Creative Writing, Expository Writing),
Health, Public and Human Services, Hawaiian Dance,
Hawaiian Language, Hawaiian Studies, Freshmen Transition,
Junior and Senior class advisor, High School Department Chair
2001-2002

Ke Ana Laahana Public Charter School Teacher
-7th _12th Grade English

1999-2001

Hilo High School Teacher
-11th-12th Grade English (American, British Lit.)

Contractual/

2014-present Office of Hawaiian Affairs Sponsorship - Makaku: The Dance, the Dancer
and Divinity, Authoring a book on the choreographic theories and practices of

Grant Experience

kumu hula Nalani Kanakaole
2013-present Ke Ala Hull o Waihanau, Researcher and Principle Writer
2013-present Ke Ola Magazine, Maui County Edition Contributing Writer
2009-2012

Kamehameha Schools Summer Enrichment Program Currie. Coor.
Kulia i ka Pono, Hana Teacher

2008-2010

Native Hawaiian Scholars Program, Hana Counselor

Boards &

2007-present Ma Ka Hana Ka Ike Board Member/Vice Pres.

Corn mittees

2003-2011

Hana Advisory to the Maui Planning Commission Advisory
Chair/Member

Conferences &
Workshops
Presenter

2014

Hana Limu Festival: Hana, Maui
-shared Ke Ala Huh i i Waihanau project findings

Presenter

2014

E Alu Pu: Kipahulu, Maui
-shared Ke Ala Hull i Waihanau project findings

Teacher/Coordinator 2008-2011

Hula Kahiko Workshou for liana Festivals of Aloha Kumu

-10 week wksp. meeting twice a week culminating in a performance at the Hana
Aloha Festival closing
Presenter

2009

Papaku Makawalu Workshop: Kona, Hawaii
-shared classroom application of Papaku Makawalu process

Assistant Coo.

1999

World Indigenous Peoples Conference: Hilo, Hawaii
-coordinate and organize workshops and huakai

Coordinator

1998

Haku Mele Workshop: Hana
-coordinate and organize workshops with high school students from Hana and
traditional Hawaiian mete composers
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DECLARATION OF LEONORA
BARCLAY

DECLARATION OF LEONORA BARCLAY
I, Leonora Barclay, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui.

4.

My family has an interest in property near Wailua Stream. I farmed until I was

about 27 years old. I stopped because I went to work, and my father did most of it. My brother
and other family friends continued to farm our land until about 1990. My family and I reopened
the patches in 1996 and stopped around 2004-2005.
5.

I farmed this land based on my upbringing and my parents owned the land and

transferred to me the ownership.
6.

I learned how to farm taro from my father, Edward Smith, Sr., mother Anna

Kaauamo Smith and Tata Wahine, Ellen Kapeka Kaauamo.
We currently have about 3/4 acre to 1 acre in kalo, which is farmed by Carl Wendt.
7.

8.

Traditionally, my `ohana gathered `opae, `o`opu, hihiwai, guava, lilikoi, pohole,

and prawns in Waikamoi, Wahinepee, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, and Hanawi.
9.

Traditionally, my `ohana fished for aholehole, poopaa, `o`opu, nohu, and hinalea

in or near the mouths of Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, and Hanawi.
10.

My family also engaged in malama `aina and malama kahawai by constantly

keeping `auwai clear of 'opala and growth in and around Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Wailua,
Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, and Hanawi. We
would clean the ditch so the water would stay in it. We didn't want it to overflow and soften
people's land, ruining their patches.
11.

Currently, my `ohana and I gather pohole around Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui),

West Wailuaiki, and East Wailuaiki.
12.

I gather to eat and feed my `ohana.

13.

I enjoy nature such as pohole fields, taking pictures of the taro fields and fruit

trees in and around Wailua.
14.

The lack of stream flow has been a problem for me because less water causes

harder farming for my `ohana as well as the farmers below my patches. This is in stark contrast
to the 1970s, when we still had plenty of water. It was always flowing. We had to upkeep our
lo`i to make sure that the people below got water.
15.

In the 1980s, we would go through periods of water then no water. If there was a

big rain, we would see water for two or three days.
16.

The lack of water caused my family to stop cultivating the land and to instead

offer the land to other farmers to farm if they could.
17.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would continue to gather pohole and

also gather `Opae, hihiwai, and oopu in Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki and East
Wailuaiki.
18.

If there were more water in the streams, I would fish for aholehole in or near the

mouths of Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki and East Wailuaiki.
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19.

If water were put back in the streams, I would malama the streams by keeping the

`auwai clear of `opala and growth. I would clear the ditch for the same reason as in traditional
times — to stop the overflow of water and potential destruction. Under current conditions, people
have to clean the ditches just to get water.
20.

If there was more water in the streams, I would go to the streams and catch

goldfish like I did as a child. You don't see them anymore. You know when the water is
flowing because of the goldfish. They don't survive unless there is a steady flow.
21.

If lack of water was not a problem, I would appreciate nature, including pohole

fields. I would continue to take photos of the taro fields and fruit trees.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Waiehu, Maui, Hawai'i, September ,O, 2014.

LEONORA BARCLAY
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HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
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CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF LEZLEY
JACINTHO

DECLARATION OF LEZLEY JACINTHO
I, Lezley Jacintho, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a taro farmer. I have been growing kalo in Honopou for about six years now

on approximately two acres of land.
4.

I am farming this land based on my family history and talking with kupuna about

practices their parents had done to farm lo`i long before we did.
5.

I learned how to farm taro from Beatrice Kepani Kekahuna and Lurlyn Scott.

6.

My `ohana has lived in Honopou for many generations.

7.

Traditionally, my `ohana gathered `ulu, kalo, uala, moi, aholehole, banana,

`o`opu, papa, kala, hau, native crayfish, hihiwai, `opihi, limu, pohole, mango, `awapuhi, ti leaf,
la'au, guava, watercress, oranges, and medicinal plants in and around Honopou.
8.

Traditionally, my `ohana fished for aholehole, honu, moi, mullet, poopaa, puhi,

ulua, lobster, papio, `5`io, lae, uhu, menpachi, kole, black crab, haukiuki, kupipi, and opihi in or
near the mouth of Honopou, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Hanawi, and Makapipi. They also
gathered limu in those areas.
9.

My `ohana also engaged in mdlama `dina and mdlama kahawai. They were aware

of spawning times, they cleaned the `auwai, gathered only what was needed, gathered and fished
with the moon cycle, rebuilt walls, and cleaned Honopou.
10.

Currently, my `ohana and I gather pohole, banana, avocados, 'ulu, mango, orange,

puakenikeni, and la'au in and around Honopou and Honomanu. We also pull kalo if it is not
rotten.
11.

My family and I fish for pdpio, enenue, moi, prawns, lobster, haukiuki, `opihi, and

kupipi in or near the mouth of Honopou and Honomanu.
12.

I gather and fish to feed my family, teach my kids to feed themselves, and live as

our grandparents did.
13.

My family engages in ma-lama `dina and mdlama kahawai by cleaning Honopou

and nearby ponds, planting kalo, cleaning, and working together to grow food.
14.

We also swim in the ponds, teach our kids how to swim, catch prawns, fish, and

play games in and around Honopou.
15.

I appreciate the natural beauty of Honopou, including the birds and dragon flies.

I love the smells of `awapuhi and other flowers. I enjoy looking around, taking in the beauty and
the greenery, and hearing rushing water while sitting on Lynn's deck next to the pond.
16.

Water is used to irrigate my lo`i as well as other lo`i. The level of water barely

can feed those lo`i. More water is needed as we continue to open more lo`i. Around these lo`i
the water also feeds homes that have been established from generations.
17.

The lack of stream flow affects our taro. We have lost taro due to root rot and

other diseases.
18.

Because the streamflow connects to the ocean, improper flow restricts spawning

of different species of fish. Thus, the lack of stream flow affects our gathering rights as
2

Hawaiians to feed our `ohana as was once possible. Native species like `o`opu cannot travel
back up stream due to lack of water, which compromises their reproduction. Our families who
live in this area cannot gather enough resources from the ocean and streams because there is not
enough fish, hihiwai, `opae, and `o`opu. The low stream flow has also caused people to move
away to provide better for their family.
19.

Additionally, swimming in the ponds is what we all enjoy and should continue to

be enjoyed, not compromised by improper flow which can cause stagnate water, bringing
leptospirosis and other bacteria.
20.

If there was enough water in the streams, I go back to traditional gathering

practices, being more self-sustainable as a valley. Everything in Honopou would be in
abundance.
21.

If there were more water in the streams, I would fish for what was traditionally

fished for in Honopou. Aholehole would come back as well as other species like moi, nohu, and
menpachi.
22.

If water were put back in the streams, I would malama the streams the same way

as my kupuna did. We would open more lo`i and continue to monitor fishing practices in and
around Honopou.
23.

If there was more water in the streams, I would make even more use of the ponds,

teach our kids to fish and gather to make traditional tools and implements. I would also
appreciate the beauty of the strong flow of water, the additional greenery at Honopou because
everything would flourish.
24.

Spiritually, we are connected to the water. Water is life. Without water we will

not be.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Honopou, Maui, Hawai'i, December

13, 2014.

LEZLEY JACINTH°
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CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF LURLYN SCOTT

DECLARATION OF LURLYN SCOTT

Declaration of Lurlyn Scott
I, Lurlyn Scott, hereby declare that:
1.

I am Hawaiian by birth.

2.

I am the daughter of the late Marjorie Wallett, and the niece of the late

Beatrice Kekahuna, both of whom were original petitioners to amend the interim
instream flow standard (IIFS) for Honopou Stream before this Commission in May 2001.
3.

I was born on July 2,1959 in California after my mother left the U.S. Air

Force to begin a family.
4.

My mother, Marjorie Wallett, was the daughter of Maria Kaehukai Kepani

and John Kalia Kaleialoha.
5.

The name listed on the current tax map of this area of Honopou, tax map

zone 2, section 9, plat 1 is "Elizabeth Kepani."
6.

Elizabeth Kepani's husband, Jerry Kepani, is my mother's first cousin..

7.

My extended `ohana has lived in Honopou for many generations.and after

returning to Maui from California as a young girl, I grew up along Honopou Stream.
8.

As a young girl growing up, I both played in Honopou Stream and enjoyed

the scenic beauty of the stretches of stream where I swam and played.
9.

During my lifetime, my 'ohana gathered `opae, Vopu, hihiwai, watercress,

medicinal plants, and crayfish from Honopou Stream to supplement our diet.
10.

My `ohana also traditionally gathered rocks for the imu in and around

Honopou Stream.
11.

Traditionally, my `ohana fished for aholehole, enenue, posopasa, moi,

weke, moana, kole, `opihi, uhu, and honu in or near the stream mouths of Honopou,
Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Hanawi, and Makapipi.
12.

They also gathered limu in and along those coastal areas.

13.

My 'ohana would malama Honopou by cleaning out the hau, only taking

what they needed, cleaning limu off rocks, and being aware of the spawning cycle of
fish and other creatures.
14.

My family also used the stream to wash clothes and soak hau to make

rope.
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15.

I also helped my 'ohana raise kalo in lo'i tended to by my mother and

other members of my family and located on the properties designated as TMK 2-9-1-14,
being portions of Grant 1082 and 3101:2. LCA 5595E-1, and Grant 1918:1.
16.

My mother passed away on April 3, 2010.

17.

After her passing, I continued to farm kalo in the Honopou lo'i.

18.

My cousins Sanford Kekahuna, Richie and Leilani English, Maudrey

English, and various youth groups like Kukulu Kumuhana, Mormon Young Women's
Group and the Royal Hawaiian Guard help me work the Honopou lo'i. My cousins
Kainani Kaleialoha, Lezley Jacintho and Jonah Jacintho have their own lo'i in the
system and have their friends come to work with them..
19.

My daughter, Wyonette and her children, and Kainani Kaleialoha and her

ohana all reside in homes location on these parcels.
20.

My family and I currently gather co`opu, crayfish, hihiwai, rocks for the imu,

pohole, and ferns for lei making in and around Honopou, Honomanu, Hanawi, and
Makapipi Streams.
21.

We fish for lobster, enenue, po'opa'a, aholehole, uhu, mullet, and ulua in

or near the mouths of Honopou, Honomanu, Hanawi, and Makapipi streams.
22.

I gather and fish to perpetuate my cultural food and traditions so my

grandchildren will be able to live off the land like our kupuna did.
23.

My family would malama Honopou by cutting back the hau, trying to

regulate shoreline fishing, and breaking apart dams built by other people.
24.

We also swim, cliff dive, and enjoy the tranquility at Honopou, Honomanu,

Hanawi,and Makapipi after a hard day at work.
25.

Our children and grandchildren learned to swim at Honopou.

26.

I like hearing and seeing the natural flowing streams at Honopou,

Honomanu, Nuailua, Pi'ina'au, Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Hanawi, and Makapipi.
27.

Attached as Exhibit "A-149" is a schematic drawing of the various kalo lo'i

that my 'ohana has collectively tended over the decades I have witnessed kalo farming
on these properties (hereafter, "Honopou lo'i").
28.

Included on Exhibit "A-149" are arrows which depict the direction of water

flow passing through the various designated lo'i.
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29.

I certify that the layout of the Honopou los i, albeit not to scale, and

direction of water flow is truly and accurately depicted in Exhibit "A-149".
30.

I estimate that the land area covered by the Honopou Iasi is about one

31.

On September 25, 2008, the Commission on Water Resources

acre.

Management voted to amend the IIFS for Honopou by establishing a flow of 2.0 cubic
feet per second (cfs) at Station A.
32.

Station A is located about a half mile below the lowest EMI dam on

Honopou Stream, known as "Haiku Dam."
33.

Attached as Exhibit "A-151" is an aerial photograph of the Honopou

drainage basin, which truly and accurately reflects the location of Station A, which is
where the amended IIFS for Honopou stream is measured, and the USGS metering
locations that once measured flow and temperature readings of water flow into and out
of the Honopou lo‘i.
34.

When the CWRM amended the IIFS for Honopou Stream to 2.0 cfs at

Station A in Exhibit "A-151" in September 2008, I elected not to appeal the decision,
although I had reservations about whether this amount of flow would be sufficient to
support the kalo cultivation on the Honopou lo'i, the gathering of o'opu, Opae, and
hihiwai, and fishing along the mouth of the stream at the coastline.
35.

After consulting with attorneys for my mother and aunt, we decided not to

appeal the September 2008 CWRM decision because it specifically incorporated an
Adaptive Management Strategy (AMS).
36.

As a result of the amended IIFS, I looked forward to monitoring the work of

EMI workers who installed modifications to the Haiku Dam to supposedly allow more
water to pass over that dam to meet the amended IIFS.
37.

With great optimism, in 2009-12, I witnessed CWRM and USGS staff

periodically install, and download raw data from, instruments at Stations A and B on
Honopou Stream in what appeared to be a sustained effort to monitor and enforce
stream flow compliance with the amended IIFS established in 2008.
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38.

I also witnessed USGS staff from Maui separately installed metering in

and around the Honopou lo'i at strategic spots to monitor the temperature and flow of
the water we diverted from, and later returned to, Honopou Stream.
39.

The metering of water temperature and flow in real time, apparently

through a satellite upload to the USGS website, was especially useful.
40.

Access to this metering data, especially the real time information, provided

valuable objective information on whether my sohana was getting adequate water to
irrigate our kalo.
41.

In March 2009, I witnessed EMI workers cooperating with CWRM staff to

install modifications to the Haiku Dam at Honopou Stream to allow more water to
bypass the diversions at that dam.
42.

One of the major modifications included a metal bypass flume installed on

top of the cement grate feature of the Ha`iku Dam to allow a limited amount of
additional stream water to pass over this diversion structure.
43.

Attached as Exhibit "A-146" is a photograph taken on March 23, 2009,

which I took the day EMI workers installed that metal flume over the Haiku Dam.
44.

Despite the collection of stream flow data since the IIFS for Honopou was

amended in 2008, I have been supplied with flow measurements for Honopou only
sporadically when my attorneys asked CWRM staff for them.
45.

The CWRM has not provided me regular or reliable access to flow

measurements, either online or by other means of communication.
46.

I learned of flow measurements only through my attorneys at NHLC.

47.

I have only recently been made aware that the CWRM staff presented its

flow data to the CWRM.
48.

Attached as Exhibit "A-145" is a true and correct copy of September 24,

2009 update, which I downloaded from the CWRM website.
49.

As shown in Exhibit "A-145", the AMS adopted by the CWRM appeared to

protect my interests in restoring flow to Honopou Stream, and I looked forward to
"[c]ollaborat[ing] with agency staff and registered diversion owners to determine
appropriate actions," as stated on page 12 of Exhibit "A-145."
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50.

In addition, as the graphic on page 11 of Exhibit "A-145" indicates, the

AMS process allowed for continuous adjustments based on the CWRM staff 's ongoing
monitoring and evaluation, enabling the CWRM to revise the IIFS to address the needs
of kalo farmers, cultural gatherers and people who fish.
51.

I sincerely believed and relied on CWRM's pledge that the AMS was the

key to restoring stream flow where conditions and needs required it and that the CWRM
would finally and timely meet the needs of kalo farmers, cultural gatherers, and
fishermen.
52.

As indicated on page 16 of Exhibit "A-145," EMI diverts water from

Honopou Stream at 4 elevation levels with the Wailoa, New Hamakua, Lowrie and
Haiku ditches.
53.

As shown on page 20 of Exhibit "A-145," EMI failed to abide by the

amended IIFS (2.0 cfs @ Station A) for all of the field measurements recorded between
October 2008 and July 2009 during the initial implementation phase.
54.

Despite the stream channel modifications installed after the 2008 IIFS

amendment, I experienced low flows to the Honopou lo'i cultivated by my 'ohana.
55.

Since the 2008 IIFS amendments for Honopou Stream, I have not been

able to cultivate all 30 lo'i shown in Exhibit "A-149", because there is inadequate stream
flow in Honopou to support all the kalo I and my 'ohana could otherwise plant and grow
successfully without experiencing harm to our kalo crop from the lack of stream flow.
56.

Without adequate stream flow we could otherwise tap to irrigate more

kalo, we were forced to reduce the amount of kalo planted in the Honopou lo'i and the
dry cracked lo'i that I saw in the summer of 2009, as depicted in Exhibit "A-147".
57.

Unfortunately, apparent funding shortages began to affect my ability to

access the real time metering by the USGS in and around the Honopou lo'i after I have
begun downloading important objective evidence of the shortage of irrigation water
negatively affecting by kalo.
58.

Ultimately, when the USGS staff removed gauging stations that it had

previously installed at strategic points on or near the Honopou lo'i due to lack of
funding, I lost access to important flow and temperature data being recording in real
time at the intake to the Honopou lo'i and.the outflow from that lo'i system.
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59.

Before the removal of these meters, working with my attorneys, I was able

to download various graphs depicting the water flow and temperature into, and the
outflow from, the Honopou losi at various times between November 2008 and 2010, all
of which is attached as Exhibit "A-150".
60.

Attached as Exhibit "A-148" is a video which truly and accurately depicts

the amount of water that flows past the Haiku Dam, as a result of the modifications
undertaken in 2010 to meet the 2008 IIFS amendments for Honopou Stream, and the
amount of water that continues to fall into the diversion ditch at that point.
61.

The Haiku Ditch transports those diverted water to points northwest to

irrigate Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar fields in Central Maui.
62.

As shown in Exhibit "A-148," I estimate that, in 2014, despite the Haiku

Dam modifications, EMI still diverts over 80% of the Honopou stream flow at Haiku dam.
63.

The restoration of natural flow to Honopou Stream would enhance kalo

cultivation in the Honopou Io'i, the gathering of o'opu, opae, and hihiwai in Honopou
Stream, and fishing along the mouth of the stream at the coastline.
64.

Also, during summer months, we have stagnant, smelly water that is not

useable for domestic use.
65.

In addition, from 2009 through 2014, although i repeatedly reported to the

CWRM staff members that I was not receiving sufficient flow to irrigate the Honopou losi,
I did not see the staff attempt to increase stream flow as a remedy to my problems.
66.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would grow more kalo, raise

watercress, gather `o`opu, crayfish, hihiwai, rocks for the imu, pohole, and ferns for lei
making in Honopou, and fish for lobster, enenue, posopasa, aholehole, uhu, mullet, and
ulua in or near the mouths of Honopou, Honomanu, and Makapipi.
67.

If water were put back in the streams, I would malama the streams the

same way I do now.
68.

I would also clean the muliwai, move rocks for better flow, and observe

ancient fishing practices at Honopou.
69.

If there was more water in the streams, I could swim and enjoy Honopou

recreationally all year round.
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70.

I would also get to enjoy watching the ulua go upstream, smelling the

clean breeze, hearing the water flowing, and watching for lo`opu.
71.

If there was more natural flow restored to Honopou Stream, I would be

better able to teach the opio of my 'ohana and others in my community how to malama
the kahawai, perpetuate the traditions and customs of my ancestors and enhance our
food security for future generations.
DATED: Honopou, Maui, HI, December 162, 2014.

Lurlyn Scott
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DECLARATION OF NORMAN "BUSH" MARTIN
I, Norman "Bush" Martin, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko' olau Hui.

4.

My family has an interest in property in proximity to Wailua Stream.

5.

I am a taro farmer. My family grows kalo on about three to four acres of property

irrigated by Piinaau, Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, and Wailua streams.
6.

I am farming this land based on my cultural and traditional inheritance of land and

knowledge passed on to each generation.
7.

I learned how to farm taro from my great grandparents and grandparents.

8.

Traditionally, my family gathered 'opae, `o`opu, and hihiwai from Waikamoi,

Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau,
Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki,
Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. My sohana
would also gather pohole, water cress, banana, bamboo shoot, pepeiao, and mountain haha
alongside those streams.
9.

My family also traditionally fished for shoreline reef fish, including uhu, puhi

nikiniki, uha, honu, moi, mullet, uoauoa, aholehole, poopaa, ulua, akule, Vio, and aweoweo in
or near the mouth of Honopou, Hanehoi/Puolua, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa,
Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu
Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailunui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula
Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. My "ohana would also
gather limu near the mouth of those streams.
10.

Traditionally, my family engaged in malama `aina and maiama kahawai by being

good stewards. My `ohana would protect the resources and take only what was needed from
Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua,
Piinaau, Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. It
was my family's kuleana to maintain the entire moku.
11.

In addition to farming, I currently gather copae from above the diversions in

Honomanu, Piinaau, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, and Hanawi. It takes about four hours to walk to the place where I
gather because you cannot find the `opae below the diversions. Even so, sometimes I only see
one `opae in eight hours. I usually do not gather `o`opu and hihiwai because there isn't enough.
I leave them behind so they can propagate.
12.

I fish for uhu, puhi nikiniki, uha, moi, mullet, uoauoa, aholehole, poopaa, ulua,

akule, `o`io, and aweoweo in or near the mouth of Honomanu, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui),
West Wailuaiki, and East Wailuaiki. I don't catch very much fish. Sometimes I don't catch
anything. Families in our community will often take turns fishing and share with each other to
be sure there is enough to go around.
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13.

I engage in malama `aina and malama kahawai by cleaning the streams. I also

will not gather any resources if there is not enough so that they can propagate. This is automatic.
It goes hand in hand with gathering practices.
14.

For me, gathering and fishing from the streams is to feed my family, put a roof

over our head, and teach the next generation — at least those who still reside here.
15.

Gathering, fishing, and farming are also recreational for me because I enjoy

practicing my traditions. I appreciate the views, the sounds, and the smells of nature that I
experience while gathering. Seeing water in the stream is beauty to me.
16.

The lack of stream flow has caused many families to leave Wailuanui because the

resources aren't there. There are very few people we can pass down these traditions to. We call
that generation "the lost generation."
17.

Other specific negative effects of the lack of stream flow is that people are not

opening their lo'i. And if someone above you doesn't maintain their lo'i, water flow to your lo'i
is affected. That has been a real problem. There are also so many invasive species below the
diversion due to the lack of stream flow, that I have to walk for four hours to be able to gather
above the diversion. That takes time away from other work. Even after the four hour hike to the
stream, sometimes I will see some fish and `Opae, but I cannot take them because there isn't
enough.
18.

The lack of stream flow also affects the fish near the shoreline. Fish are

dependent on brackish water to spawn. With twenty-seven streams, there are twenty-seven fish
nurseries. With only eight streams, there are only eight nurseries. Without all of the streams
being restored, it blocks everything out. When the limu came back after the Waikani diversion
was opened, there was a noticeable difference after only two weeks. The smell changed with the
brackish water. The fish returned to that area.
19.

The lack of stream flow has also caused me to lose approximately $13,000-

$15,000 a year in revenue. I have not been able to pull taro in four years.
20.

Ultimately, the low stream flow has displaced my community and changed our

way of life.
21.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would gather and fish as my family

before me did. I would gather `Opae, `o`opu, and hihiwai from Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee,
Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
3

Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula
Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. I would also gather
pohole, water cress, banana, bamboo shoot, pepeiao, and mountain haha alongside those streams.
I would also fish for uhu, puhi nikiniki, uha, moi, mullet, uoauoa, aholehole, poopaa, ulua, akule,
Vic', and aweoweo in or near the mouth of Honopou, Hanehoi, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee,
Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. I
would expect to be able to catch fish in greater numbers. I would also continue to malama the
streams and the areas around them.
22.

If there was more water in the streams, I would appreciate the natural scenery

even more. There is beauty in putting life back into the streams and seeing them as they are
supposed to be.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Wailua, Maui, Hawai'i, September

, 2014.

d
NORMAN "BUSH"
"BUSH" MARTIN
elityptcvt_
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DECLARATION OF PAUL REPPUN

Petitioners' Direct Testimony of Paul Reppun
1.

I am submitting this expert testimony in support of the petitions filed by Na

Moku Aupuni 0 Kos()tau Hui to amend interim instream flow standards for various East Maui
streams located on the Ko'olaupoko, Maui coastline.
2.

Attached as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of PETITIONERS' DIRECT

EXPERT TESTIMONY OF PAUL REPPUN, filed in the contested case hearing docket DLNR
File No. 01-05-MA.
3.

This is the testimony I prepared for and presented to the Board of Land and

Natural Resources in 2005 in the contested case proceeding involving Na Moku Aupuni 0
Ko'olau Hui's challenge to the request of Alexander and Baldwin/Hawaiian Commercial and
Sugar/East Maui Irrigation Company for a 30-year lease of the four East Maui water license
areas.
4.

Attached as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of my most current resume.

5.

I recognize that in 2008 the CWRM voted to partially restore 5 of 8 streams

then under consideration by amending the IIFS for Wailuanui, Waiokamilo, Pisinasau,
Hanehoi, and Honopou Streams, in order to respond to the claims of active taro farmers
depending on those streams for the irrigation of taro crops in Wailuanui, Ke'anae, Hanehoi,
and Honopou valleys.
6.

However, I further understand that EMI's compliance with those amended IIFS

continues to be an outstanding issue before the CWRM in this contested case hearing.
7.

Accordingly, 1 affirm that the substance of the testimony I presented to the

BLNR in 2005 is still applicable and material to the current If FS contested case hearing before
the CWRM and I now offer it for consideration in this proceeding.
DATED: Waiahole O'ahu, HI, December_, 2014.

Paul Reppun

EXHIBIT A

NATIVE HAWAIIAN LEGAL CORPORATION
1164 Bishop Street, Suite 1205
Honolulu, Hawai`i 96813
Telephone: 521-2302
ALAN T. MURAKAMI
MOSES K. N. HAIA III
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Attorneys for Petitioners
Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko' olau Hui,
Beatrice Kekahuna and Marjorie Wallett

BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES
STATE OF HAWAIGI

In the Matter of the Contested Case Hearing ) DLNR FILE NO. 01-05-MA
Regarding Water Licenses at Honomanu,
)
Keanae, Nahiku, and Huelo, Maui
) PETITIONERS' DLRECT EXPERT
) TESTIMONY OF PAUL REPPUN;
) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
)
)
)
)
)
)

Hearing
Date:
Time:
Officer:

October 10, 2005
9:00 a.m.
Hon. E. John McConnell, Esq.

PETITIONERS' DIRECT EXPERT TESTIMONY OF
PAUL REPPUN

Q.

Please state your name and address for the record.

A.

Paul Reppun. I live in Waiahole, 0`ahu. My mailing address is 47-410

Lulani Street, Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744.
Q.

What is your occupation?

A.

I am a taro fanner.

Q.

What is your history as a taro farmer?
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A.

I have been fanning for 31 years. In 1974, I began farming taro in

Ka'alaea Valley (0`ahu). Several years later, I began growing taro in Waihece Valley
and Waidhole as well. I continue to farm taro in Waihee and Waidhole.

Q.
A.

What is your educational background?
I have a bachelor's degree in biology. After receiving my degree I spent a

year in Argentina gathering data for a botanist, as part of a large project comparing desert
ecosystems in Argentina and Arizona.
During your 31 years of farming taro, have you learned anything about the
Q.
impact of water volume and temperature on taro farming?
A.

In the late 1970s, when I began taro fanning in Waihece, I was a party to

Reppun v. Board of Water Supply in which we sought to retain enough stream flow to
grow our taro. During this case, I observed the methods and models used to take water
volume and temperature measurements of my loci. Since that time I have, on occasions
too numerous to mention, observed, conducted and assisted with taro loci water quantity
and temperature measurements. I have reviewed and discussed a number of reports on
water use in taro cultivation -- stream flows, cauwai flows, water consumption rates, and
amount and temperature of water going in and coming out of the loci. These practical
experiences have provided me with a pretty good "eye" and feel for water quantity and
quality in terms of temperature necessary for the proper and efficient growing of taro.
Based on your 31 years of experience as a taro faimer, can you describe
Q.
how water is used in the various stages of taro cultivation?
A

When you prepare the field, you flood it, but you don't need very much

water, you just need enough to cover the surface. Using the water as your level, you level
all the high spots into the deep spots until you've got your patch level.
When you plant your taro, you don't need very much water at that time; you just
need enough to cover the surface to keep the weeds from growing. From that point on, as
the taro starts to grow, you start to increase the water a little bit at a time. Taro can
handle more depth of water as it grows.
During the period of fertilization, which usually occurs approximately every two
months, water in the patch is at a fairly low level, say an inch deep. When a sufficient
level of water is reached, the flow into and out of the patch is stopped. Once inflow and
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outflow are stopped, the banks of the patch are checked to make sure there is no leakage
of water. This minimizes the loss of fertilizer. When there is no water leaking out, the
fertilizer is applied and dissolves. The water subsides into the soil and carries the
fertilizer with it. Approximately a week after applying the fertilizer after the patch has
gone dry, waterflow is returned to the patch. For that period of a week, which occurs
approximately every two months, the taro doesn't need any water.
My own observations tell me that little fertilizer is lost in taro cultivation. There
is little greening of plants along the ditches that carry water away from lo`i, indicating
little loss of nitrogen. The taro responds to this single application of fertilizer for
approximately two months, indicating long term retention of nutrients in the soil. When
weeding or harvesting are expected to severely stir up the mud and cause muddy water to
run out of the patch, farmers usually stop the water in and out to minimize soil loss.
After about eight or ten months, depending on the variety of taro, fanners no
longer use any fertilizer. The taro will grow for another four to six months before
harvesting, and during that time there is no fertilizing. Except when fertilizing, the water
is flowing constantly, especially when the corm starts to form.
As the taro gets taller it shades out the soil, it provides more leaf cover, and water
temperatures are cooler. As this occurs, the taro becomes more sensitive to temperature
because this is when the coin,. starts to form. At about eight months or so, as the taro
begins to shrink down each new leaf that comes out is smaller. Every ten days a new leaf
comes out. The corm really starts to fill out in the last half of the crop cycle.
As the next leaf comes out, it's a little bit smaller, your leaf cover, the canopy over
the taro patch, starts to decrease, and sunlight starts to penetrate. At that point your flow
of water is especially critical because the corm is starting to fill out, and that's what you
want to protect the taro from rot.
It's important to keep a good flow of water at this point. Usually, at this point, as
the corm starts to rise up out of the ground, the depth of water increases as well.

Q.

Based upon your 31 years of taro fanning experience, how do you know if

you are using too much or too little water?
A.

I think the best way to know is by experience. If you want to find out

what the lower limit is, then you have to experience taro crops that fail. Over the years,
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I've learned that taro crops could fail for a number of reasons, but the primary reason is
lack of water.
When I first grew taro, in Ka alaea, we constructed an `auwai out of aluminum
gutter pieced together to bring the water several hundred feet from the stream. We used
to bathe in the outflow from the patch, which was comfortably warm. The crop was
pretty much of a disaster and was lost to hard rot (also known as guava seed). It taught
me the effects of too warm water, which include guava seed and pythium rot.
When I began fainiing in Waihe`e, it was a time when the Board of Water Supply
("BWS") had drilled new wells and seriously depleted Waihee Stream and dried up the
waterfall. Farmers began experiencing seyere disease problems with two major root
diseases: hard rot, commonly known as guava seed; and soft rot, which is caused by
pythium, a mutating fungus. The farmer closest to the water source, who had the most
water per acre, had the least problems. As a farmer in Waihe` e, I experienced many
partial crop failures.
I have visited many taro farms on all the islands, observed how other fanners use
water, and talked with them about problems with water flow and disease. My experience
of chronic water shortage is not unique.
Based upon your 31 years of taro fanning experience, what variables
Q.
affect the amount of water used in growing taro?
A.

There are many. The most obvious is cultivation practices resulting in no

water use, such as when the field is dried after leveling and puddling to let the mud settle
before planting or when fertilizer is applied. The usual way to fertilize is to have the field
flooded, but stop the water flowing in and out, throw the soluble fertilizer in the water,
and let it slowly seep into the soil. Depending on percolation rates, it can take a day or a
week for the field to dry. Often a patch of taro is dried for a month or two prior to
pulling, to hasten its maturity and make it easier to pull.
The stage of the crop is another factor. Initially, when the taro is just planted, less
water is needed, and the flow is increased as the taro starts to grow. When the taro is
maturing, it shrinks down vegetatively, reducing leaf cover, which exposes the water
surface to the sun. It is especially important at this time to have good flow-through, to
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keep the water temperature down. If the farmer needs to hold the crop, to delay harvest,
it needs to be kept cool with plenty of water.
The weather and the season also affect water use. Hot, sunny days, of course,
cause the water to heat up more. Summer is a critical time because the sun is more
directly overhead, and the days are longer.
Often on a rainy, cloudy day I won't bother to check the inlets to my loci, but on a•
sunny day it is the first thing I do in the morning because on sunny days the water heats
up and can cause rot.
The initial temperature of the water in the stream also affects water use. More
water in the stream means lower temperatures, which in turn means that the capacity of
the water to absorb heat is higher, so the quantity needed is less. A farmer who uses
water downstream of where an upstream user returns water to the stream must use more
water because he starts with warmer water.
Some studies mention the possibility that larger acreages of taro might need less
water per acre than small acreages. I don't agree. In my opinion there is a linear
relationship between the amount of water needed and the area in taro cultivation. Here's
why: the minimum amount of water needed is the amount that flows through the lo`i and
exits at 77 degrees. This is the temperature that everyone seems to agree is the critical
temperature needed in growing taro. Above this temperature pythium rot begins to
accelerate unacceptably. Water that has absorbed enough heat to rise to this temperature
can be said to be "used up." It has no capacity left to keep temperatures below the
critical level. If a downstream farmer, irrigating the same acreage as that which has
already been irrigated, were to reuse this water, it would need to be mixed with an equal
amount of unused water. His water use would therefore be double that of the upstream
user, but the amount of new water would be the same. The rate of water use would now
be twice that of the upstream fanner, but the capacity of the total amount of water to
absorb heat would be the same.
Based upon your 31 years of experience as a taro farmer, what is the
Q.
amount of "new" water needed per acre?
A.

I believe taro needs 100,000 to 300,000 gallons of water per acre per day

("gad"). There is no precise figure because of the many variables, such as those I have
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described. In an area of taro containing many lo`i, one can assume that there will be all
stages of the crop cycle and that different lo'i will have different rates of use at any given
time. Any figures named can be assumed to be an average of all these various use rates.
The range of figures results from the other parameters discussed -- percolation rates,
weather, season, location on the stream relative to other diversions, initial water
temperature, and rate of dilution of used water.
What's important is that there are times when the taro farmer must use the
maximum amount and that needs to be taken into account when determining how much
water is required.
Dramatically different figures from yours are cited in some of the reports
Q.
done in the past on taro water usage. Can you discuss what you know about these studies
and explain why the figures might be different from yours?
A.

Studies on the water requirements of taro in Hanapepa Valley on Kaua`i

done by Kirk Miles for McBryde Sugar Company, in 1930-1931, and H.A.R. Austin &
Associates for Gay & Robinson, in 1959, were used in connection with the McBryde v.
Robinson case. The conclusion of those studies was that taro needs about 70,000 gad.
Although this amount is called the total water use, it is a very misleading figure because
it is a measurement of the water consumed in the taro patch and fails to consider the
actual water need for taro, particularly "flow through" water.

Q.
A.

In your expert opinion, how was this figure arrived at in the studies?
The amount of water flowing into the loci was measured. The amount

flowing out the other side was also measured. The amount flowing out was less than the
amount flowing in because some water was lost through percolation, evaporation and
transpiration. The amount of water lost in the lo`i was considered to be the total water
use. The water that flowed through and was not lost was not included in the total water
use figure.

Q.
A.

Does the water that flows through serve any function?
This "flow through" water is critical because it carries away heat and

keeps the taro cool so that it doesn't develop pythium rot.

Q.

Were the authors of the studies aware that their figures for total water use

of taro did not include flow-through?
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A.

Yes. As Joel Cox said in the introduction to the study done for the

McBryde Sugar Company, "a considerably greater amount would have to be diverted in
order to successfully grow taro with proper circulation of water." The studies also noted
the relationship between decreased flow and increased rot.
Did the researchers take into account variations in water use based on
Q.
some of the parameters you mentioned?
A.

Yes. The actual measurements of what farmers in Hanapape were using

ranged from 200,000 gad to over 1,000,000 gad. These were not quantities manipulated
for experimental purposes, but were actual existing uses where the farmers were farming
downstream of large diversions of water by the two contending sugar plantations. It is
highly unlikely that there was a surplus of water.
Why do you think these studies did not include flow-through as part of the
Q.
total water use of taro?
A.

These studies were done for and by the major sugar companies who were

fighting for the water. The more water taro needed, the less they might get, so there was
an incentive to minimize the amount of water needed for taro.
Before moving on to the next report, can you discuss the effect of return
Q.
flow from taro on water temperature?
A.

There is no question that the return flow from taro fields can increase

stream temperatures. The function of water flowing through lo`i is to cool the taro by
carrying away heat. If we assume that the minimum amount of water is being used for
this purpose, then the maximum allowable temperature of the water leaving the field is 77
degrees, the temperature above which pythium rot develops. Ideally, water leaving the
field is well below this temperature, reducing further the likelihood of pythium rot.
The extent of any rise in stream temperature will depend on the amount of
dilution that occurs when used water rejoins the stream. In the worst case scenario, all
the water in the stream would be used for taro cooling, and the lower reaches of the
stream would reach a temperature of 77 degrees. To my knowledge, it is not known how
this might affect native stream life.
This worst case scenario is unlikely to occur. Water flowing through lo`i at night
and early and late in the day has much less of a burden on its cooling function. The
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highest temperatures would only be reached in the middle of the hotter days, and
probably not in all the loci of an extended pondfield system at the same time.

Q.
stream life?
A.

What effect, if any, would the increased temperatures have on native

While there has been speculation on the potential halm to `o`opu of

increased temperatures, to my knowledge, the levels at which co copu could be affected
are not known. This speculation indicates that there may need to be a component of
stream flow above and beyond the projected needs of taro, to serve the function of
dilution and thus preserve the health of the stream. We know that colder water has the
capacity to contain more dissolved oxygen than warmer water.

Q.
A.

Chronologically, what would be the next report you are aware of?
Leslie J. Watson did a report on the water requirements of taro in Waihece

and Wai5hole valleys on 0`ahu. That report was done for the Board of Water Supply in
1962 to 1964.

Q.
A.

What was Watson's methodology and what were his results?
As in the Hanapepe studies, he measured existing uses by farmers. The

actual flows of water into loci ranged up to 200,000 gad. However, he used the same
method of finding the difference between in-flow and out-flow to determine that the total
water usage averaged 30,000 gad. At the beginning of his report, Mr. Watson sites
numerous reports done in connection with court cases, mostly agreeing with his figures.
Although no details are given as to the methodology used in these other cases, their close
agreement and his use of them as precedent indicates to me that the methods were the
same.

Q.
A.

Was Watson aware of the variable nature of taro's water requirements?
Yes. He wrote a paper for a symposium on root crops in 1970. It was

called "The Legal Importance of the Water Requirements of Taro in Hawaici." In that
paper he reaffirms the figure of from 15,000 to 60,000 gad, and he lists some of the
reasons for variations in requirements. He mentions a dependency on: (1) the available
supply of water and the necessity to conserve; (2) the degree of puddling of the lo`i;
(3) the stage of the crop; (4) rainfall, elevation, hours of sunshine and wind conditions;
(5) soil characteristics; and (6) whether or not there is a profit motive.
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Q.

Do you find any significance in the BWS having been the sponsor of the

A.

The BWS wanted to take water. Minimizing water use of taro made more

study?

water available for BWS to take.
Q.

Are there any more recent studies, other than measurements of your own

`auwai, that you are aware of?
A.

There is the Sumida report, done in 1976, that measured existing uses in

Waihece, ahu. There is nothing worth discussing in that report, however, because it
was done in the winter, under conditions of water shortage, with no consultation with
farmers, and uses the same methodology as Watson. Ramon de la Perla and F.M.
Melchor did some controlled experiments, published in 1983, on amounts and depth of
water and effects on yields of taro.
Q.

What did de la Pella and Melchor conclude?

A.

They found that varying the flow between 30,000 and 105,000 gad caused

no significant difference in yield. They quote Watson's 1970 paper as mentioning water
use being from 15,000 to 40,000 gad. De la Pefia's and Melchor's estimate would not be
adequate to grow taro. Although I cannot offer "scientific" proof that the quantity of
water recommended by Mr. de la Perla is too little, based on my visits to all the major
taro growing areas in Hawaii and to many minor ones, I can say that I have never seen
lo`i with inflows approaching this small quantity of water by choice of the farmer.
Q.

What methodology did de la Perla and Melchor use?

A.

They planted a series of 6 x 9 meter plots, used the same variety of taro

and the same fertilizer treatments, harvested at 15 months, and compared yields at
harvest.
Q.

How do you account for the results?

A.

The report is not very detailed. In the study of water depth, the

experimental plots were cement lined. If this was also true for the flow rate studies, the
concrete lining could have acted as a heat sink, absorbing heat from the water during the
day and releasing it to the water at night. There is no discussion of water temperature.
Especially important would be the initial starting temperature of the incoming water.
There appears to have been no variation in the flow rate according to the stage of the
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crop, and there is no mention of the presence or absence of disease in the harvested taro.
Where did the soil in the plots come from? Had it been sterilized? Only one crop cycle
was studied, so perhaps disease organisms were not present or as numerous as they might
be in soils successively planted in taro.
It was noted that vegetative growth was highest with the highest flow rate. Plants
were tallest at time of harvest with the high flow rate. This suggests that the taro might
not have been fully mature, and yields could have been higher.
What were the results of de la
Q.
experiments?
A.

s and Melchor's depth of flooding

They found that yields were highest at a depth of 0 cm. The same kinds of

questions come up. What was the effect of using cement tanks? What were water
temperatures? If water depth was not varied over the life of the crop, according to the
stage of growth, what effect could this have had?
The tests in these experiments were done in what is called "Kapa`a" soil. In
experiments using "Hanalei" soil, it appears that contradictory results were obtained, but
again, the conditions of the tests are not discussed.
The results of these experiments seem to agree with those of the previous
Q.
studies discussed. How do you relate the figures in these studies?
A.

The water use rates for taro from the Miles and Watson studies clearly

show how much water is consumed in the lo`i. If those amounts of water are flowed into
the patch, then none will flow out. There will be no flow-through. Since de la Pella and
Melchor use figures that are about the same, then in actual practice by farmers, using that
quantity of water would result in no flow-through. Taro grown using the water quantities
discussed in these studies would be dryland taro, which is not suitable for poi.

Q.
A.

Are there any other reports that you are familiar with?
There is a 1980 report by Farrington and Bellwood on the "Prehistoric

Irrigation Hydrology of Pondfield Taro." This report uses a different method to
determine possible uses of water in prehistoric times. The researchers analyze two
cauwai systems, one in the South Pacific and the other in Halawa Valley, Moloka`i.
Based on the size and slope of the auwai, they determined the amount of water it could
safely carry.
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Once again, Watson is cited as the authority on taro water use, and his figure of
30,000 gad is referred to as the "Hawaiian Legal Requirement", or "HLR." This is
referred to as the minimum needed, and is the amount they say should be used to settle
disputes.
What is interesting in this report, however, is that by correlating the acreage of
taro land with the capacity of the cauwai, the researchers estimated that 85% to 90% of
the cauwai flow was used for flow-through. They say that Watson's figure would have
applied only in times of extreme scarcity of water.
Q.

You stated earlier that you believed 100,000 to 300,000 gad to be the

amount of water needed to grow wetland taro. In some of the reports you discussed, the
actual amounts of water flowing into taro patches were in the millions of gallons per acre
per day range. Can you account for this great range of figures and summarize your
conclusions about taro's water needs?
A.

In using the 100,000 to 300,000 gad figure, I am referring to "new" water, that is,

water that has not been warmed up by previous use. I think the lower figure would be
sufficient in the winter or during rainy periods, when water temperatures and isolation are
low. The higher figures would be necessary during periods of peak isolation. I suspect
that the extremely high figures, such as are found in the Hanapepe studies, came from
lower in the valley, where most of the water used by farmers would already have been
used higher up in the valley.
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EXHIBIT B

PAUL REPPUN
47-415 Mahakea Street, Kones ohe Oahu Hawaii 96744
Education

PUNAHOU SCHOOL, Honolulu, Hawaii
1968

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
1974, Biology, PhD.

Experience

Farmer
1975,
Kaalaea, Oahu, Hawaii
Farmer
1975— present
Waihe'e, Oahu, Hawai'ip
Farmer
1975— present
Waiahole, Oahu, Hawaii

Testimony

Reppun v. Board of Water Supply, 65 Haw. 531; 656 P.2d 57 (1982).
In the Matter of the Water Use Permit Applications, Petitions for Interim Instream Flow
Standard Amendments, and Petitions for Water Reservations for the Waihole Ditch
Combined Contested Case Hearing, CCH-0A95-1.
In The Matter of the Contested Case Hearing Regarding Water Licenses at Honomanu,
Ke`anae, Nahiku, and Huelo, Maui

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

STATE OF HAWAI`I

PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF PUALANI
KIMOKEO

DECLARATION OF PUALANI KIMOKEO
I, Pualani Kimokeo, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui.

4.

My father Henry Ben Kaauamo was from Wahinepee. My mother Sarah Ahkuna

Hueu was from Ke`anae.
5.

I grew up in Wailua/Ke`anae.

6.

When I was growing up, my mother had different leases from the state. She had

about fifty patches. My mother worked the patches until I was in high school. She continued
farming most of them until the 90s and stopped when she was 70 years old. My father worked as
a taro farmer until he was 80-something. He refused to give up. My dad was also a garbage
collector for the County. He also did a lot of hunting for pigs in these mountains as well.

7.

I too am a taro farmer. I grow kalo on about one acre of property in Keanae that

is irrigated by Palauhulu and another water source that may be connected to Piinaau.
8.

I have an interest in the land I farm based on my connection to Kalilimoku, on my

mother's side.
9.

Before times, the fathers worked the taro patches. Mothers fought to get stream

flow and worked on the traditional gathering.
10.

I learned traditional and customary gathering practices from my grandmother

Ellen. She and my mother taught us about what to look for, how to know when big water is
coming, how to respect the seasons. We would pull kalo, pick `opihi, and gather `Opae all in the
same day.
11.

Traditionally, my `ohana gathered `Opae, watercress, la'au, haha, pepeiao,

hihiwai, pupulo'i and guava in Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea,
Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua,
Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka,
Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
12.

Traditionally, my `ohana fished for `o`opu, aholehole, uau, and papio in or near

the mouths of Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua,
Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue.
13.

My ' ohana also engaged in malama `aina and malama kahawai at Wahinepee,

Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue by
respecting the seasons. They didn't have problems that required the same kind of cleaning
because there was more flow.
14.

Currently, my `ohana and I gather `opae, and limu in or near the mouths of

Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. I
also gather `opihi in those same areas.

15.

I farm, gather, and fish to feed my family.

16.

I taught my kids what I know about farming, gathering, and fishing. My kids also

started hunting when they were three. They learned from Doug Chong. They are now teaching
their own children our practices.
17.

I engage in malama 'aim and mdlama kahawai by cleaning the ditches with a

sickle. That allows better flow to my lo`i, which are the last lo`i to get fed by the streams.
18.

We also enjoy Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu,

Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani
(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula,
Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue recreationally.
19.

I thank Ke Akua for everything before our eyes, everything he gives us. My mom

was a strong woman. I learned a lot from her. I love that she tried to teach us. I try to instill all
of that into our children. To me, Ke`anae will always be what I envision from when my mom
instilled these lessons in me. To me, that's the biggest gift from Ke Akua.
20.

The lack of stream flow is a problem for my family because we cannot grow kalo

how we would like to. The taro gets diseased and damage. We get pocket rot and what we call
"guava seed," or growths on the taro that affects the quality. We have apple snails, which like
the warm water. Also, farmers in Ke`anae have to compete for water. It's not like before — we
used to share and it wasn't a problem.
21.

If there was more water in the stream, I would worry less about my kalo. I would

expect more cool water to reach my lo`i.
22.

If there were more water in the streams, my `ohana would gather `opae, limu, and

opihi in or near the mouths of Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu,
Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani
(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula,
Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. I also gather `opihi in those same areas.
23.

If water were put back in the streams, I would continue to malama the streams and

cleaning the ditches.
24.

If there was more water in the streams, I would appreciate the natural scenery. It

would be nice to see the streams of Ke`anae the way I knew them when I learned how to farm
and gather from my mother.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the fore oing s true and rrect.
6/
DATED:
Keanae, Maui, Hawai'i,
, 2014.

P A ANI KIMOKEO

COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
STATE OF HAWAI`I
PETITION TO AMEND INTERIM
INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS FOR
HONOPOU, HUELO (PUOLUA),
HANEHOI, WAIKAMOI, ALO,
WAHINEPEE, PUOHOKAMOA,
HAIPUAENA, PUNALAU/KOLEA,
HONOMANU, NUAAILUA, PIINAAU,
PALAUHULU, `OHI`A (WAIANU),
WAIOKAMILO, KUALANI, WAILUANUI,
WEST WAILUAIKI, EAST WAILUAIKI,
KOPILIULA, PUAKAA, WAIOHUE,
PAAKEA, WAIAAKA, KAPAULA,
HANAWI and MAKAPIPI STREAMS

CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF SANFORD
KEKAHUNA

DECLARATION OF SANFORD KEKAHUNA
I, Sanford Kekahuna, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am the son of Beatrice Kekahuna and nephew of Marjorie Wallet, who were

some of the first farmers who tried to get more water.
4.

My family grows kalo on about two acres by Honopou stream.

5.

Traditionally, my `ohana gathered pohole, watercress, `opae, hihiwai, `o`opu, and

prawns in and around Honopou, Kualani, Wailua, and Makapipi.
6.

My family fished for ulua, aholehole, enenue, kupipihi?, `6`io, weke, lae, poopaa,

uhu, hinalea, kole, and he`e in or near the mouth of Honopou, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui),
West Wailuaiki, and East Wailuaiki.
7.

My `ohana malama-ed Honopou, Kualani, and Wailua by cleaning them, cutting

wildlife back, and putting rocks back to the stream.

8.

When I was small, we used to fish by the streams. We would take bamboo and a

small lead line and worms. We would leave it by the stream, go do what we would do, then
come back and there would be something on the line.
9.

Now, I gather `o`opu, prawns, and small baby fish at the edge of the shoreline at

Honopou.
10.

I fish for ulua, aholehole, enenue, kupipihi, `o`io, weke, lae, poopaa, uhu, hinalea,

kole, and he`e from Honopou out past Ke`anae, Hana, and Kaupo.
11.

I gather and fish to feed my family and friends.

12.

I still malama the streams by cleaning them and cutting back wildlife. I mostly do

this at Honopou because I live here but sometimes I go and help at Kualani and Wailua.
13.

My family and I swim and fish for fun at Honopou. You work first, then you do

what you like do.
14.

At Honopou, I appreciate the rainfall, the sound of the stream by my house, the

wind, the smell of flowers, and the sound of birds — they talk.
15.

Because there isn't as much water, there isn't as much fish as there were before. I

see the fish are slowly starting to come back. I count them to see how much. At the diversion,
some `opae are coming back. If they let water down, it would be more. If more water, life
would come back.
16.

I make more money where I work than farming. If I could, I would rather farm.

17.

If there was more water, I would gather watercress, `opae, and prawns. I would

also gather hihiwai, which would probably come back with more water, because they eat the
algae on the rocks.
18.

If they gave us more water, I would fish for the same fish I do now but I would try

to get more here in Honopou. If not, I would have to go someplace else. Why go there, when I
can go here? I'd rather go here.
19.

If there was more water, I would malama Honopou the same way I do now. I

would also fish up stone walls and put the river back where it was.
20.

If they put more water in Honopou, I would appreciate the natural beauty the

same way I do now. Maybe more. That's life right there, so I would appreciate it.
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21.

H20 for Honopou!

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
SANFORD KEKAHUNA
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CASE NO. CCH-MA13-01
DECLARATION OF SOLOMON
KAAUAMO

DECLARATION OF SOLOMON KAAUAMO
I, Solomon Kaauamo, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I ain Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Nd Moku Aupuni 0 Ko'olau Hui.

4.

My family has an interest in property in proximity to Waiokamilo Stream.

5.

I am a taro farmer. My family grows kalo on property irrigated by Waiokamilo

Stream. I have about four to five acres, but not all my lo'i are open because there is not enough
water.
6.

I am farming this land based on my love for this `aina and to preserve our culture

and traditions which in turn will preserve Hawaii.
7.

I learned how to farm taro from my parents, grandparents, uncles, and aunties. I

grew up on this property.

8.

Traditionally, my family gathered `Opae, `o`opu, and hihiwai from Honomanu,

Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani
(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula,
Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. My `ohana also gathered plants off stream, including
watercress, haha, and hapuu.
9.

My family also traditionally fished for `opihi, enenue, anae, Vio moi, popaa, and

other fish in or near the mouth of Honomanu and all along the coastline up to Nahiku. My
`ohana would also gather hihiwai in those streams near the shoreline.
10.

Traditionally, my family engaged in mailama `aina and malama kahawai in and

around Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua,
Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka,
Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue by clearing away the `Opala when they gathered.
They also made sure to leave enough resources behind so they could propagate.
11.

Currently, my `ohana gathers `opae above the diversions in Wailua, West

Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. We have to go above because there
is no `opae below. We gather hihiwai in Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. There is no `o`opu
for us to gather.
12.

Currently, my `ohana fishes for `opihi, enenue, anae, Vic) moi, popaa, and other

fish in or near the mouth of Honomanu and all along the coastline up to Nahiku. However, the
fish are now scarce so we don't catch very many.
13.

My family also practices malama `dina and malama kahawai in and around the

areas that stretch from Honomanu to Nahiku by doing what our kupuna taught us — taking out all
of our 'opala when we leave the stream area and leaving resources behind so they can propagate.
14.

I gather and fish in order to supplement my family's food resources. Living off of

this food is much better than McDonalds or whatever. I also gather and fish to help pass on the
tradition to my kids and grandkids.
15.

My family also enjoys swimming in Wailua and Waikani.

16.

I gather maybe two or three times a year in order to supply food for `ohana

gatherings on special occasions.
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17.

The lack of stream flow is a problem for me mostly because of the taro. Kalo is

our supplemental income. I brought up my kids working the taro patch and gathering. When we
had a lot of water, the taro was growing. Then came apple snails, which set us back. Then the
lack of water set us back. The quality of the taro was no longer there, so the poi factory wouldn't
take the taro. It is a hard life. My kids want to come home and continue this life, but it's hard to
do under current conditions.
18.

The lack of water has caused financial setbacks, and it has reduced the quality and

quantity of taro. Additionally, not all of the lo`i on my property are opened up. Abandoned lo`i
above our patches requires more work and maintenance to get water to our lo`i.
19.

If there was enough water in the streams, my `ohana would gather as my kupuna

did. We would gather opae, `o`opu, hihiwai, watercress, haha, and hapuu in and around
Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua,
Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka,
Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. We would have more choices, which would mean
more resources. If you rotate from stream to stream, you can give the streams a break.
20.
enenue, anae,

If there was more water in the streams, my family and I would fish for opihi,
moi, popaa, and other fish in or near the mouth of Honomanu and all along

the coastline up to Nahiku.
21.

If lack of stream flow was not a problem, I would continue to malama `aina and

malama kahawai in and around Honomanu up through Nahiku, ensuring I didn't leave any 'opala
behind or take too much of any resource.
22.

My `ohana would continue to enjoy swimming in Wailua and Waikani

(Wailuanui) and maybe other streams if there was enough stream flow.
23.

I continue to work the land in my old age so that I will leave something

worthwhile for my kids. It has been a hard life, but I want to make sure that my `ohana will be
ok.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Haiku, Maui, Hawah, December /-S , 2014.

OLOMON KA'AUAMO
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DECLARATION OF STEVEN HO'OKANO
I, Steven Ho'okano, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

lam Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Nd Moku Aupuni 0 Kos olau Hui.

4.

I was born September 19, 1973 to Clarence Joseph Nishioka Hookano and

Stephanie Hookano.
5.

My father's father was Genzo Nishioka and his mother was Kanekoa.

6.

My father was a good fisherman. He always gave away, that was the tradition.

He learned how to fish from his family and by watching Kalalani, who was a master fisherman in
our community.

7.

I am a taro farmer. My family grows kalo on property irrigated by Waiokamilo.

I'm farming this land because I got permission from my Uncle Jojo Young. I don't farm my
own family's property because there's not enough water.
8.

Traditionally, my family fished and gathered for what they like eat.

9.

My `ohana gathered `opae, `o`opu, prawns, and frogs in Waiokamilo, Kualani,

Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, and Puakaa. Lakini
(off Waiokamilo) and Puakaa were good places for `opae.
10.

Traditionally, my `ohana fished for akule, enenue, uu, menpachi, anae, manini,

moi, `ahi, aholehole, pdpio, `.6`io, and opihi in or near the mouths of Honomanu, Nuaailua,
Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, and Waiohue. They would live bait and throw net. They even used to
throw net in the spring at Nuailua. My
11.

My `ohana also engaged in mdlama `dina and mdlama kahawai in the streams they

used for farming, fishing and gathering by not overfishing or overgathering. They were selfmonitoring.
12.

When I was a kid, I used to be able to gather `opae right from the `auwai. Once

the water flow changed, the `opae never came back into the `auwai so I don't really gather
anymore. Too far.
13.

I currently dive and lay net for the same kind of fish my family would get from

Honomanu to East Wailuaiki. I don't see as much fish as before.
14.

I fish because it is part of my diet. I fished like my father did to help raise our

family. It is also important now to do it to help feed the older generations in our community.
15.

I practice mdlama `dina and mdlama kahawai by not overfishing. I self-regulate.

This applies to all the streams that feed the ocean where I fish. I also clean the ditches off
Waiokamilo.
16.

The lack of stream flow has been a problem. I cannot farm on two acres of my

family's land because there is not enough water. The property sits at the end of the flow and the
water is too warm. That can cause pocket rot. Instead, I farm on my Uncle's property (Jojo
Young). The taro quality isn't as good.
17.

My brother, who owns a catering business, has been affected by the junk taro that

we have been producing the last few years so he has to get taro from other valleys.
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18.

Also, there has been fighting amongst community members over water needs.

This shouldn't be happening.
19.

If there was more water, I would definitely open up a few more acres of kalo in

Wailua.
20.

If stream flow were restored, I would probably gather `Opae in the `auwai again

off Waiokamilo.
21.

If water was put back in the streams, I would definitely continue fishing in the

ocean fed by Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki for the same kind of fish we got
traditionally and that I fish for now. Hopefully there would be more.
22.

If water was restored, I would keep self-regulating my fishing practices and

cleaning the ditches to allow for stream flow to reach the lo`i fed by Waiokamilo.
23.

Honestly, when I came home and never had the waterfall, I was pissed off

Growing taro is what I love to do, so when no more water, I get pissed off
24.

Even though EMI put water back, I keep wondering if this is a blessing or a curse.

I don't see the water!
25.

After those releases, EMI was making record profit. What's up with that?

26.

I have friends and family who work for EMI. They say they are concerned about

their jobs, but I always think, you can get another job, but you can't get another culture!
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

STEVEN HOOKANO
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DECLARATION OF TERESA M. "TERI" GOMES
I, TERESA M. "TERI" GOMES, hereby declare based upon personal knowledge of the
facts stated herein.
I am presently employed as a title and genealogy researcher at the Native
Hawaiian Legal Corporation (hereafter, "NHLC") and have been involved in researching
Hawaiian land titles and family genealogies for over 35 years.

2.

My duties as a title and genealogy researcher regularly require me to trace

evidence of title in various public and private repositories of documents and info' nation related
to the title to fee simple lands, including but not limited to the Bureau of Conveyances,
Department of Land and Natural Resources (hereafter, "Bureau"), Land Management Office,
Depat tment of Land and Natural Resources (hereafter, "LMO"), and the Hawai'i State Archives,
Department of Accounting and General Services (hereafter, "Archives"), back to the Mahele of
1848.
3.

Where a holder of title may have died without signing a deed, will or other

conveyance of one's property interest during his or her lifetime, I conduct research on the
genealogy of the relevant title holder in order to determine how title may have passed down to
succeeding generations through intestate succession.
4.

To the extent permitted by law, I also research the records of other repositories,

including but not limited to: (a) the Circuit Courts of the State of Hawai'i; (b) the Hawai'i
Supreme Court; (c) Hawai'i State Public Libraries; (d) the Hawai'i State Department of Health,
Bureau of Health Statistics; and (e) County Real Property Tax Assessment Offices.
5.

The exhibits, findings and conclusions described below are based upon my

examination of records, including but not limited to: (a) the Archives; (b) the Bureau; (c) the
Board of Commissioners to Quiet Land Titles; (d) the Survey Division, Department of
Accounting and General Services; and (e) the County of Mau'i, Real Property Tax Assessment
Office.
6.

Exhibit "A-2" is County of Mau'i, Second Division, Tax Map Key (hereafter,

"TMK (2)") 1-1-03-11, containing 2.27 acres, more or less, being (a) Land Commission Award
(hereafter, "LCA") 4665-G (Volume 9 Page 361); (b) Native Testimony (hereafter, "NT")
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Volume 5 Page 402 (Hawaiian and English); (c) Foreign Testimony (hereafter, "FT") Volume 8
Pages 265-266 and Volume 16 Page 114; (d) Royal Patent (hereafter, "RP") 3341 (Volume 14
Pages 475-476); (e) Translation of Apana 2 LCA 4665-G; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
7.

As adjudicated, LCA 4665-G is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the Act of August 6, 1850, commonly called the "Kuleana Act." See L. 1850,
p. 202. As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 contained 6 lo'i poalima (chief's irrigated
terrace plantation).
8.

Exhibit "A-3" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-15, containing 1.99 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA (hereafter, "LCA") 4848-F (Volume 9 Page 362); (b) NT (hereafter, "NT") Volume 5
Pages 436-437 (Hawaiian and English); (c) FT (hereafter, "FT") Volume 8 Page 296; (d) RP
(hereafter, "RP") 3332 (Volume 14 Pages 457-458); (e) Translation of Apana 2 LCA 4848-F;
and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
9.

As adjudicated, LCA 4848-F is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 was a lo'i
(irrigated terrace) patch.

10.

Exhibit "A-4" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-16, containing 0.87 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4853-L (Volume 3 Pages 827-828); (b) NT Volume 5 Page 434 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) FT Volume 8 Page 294; (d) RP 3268 (Volume 14 Pages 329-330); (e) Translation
of Apana 1 LCA 4853; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
11.

As adjudicated, LCA 4853-L is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 was an ili
(land area).

12.

Exhibit "A-5" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-17, containing 0.07 acres, more or less, being
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(a) LCA 4848-E (Volume 3 Pages 824-825); (b) NT Volume 5 Page 436 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) FT Volume 8 Pages 295-296 and Volume 16 Page 107; (d) RP 3232 (Volume 14
Pages 337-338); (e) Translation of Apana 2 LCA 4848-E; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
13.

As adjudicated, LCA 4848-E is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 was a lo'i
(irrigated terrace).
14.

Exhibit "A-6" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-18, containing 0.469 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4848 (Volume 7 Page 447); (b) Native Register (hereafter, "NR") Volume 6 Page 208
(Hawaiian and English); (c) NT Volume 5 Pages 434-435 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT
Volume 8 Page 294; (e) RP 3655 (Volume 16 Pages 69-70); (f) Translation of Apana 2 LCA
4848; and (g) Derivation Instrument(s).
15.

As adjudicated, LCA 4848 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 was a lo'i kalo
(irrigated taro terrace).
16.

Exhibit "A-7" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-22, containing 1.00 acre, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4848-E (Volume 3 Pages 824-825); (b) NT Volume 5 Page 436 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) FT Volume 8 Pages 295-296 and Volume 16 Page 107; (d) RP 3232 (Volume 14
Pages 337-338); (e) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 4848-E; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
17.

As adjudicated, LCA 4848-E is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 was an ili
(land area).
18.

Exhibit "A-8" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-23, containing 0.71 acre, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4848-G (Volume 3 Pages 826-827); (b) NT Volume 5 Pages 436-437 (Hawaiian and
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English); (c) FT Volume 8 Page 296; (d) RP 3346 (Volume 14 Pages 485-486); (e) Translation
of Apana 1 LCA 4848-G; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
19.

As adjudicated, LCA 4848-G is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 was an ili
(land area).
20.

Exhibit "A-9" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-24, containing 0.75 acre, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4847 (Volume 3 Pages 445-446); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 207-208 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Pages 375-376 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 242;
(e) RP 3266 (Volume 14 Pages 325-326); (f) Translation of Apana 3 LCA 4847; and (g)
Derivation Instrument(s).
21.

As adjudicated, LCA 4847 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 3 contained eight (8)
lo'i (irrigated terraces).
22.

Exhibit "A-10" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-25, containing 0.74 acre, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4854 (Volume 3 Page 477); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 210 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT
Volume 5 Pages 378-379 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 245; (e) RP 3270
(Volume 14 Pages 333-334); (f) Translation of LCA 4854; and (g) Derivation Instrument(s).
23.

As adjudicated, LCA 4854 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot was kalo (taro) land
containing four (4) lo'i (irrigated terraces).
24.

Exhibit "A-11" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-29, designated Lot 15-B, containing 0.25

acre, more or less, being (a) Land Patent Grant (hereafter, "LP Grant) S-13698 (Volume 98
Pages 477-478) and (b) Derivation Instrument(s).
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25.

As granted, LP Grant S-13698 is a fee simple conversion of Homestead Lease No.

92 for agricultural homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 15-B is a taro lot.
26.

Exhibit "A-12" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-31, designated Lot 17, containing 2.50 acres,

more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-14514 (Volume 110 Pages 53-56) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
27.

As granted, LP Grant S-14514 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As shown on map therein, Lot 17 runs along Kukuipuka Gulch and two (2)
kuleana awards.
28.

Exhibit "A-13" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-34, containing 0.511 acre, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4665-G (Volume 9 Page 361); (b) NT Volume 5 Page 402 (Hawaiian and English); (c)
FT Volume 8 Pages 265-266 and Volume 16 Page 114; (d) RP 3341 (Volume 14 Pages 475476); (e) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 4665-G; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
29.

As adjudicated, LCA 4665-G is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 was an ili
(land area).
30.

Exhibit "A-14" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-36, designated Lot 17-A, containing 1.05

acre, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-14514 (Volume 110 Pages 53-56) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
31.

As granted, LP Grant S-14514 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As shown on map therein, Lot 17-A is a "Wet Land" lot (currently zoned
for agricultural use).
32.

Exhibit "A-15" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-37, designated Lot 14-A of Homestead Lease

No. 17, containing 0.53 acre, more or less, a portion of the Government (Crown) Land of
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Keanae, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing usage, (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing
current lessee(s), and Derivation Instrument(s).
33.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-03-37 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

homestead agricultural purposes.
34.

Exhibit "A-16" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-38, designated Lot 15-A, containing 0.42

acre, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-13698 (Volume 98 Pages 477-478) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
35.

As granted, LP Grant S-13698 is a fee simple conversion of Homestead Lease No.

92 for agricultural homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 15-A is a taro lot.
36.

Exhibit "A-17" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-39, designated Lot 13-A, containing 0.52

acre, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-14821 (Volume 110 Pages 78-81) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
37.

As granted, LP Grant S-14821 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 13-A is a taro lot.
38.

Exhibit "A-18" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-40, containing 0.30 acre, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4848-H (Volume 3 Page 829); (b) NT Volume 5 Page 438 (Hawaiian and English); (c)
FT Volume 8 Pages 297-298; (d) RP 3271 (Volume 14 Pages 335-336); (e) Translation of Apana
1 LCA 4848-H; (0 Assessment Instrument(s); and (g) Business registration.
39.

As adjudicated, LCA 4848-H is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained
five (5) lo'i (irrigated terraces).
40.

Exhibit "A-19" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-41, containing 6.12 acres, more or less,

designated Lots 1 and 3 of Land Court Application 240 of Annie Amoy Ah Quai Chamberlain,
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being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing usage; (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current
ownership; and (c) Derivation Instrument(s).
41.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-03-41 is zoned for agricultural use.

42.

Exhibit "A-20" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-42, containing 0.13 acre, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4874 (Volume 7 Page 506); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 214 (Hawaiian and English); (c) RP
3656 (Volume 16 Pages 71-72); (d) Translation of Apana 2 LCA 4854; and (e) Derivation
Instrument(s).
43.

As adjudicated, LCA 4874 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 contained two (2)
lo'i (irrigated terraces).
44.

Exhibit "A-21" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-43, containing 0.146 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Keanae, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
45.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-03-43 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

agricultural purposes.
46.

Exhibit "A-22" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-44, containing 0.201 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Keanae, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
47.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-03-44 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

agricultural purposes.
48.

Exhibit "A-23" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-45, designated Lot 11-A, containing 0.80

acre, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-14818 (Volume 110 Pages 67-70) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
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49.

As granted, LP Grant S-14821 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 11-A is a taro lot.
50.

Exhibit "A-24" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-48, designated Lot 10-B, containing 0.11

acre, more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13164 (Volume 93 Pages 333-339) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
51.

As granted, LP Grant 13164 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 10-B is a taro lot.
52.

Exhibit "A-25" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-49, containing 0.27 acre, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4856 (Volume 7 Pages 444-445); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 210-211 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 375 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 241; (e) RP
3357 (Volume 14 Pages 507-508); (e) Translation of Apana 2 LCA 4856; and (f) Derivation
Instrument(s).
53.

As adjudicated, LCA 4856 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 contained two (2)
lo'i (irrigated terraces).
54.

Exhibit "A-26" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-50, designated Lot 10-C, containing 0.06

acre, more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13164 (Volume 93 Pages 333-339) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
55.

As granted, LP Grant 13164 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 10-C is a taro lot.
56.

Exhibit "A-27" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-53, containing 2.40 acre, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4665-F (Volume 3 Page 831); (b) NT Volume 5 Page 401 (Hawaiian and English); (c)
FT Volume 8 Page 265; (d) RP 3274 (Volume 14 Pages 341-342); (e) Translation of Apana 1
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LCA 4665-F; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
57.

As adjudicated, LCA 4665-F is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 was an ili
(land area).
58.

Exhibit "A-28" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-57, designated Lot 9-A, containing 0.85

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-14783 (Volume 109 Pages 308-311) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
59.

As granted, LP Grant S-14783 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 9-A is a taro lot.
60.

Exhibit "A-29" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-65, containing 0.18 acres, more or less, a

portion of Lot 1 of Land Court Application 240 of Annie Amoy Ah Quai Chamberlain, being (a)
Tax History Sheet(s) showing usage; (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current ownership;
and (c) Derivation Instrument(s).
61.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-03-65 is zoned conservation.

62.

Exhibit "A-30" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-75, containing 0.128 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4856 (Volume 7 Pages 444-445); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 210-211 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 375 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 241; (e) RP
3357 (Volume 14 Pages 507-508); (e) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 4856; and (f) Derivation
Instrument(s).
63.

As adjudicated, LCA 4856 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained four (4)
lo'i (irrigated terraces).
64.

Exhibit "A-31" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-76, containing 0.09 acre, more or less, being
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(a) LCA 2441 (Volume 7 Page 444); (b) NR Volume 3 Page 501 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT
Volume 3 Pages 373-374 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 240; (e) RP 2946
(Volume 13 Pages 375-376); (e) Translation of Apana 2 LCA 2441; and (0 Derivation
Instrument(s).
65.

As adjudicated, LCA 2441 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 contained two (2)
lo'i (irrigated terraces).
66.

Exhibit "A-32" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-81, containing 0.66 acre, more or less, being

(a) LCA 2442 (Volume 7 Pages 443-444); (b) NR Volume 3 Page 501 (Hawaiian and English);
(c) NT Volume 3 Page 374 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Pages 240-241; (e) RP
2017 (Volume 8 Pages 353-354); (e) Translation of LCA 2442; and (0 Derivation Instrument(s).
67.

As adjudicated, LCA 2442 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot contained six (6) lo'i
(irrigated terraces).
68.

Exhibit "A-33" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-82, containing 1.42 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4856 (Volume 7 Pages 444-445); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 210-211 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 375 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 241; (e) RP
3357 (Volume 14 Pages 507-508); (e) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 4856; and (0 Derivation
Instrument(s).
69.

As adjudicated, LCA 4856 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained four (4)
(irrigated terraces).
70.

Exhibit "A-34" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-83, designated Lot 8-A, containing 0.70 acre,
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more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13164 (Volume 93 Pages 333-339) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
71.

As granted, LP Grant 13164 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 8-A is a taro lot.
72.

Exhibit "A-35" is TMK (2) 1-1-03-89, designated Lot 7-A-1, containing 0.48

acre, more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13208 (Volume 94 Pages 31-35) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
73.

As granted, LP Grant 13208 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 7-A-1 is a taro lot.
74.

The total acreage for all parcels assessed under TMK (2) 1-1-03, situate in

Ke`anae, Ko`olau, Hana, Maui, is 29.695 acres, more or less.
75.

Exhibit "A-36" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-03, containing 0.46 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4853-G (Volume 3 Page 612); (b) NT Volume 5 Pages 432-433 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) FT Volume 8 Page 292; (d) RP 3255 (Volume 14 Pages 303-304); (e) Translation
of Apana 2 LCA 4853-G; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
76.

As adjudicated, LCA 4853-G is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 contained two
(2) lo'i (irrigated terraces).
77.

Exhibit "A-37" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-05, containing 4.82 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Keanae, being (a) Tax History Sheet and Tax
Assessment Sheet(s) showing no lessee(s).
78.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-04-05 is zoned for agricultural use.

79.

Exhibit "A-38" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-06, containing 1.53 acres, more or less, a
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portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Keanae, being (a) Tax History Sheet showing usage
and Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing no lessee(s).
80.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-04-06 is zoned for agricultural use.

81.

Exhibit "A-39" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-09, containing 0.62 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4779 (Volume 3 Page 488); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 542 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT
Volume 5 Page 367 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 233; (e) RP 3279 (Volume
14 Pages 351-352); (e) Translation of LCA 4779; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
82.

As adjudicated, LCA 4779 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot contained eight (8) lo'i
(irrigated terraces).
83.

Exhibit "A-40" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-11, containing 0.360 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 11043-B (Volume 3 Page 614); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 541 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Pages 429-430 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 289;
(e) RP 2786 (Volume 13 Pages 33-34); (e) Translation of Apana 2 LCA 11043-B; and (f)
Derivation Instrument(s).
84.

As adjudicated, LCA 11043-B is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 was a mo'o
(narrow strip of land).
85.

Exhibit "A-41" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-12, containing 0.35 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 5068 (Volume 3 Page 832); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 543 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT
Volume 5 Pages 371-372 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 238; (e) RP 7025
(Volume 26 Pages 469-470); (e) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 5068; and (f) Derivation
Instrument(s).
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86.

As adjudicated, LCA 5068 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained twentyfour (24) lo'i (irrigated terraces).
87.

Exhibit "A-42" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-13, containing 1.27 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
88.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-04-13 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

agricultural purposes.
89.

Exhibit "A-43" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-14, containing 0.19 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 6769 (Volume 3 Page 615); (b) FT Volume 8 Pages 273-274; (c) RP 3260 (Volume 14
Pages 313-314); (d) Translation of LCA 6769; and (0 Derivation Instrument(s).
90.

As adjudicated, LCA 6769 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot contained six (6) kalo
lo'i (irrigated taro terraces).
91.

Exhibit "A-44" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-15, containing 0.620 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing
no lessee(s).
92.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-04-15 is zoned for agricultural use.

93.

Exhibit "A-45" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-16, containing 4.905 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4853-E (Volume 3 Page 844); (b) NT Volume 5 Page 432 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) FT Volume 8 Page 292; (d) RP 3277 (Volume 14 Pages 347-348); (e) Translation
of LCA 4853-E; and (0 Derivation Instrument(s).
94.

As adjudicated, LCA 4853-E is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native
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tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot is a mo'o
(narrow strip of land).
95.

Exhibit "A-46" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-17, a parcel of land dropped into TMK (2) 1-

1-04-13 (Exhibit "A-42") and no longer assessed as a separate parcel of land.
96.

Exhibit "A-47" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-18, containing 0.65 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing
no lessee(s).
97.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-04-18 is zoned for agricultural use.

98.

Exhibit "A-48" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-20, containing 1.006 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 5056 (Volume 3 Page 486); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 234 (Hawaiian and English);
(c) NT Volume 5 Page 368 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 235; (e) RP 2804
(Volume 13 Pages 69-70); (e) Translation of LCA 5056; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
99.

As adjudicated, LCA 5056 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot contained twenty-one
(21) lo'i (irrigated terraces).
100.

Exhibit "A-49" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-21, containing 0.75 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4853-G (Volume 3 Page 612); (b) NT Volume 5 Pages 432-433 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) FT Volume 8 Page 292; (d) RP 3255 (Volume 14 Pages 303-304); (e) Translation
of Apana 1 LCA 4853-G; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
101.

As adjudicated, LCA 4853-G is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 is a mo'o
(narrow strip of land).
102.

Exhibit "A-50" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-22, containing 2.75 acres, more or less, being
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(a) LCA 5051 (Volume 3 Pages 613-614); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 233 (Hawaiian and English);
(c) NT Volume 5 Pages 236 and 370 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 236; (e) RP
3788 (Volume 13 Pages 37-38); (e) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 5051; and (f) Derivation
Instrument(s).
103.

As adjudicated, LCA 5051 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained twenty-six
(26) lo'i (irrigated terraces).
104.

Exhibit "A-51 is TMK (2) 1-1-04-23, containing 1.41 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4867 (Volume 3 Pages 493-494); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 211-212 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Pages 363-364 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 280;
(e) RP 2787 (Volume 13 Pages 35-36); (e) Translation of LCA 4867; and (f) Derivation
Instrument(s).
105.

As adjudicated, LCA 4867 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot is a mo'o (narrow strip
of land).
106.

Exhibit "A-52" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-24, containing 0.614 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 5030 (Volume 3 Pages 488-489); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 229 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 6 Page 367 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 233; (e) RP
2811 (Volume 13 Pages 83-84); (e) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 5030; and (f) Derivation
Instrument(s).
107.

As adjudicated, LCA 5030 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained ten (10)
lo'i (irrigated terraces).
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108.

Exhibit "A-53" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-25, containing 0.42 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 5066-B (Volume 3 Pages 487-488); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 545 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 367 (No Hawaiian; only English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 233;
(e) RP 3254 (Volume 14 Pages 301-302); (e) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 5066-B; and (f)
Derivation Instrument(s).
109.

As adjudicated, LCA 5066-B is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 is an ili (land
area).
110.

Exhibit "A-54" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-26, containing 0.31 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4587 (Volume 3 Page 845); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 186-187 (Hawaiian and English);
(c) NT Volume 5 Pages 411 and 430 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Pages 274, 289,
and 294; (e) RP 2806 (Volume 13 Pages 73-74); (e) Translation of LCA 4587; and (f) Derivation
Instrument(s).
111.

As adjudicated, LCA 4587 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot contained twelve (12)
lo'i (irrigated terraces).
112.

Exhibit "A-55" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-27, containing 1.60 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 5062 (Volume 3 Pages 843-844); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 544 (Hawaiian and English);
(c) NT Volume 5 Page 370 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Pages 236-237; (e) RP
3263 (Volume 14 Pages 319-320); (e) Translation of LCA 5062; and (f) Derivation
Instrument(s).
113.

As adjudicated, LCA 5062 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot contained twenty (20)
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lo'i (irrigated terraces).
114.

Exhibit "A-56" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-28, containing 1.25 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing
no lessee(s).
115.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-04-28 is zoned for agricultural use.

116.

Exhibit "A-57" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-30, containing 1.72 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Govermnent (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
117.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-04-30 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

agricultural purposes.
118.

Exhibit "A-58" is TMK (2) 1-1-04-38, containing 0.125 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 3499 (Volume 3 Pages 844-845); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 94-95 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 429 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Pages 288-289;
(e) RP 3264 (Volume 14 Pages 321-322); (e) Translation of LCA 3499; and (f) Derivation
Instrument(s).
119.

As adjudicated, LCA 3499 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot contained seven (7)
lo'i (irrigated terraces).
120.

The total acreage for all parcels assessed under TMK (2) 1-1-04, situate in

Wailua, Ko`olau, Hana, Maui, is 27.73 acres, more or less.
121.

Exhibit "A-59" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-12, containing 0.338 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 10828-B (Volume 3 Pages 377-378); (b) NT Volume 5 Pages 378-379 (Hawaiian
and English); (c) FT Volume 8 Page 244; (d) RP 2802 (Volume 13 Pages 65-66); (e) Translation
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of Apana 1 LCA 10828-B; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
122.

As adjudicated, LCA 10828 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 was a loko
(pond).
123.

Exhibit "A-60" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-15, containing 1.684 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4865 (Volume 3 Pages 494-495); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 211 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 262 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Pages 229-230;
(e) RP 6144 (Volume 23 Pages 455-456); (e) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 4865; and (f)
Derivation Instrument(s).
124.

As adjudicated, LCA 4865 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 was a mo'o (narrow
strip of land).
125.

Exhibit "A-61" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-16, designated Lots 45 and 45-A, containing

2.33 acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-14662 (Volume 108 Pages 247-250) and (b)
Derivation Instrument(s).
126.

As granted, LP Grant S-14662 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lots 45 and 45-A are two (2) Wailua Homestead lots.
127.

Exhibit "A-62" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-17, containing 3.03 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
128.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-05-17 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

agricultural purposes.
129.

Exhibit "A-63" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-18, containing 4.92 acres, more or less, being
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(a) LCA 5059 (Volume 3 Page 834); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 235 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT
Volume 5 Page 362 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 229; (e) RP 3258 (Volume
14 Pages 309-310); (e) Translation of LCA 5059; and (0 Derivation Instrument(s).
130.

As adjudicated, LCA 5059 is a lculeana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot was a mo'o (narrow
strip of land).
131.

Exhibit "A-64" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-19, designated Lot 6-A, containing 0.60

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-15305 (Volume 115 Pages 21-25) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
132.

As granted, LP Grant S-15305 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 6-A is a taro lot.
133.

Exhibit "A-65" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-20, designated Lot 7-A, containing 0.57

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13129 (Volume 92 Pages 131-135) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
134.

As granted, LP Grant 13129 is a fee simple conversion of Homestead Lease No.

40 for agricultural homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 7-A is a taro lot.
135.

Exhibit "A-66" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-21, designated Lot 8-A, containing 0.79

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13329 (Volume 95 Pages 123-127) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
136.

As granted, LP Grant 13329 is a fee simple conversion of Homestead Lease No.

61 for agricultural homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 8-A is a taro lot.
137.

Exhibit "A-67" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-22, designated Lot 9-A, containing 0.77

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-15850 (LMO Copy), (b) Tax History Sheet(s), and (c)
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Tax Assessment Sheet(s).
138.

As granted, LP Grant S-15850 is a transfer of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As assessed, Lot 9-A is zoned for agricultural use.
139.

Exhibit "A-68" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-23, designated Lot 10-A, containing 0.67

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13127 (Volume 93 Pages 119-123) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
140.

As granted, LP Grant 13127 is a fee simple conversion of Homestead Lease No.

74 for agricultural homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 10-A is a taro lot.
141.

Exhibit "A-69" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-24, designated Lot 11-A, containing 0.60

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-15078 (Volume 112 Pages 375-380) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
142.

As granted, LP Grant S-15078 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 11-A is a taro lot.
143.

Exhibit "A-70" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-25, containing 1.31 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
144.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-05-25 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

agricultural purposes.
145.

Exhibit "A-71" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-28, containing 0.162 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4561 (Volume 7 Pages 441-442); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 181 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 361 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Pages 227-228;
(e) RP 3281 (Volume 14 Pages 355-356); (e) Translation of Apana 4 LCA 4561; and (f)
Derivation Instrument(s).
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146.

As adjudicated, LCA 4561 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 4 contained one (1)
lo'i (irrigated terrace).
147.

Exhibit "A-72" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-29, containing 0.86 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 5058 (Volume 3 Pages 842-843); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 235-236 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 369 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Pages 235-236;
(e) RP 3256 (Volume 14 Pages 305-306); (e) Translation of Apanas 1 and 2 LCA 5058; and (f)
Derivation Instrument(s).
148.

As adjudicated, LCA 5058 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apanas 1 and 2 contained
twenty-two (22) lo'i (irrigated terraces).
149.

Exhibit "A-73" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-30, containing 2.67 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 5060 (Volume 3 Page 485); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 542 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT
Volume 5 Page 369 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 235; (e) RP 3259 (Volume
14 Pages 311-312); (e) Translation of LCA 5060; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
150.

As adjudicated, LCA 5060 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot contained ten (10) lo'i
(irrigated terraces).
151.

Exhibit "A-74" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-31, containing 1.545 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4561 (Volume 7 Pages 441-442); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 181 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 361 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Pages 227-228;
(e) RP 3281 (Volume 14 Pages 355-356); (e) Translation of Apana 3 LCA 4561; and (f)
Derivation Instrument(s).
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152.

As adjudicated, LCA 4561 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained one (1)
lo'i (irrigated terrace).
153.

Exhibit "A-75" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-32, containing 1.44 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 5054 (Volume 7 Pages 440-441); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 234 (Hawaiian and English);
(c) NT Volume 6 Page 366 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 232; (e) RP 3278
(Volume 14 Pages 349-350); (e) Translation of Apana 2 LCA 5054; and (f) Derivation
Instrument(s).
154.

As adjudicated, LCA 5054 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 was a mo'o (narrow
strip of land).
155.

Exhibit "A-76" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-33, designated Lot 25-A, containing 0.63

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-14236 (Volume 104 Pages 133-136) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
156.

As granted, LP Grant S-14236 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, the lot abuts government land.
157.

Exhibit "A-77" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-34, containing 0.60 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
158.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-05-34 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

agricultural purposes.
159.

Exhibit "A-78" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-41, containing 0.97 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
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usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing no lessee(s).
160.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-05-41 is zoned for agricultural use.

161.

Exhibit "A-79" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-42, containing 3.40 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 5059 (Volume 3 Page 834); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 235 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT
Volume 5 Page 362 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 229; (e) RP 3258 (Volume
14 Pages 309-310); (e) Translation of LCA 5059; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
162.

As adjudicated, LCA 5059 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot was a mo'o (narrow
strip of land).

163.

Exhibit "A-80" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-44, containing 0.59 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 5059 (Volume 3 Page 834); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 235 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT
Volume 5 Page 362 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 229; (e) RP 3258 (Volume
14 Pages 309-310); (e) Translation of LCA 5059; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
164.

As adjudicated, LCA 5059 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot was a mo'o (narrow
strip of land).

165.

Exhibit "A-81" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-45, containing 0.65 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing cuiTent lessee(s).
166.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-05-45 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

agricultural purposes.

167.

Exhibit "A-82" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-46, designated Lot 16-A, containing 0.75

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-14978 (Volume 111 Pages 327-332) and (b) Derivation
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Instrument(s).
168.

As granted, LP Grant S-14978 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 16-A is a taro lot.
169.

Exhibit "A-83" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-54, containing 0.94 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
170.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-05-54 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

agricultural purposes.
171.

Exhibit "A-84" is TMK (2) 1-1-05-58, containing 0.216 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4866 (Volume 3 Page 494); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 211 (Hawaiian and English);
(c) NT Volume 5 Page 363 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 229; (e) Translation
of Apana 1 LCA 4866; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
172.

As adjudicated, LCA 4866 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 was a kula (plain)
and house lot.
173.

The total acreage for all parcels assessed under TMK (2) 1-1-05, situate in

Wailua, Ko`olau, Hana, Maui, is 33.035 acres, more or less.
174.

Exhibit "A-85" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-12, containing 6.00 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4853-D (Volume 3 Pages 832-833); (b) NT Volume 5 Pages 431-432 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) FT Volume 8 Page 291; (d) RP 3276 (Volume 14 Pages 345-346); (e) Translation
of Apana 1 LCA 4853-D; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
175.

As adjudicated, LCA 4853-D is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 was an ili
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(land area).
176.

Exhibit "A-86" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-15, containing 0.55 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 5055 (Volume 3 Pages 490-491); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 234-235 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 365 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 231; (e) RP
2943 (Volume 13 Pages 369-370); (f) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 5055; and (g) Derivation
Instrument(s).
177.

As adjudicated, LCA 5055 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained eleven
(11) lo'i (irrigated terraces).
178.

Exhibit "A-87" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-16, containing 0.25 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 5055 (Volume 3 Pages 490-491); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 234-235 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 365 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 231; (e) RP
2943 (Volume 13 Pages 369-370); (f) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 5055; and (g) Derivation
Instrument(s).
179.

As adjudicated, LCA 5055 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained eleven
(11) lo'i (irrigated terraces).
180.

Exhibit "A-88" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-17, containing 0.79 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 5052 (Volume 3 Pages 489-490); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 233 (Hawaiian and English);
(c) NT Volume 5 Page 366 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 233; (e) RP 3275
(Volume 14 Pages 343-344); (f) Translation of LCA 5052; and (g) Derivation Instrument(s).
181.

As adjudicated, LCA 5052 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot contained a house with
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twenty-nine (29) lo'i (irrigated terraces).
182.

Exhibit "A-89" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-18, containing 2.933 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 10828-B (Volume 9 Pages 377-378); (b) NT Volume 5 Page 378 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) FT Volume 8 Page 244; (d) RP 2802 (Volume 13 Pages 65-66); (e) Translation of
Apana 3 LCA 10828-B; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
183.

As adjudicated, LCA 10828-B is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 3 was a mo'o
(narrow strip of land).
184.

Exhibit "A-90" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-21, containing 0.87 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
185.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-06-21 is zoned for agricultural use and occupied for

homestead agricultural purposes.
186.

Exhibit "A-91" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-22, containing 0.488 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4773 (Volume 3 Pages 491-492); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 199 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Pages 364-365 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 231;
(e) RP 3261 (Volume 14 Pages 315-316); (f) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 4773; and (f)
Derivation Instrument(s).
187.

As adjudicated, LCA 4773 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained nine (9)
lo'i (irrigated terraces).
188.

Exhibit "A-92" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-23, containing 0.487 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 10828-B (Volume 9 Pages 377-378); (b) NT Volume 5 Pages 378 (Hawaiian and
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English); (c) FT Volume 8 Page 244; (d) RP 2802 (Volume 13 Pages 65-66); (e) Translation of
Apana 2 LCA 10828-B; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
189.

As adjudicated, LCA 10828-B is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 was a mo'o
(narrow strip of land).
190.

Exhibit "A-93" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-24, designated Lot 4-A, containing 0.80

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13173 (Volume 93 Pages 377-381) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
191.

As granted, LP Grant 13173 is a fee simple conversion of Homestead Lease No.

62 for agricultural homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 4-A is a taro lot.
192.

Exhibit "A-94" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-25, containing 0.08 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4729 (Volume 3 Page 492); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 194 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT
Volume 5 Page 364 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 230; (e) RP 2801 (Volume
13 Pages 63-64); (f) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 4729; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
193.

As adjudicated, LCA 4729 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained two (2)
lo'i (irrigated terraces).
194.

Exhibit "A-95" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-26, containing 0.72 acres, more or less, being

(a) LCA 4726 (Volume 7 Page 462); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 193 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT
Volume 5 Pages 369 and 411 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 3 Pages 236 and 274; (e)
RP 3265 (Volume 14 Pages 323-324); (f) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 4726; and (f) Tax
Assessment Sheet(s) showing current owner(s).
195.

As adjudicated, LCA 4726 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant
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pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained 14 lo'i
(irrigated terraces) and a kula within the mo'o (narrow strip of land).
196.

Exhibit "A-96" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-27, containing 0.067 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4562 (Volume 7 Page 437); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 182-183 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Pages 366-367 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 232;
(e) RP 2215 (Volume 9 Pages 521-522); (f) Translation of Apana 3 LCA 4562; and (g)
Derivation Instrument(s).
197.

As adjudicated, LCA 4562 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 3 contained 2 lo'i
(irrigated terraces).
198.

Exhibit "A-97" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-28, containing 0.038 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4726 (Volume 7 Page 462); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 193 (Hawaiian and English);
(c) NT Volume 5 Pages 369 and 411 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 3 Pages 236 and
274; (e) RP 3265 (Volume 14 Pages 323-324); (0 Translation of Apana 2 LCA 4726; and (0
Derivation Instrument(s).
199.

As adjudicated, LCA 4726 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 contained two (2)
lo'i (irrigated terraces).
200.

Exhibit "A-98" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-29, containing 0.227 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4866 (Volume 3 Page 494); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 211 (Hawaiian and English);
(c) NT Volume 5 Page 363 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 229; (e) Translation
of Apana 2 LCA 4866; and (0 Derivation Instrument(s).
201.

As adjudicated, LCA 4866 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant
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pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 was kalo (taro) land.
202.

Exhibit "A-99" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-30, containing 0.075 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4853-D (Volume 3 Pages 832-833); (b) NT Volume 5 Pages 431-432 (Hawaiian
and English); (c) FT Volume 8 Page 291; (d) RP 3276 (Volume 14 Pages 345-346); (e)
Translation of Apana 2 LCA 4853-D; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
203.

As adjudicated, LCA 4853-D is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 contained two
(2) lo'i kalo (irrigated taro terraces).
204.

Exhibit "A-100" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-31, designated Lot 46-A, containing 0.61

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-15846 (LMO Copy) and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s).
205.

As granted, LP Grant S-15846 is a transfer of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As assessed, Lot 46-A is zoned for agricultural use.
206.

Exhibit "A-101" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-32, designated Lot 41-A, containing 0.70

acres, more or less, being (a) LP S-Grant 14781 (Volume 110 Pages 301-304) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
207.

As granted, LP Grant S-14781 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 41-A is a taro lot.
208.

Exhibit "A-102" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-33, containing 1.32 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4772 (Volume 3 Page 485-486); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 198 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 368 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 224; (e)
Translation of Apana 1 LCA 4772; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
209.

As adjudicated, LCA 4772 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 was an ili (land
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area).
210.

Exhibit "A-103" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-34, containing 0.53 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet and (b) Tax
Assessment Sheet(s) showing no lessee(s).
211.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-06-34 is zoned for agricultural use.

212.

Exhibit "A-104" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-35, containing 0.036 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 5051 (Volume 3 Pages 613-614); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 233 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Pages 236 and 370 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page
236; (e) RP 3788 (Volume 13 Pages 37-38); (f) Translation of Apana 2 LCA 5051; and (g)
Derivation Instrument(s).
213.

As adjudicated, LCA 5051 is a lculeana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 contained one (1)
lo'i (irrigated terrace).
214.

Exhibit "A-105" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-36, containing 1.10 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 5049 (Volume 3 Pages 495-496); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 232 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 362 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Pages 229-230;
(e) RP 3257 (Volume 14 Pages 307-308); (f) Translation of Apana 1 LCA 5049; and (g)
Derivation Instrument(s).
215.

As adjudicated, LCA 5049 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 was a mo'o (narrow
strip of land).
216.

Exhibit "A-106" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-37, containing 0.065 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 5055 (Volume 3 Pages 490-491); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 234-235 (Hawaiian and
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English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 365 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 231; (e)
Translation of Apana 2 LCA 5055; and (f) Derivation Instrument(s).
217.

As adjudicated, LCA 5055 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 contained two (2)
lo'i (irrigated terraces).
218.

Exhibit "A-107" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-38, containing 0.85 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
219.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-06-38 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

agricultural purposes.
220.

Exhibit "A-108" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-39, containing 0.225 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4725 (Volume 3 Page 493); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 193 (Hawaiian and English);
(c) NT Volume 5 Page 364 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 230; (e) RP 2800
(Volume 13 Pages 61-62); (f) Translation of LCA 4725; and (g) Derivation Instrument(s).
221.

As adjudicated, LCA 4725 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot contained nine (9) lo'i
(irrigated terraces).
222.

Exhibit "A-109" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-40, containing 0.152 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4773 (Volume 3 Pages 491-492); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 199 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Pages 364-365 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 231;
(e) RP 3261 (Volume 14 Pages 315-316); (f) Translation of Apana 2 LCA 4773; and (g)
Derivation Instrument(s).
223.

As adjudicated, LCA 4773 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant
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pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 contained one (1)
lo'i (irrigated terrace).
224.

Exhibit "A-110" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-41, containing 0.16 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
225.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-06-41 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

agricultural purposes.
226.

Exhibit "A-111" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-42, containing 0.464 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 4774 (Volume 3 Page 490); (b) NR Volume 6 Page 199 (Hawaiian and English);
(c) NT Volume 5 Page 365 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 231; (e) RP 2805
(Volume 13 Pages 71-72); (f) Translation of LCA 4774; and (g) Derivation Instrument(s).
227.

As adjudicated, LCA 4774 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot was a mo'o (narrow
strip of land).
228.

Exhibit "A-112" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-43, containing 0.40 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
229.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-06-43 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for

agricultural purposes.
230.

Exhibit "A-113" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-45, designated Lot 47-A, containing 0.83

acres, more or less, being (a) LP S-Grant 14533 (Volume 107 Pages 122-125) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
231.

As granted, LP Grant S-14533 is a purchase of government land for agricultural
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homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 47-A is a taro lot.

232.

Exhibit "A-114" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-46, designated Lot 40-A, containing 0.83

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-14888 (Volume 110 Pages 353-354) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
233.

As granted, LP Grant S-14888 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 40-A is a taro lot.

234.

Exhibit "A-115" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-47, designated Lot 42-A, containing 0.54

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13239 (Volume 94 Pages 189-193) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
235.

As granted, LP Grant 13239 is a fee simple conversion of Homestead Lease No.

67 for agricultural homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 42-A is a taro lot.

236.

Exhibit "A-116" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-48, designated Lot 38-A, containing 0.60

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13209 (Volume 94 Pages 37-41) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
237.

As LP Grant 13209 is a fee simple conversion of Homestead Lease No. 78 for

agricultural homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 38-A is a taro lot.

238.

Exhibit "A-117" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-49, designated Lot 39-A, containing 0.54

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13191 (Volume 93 Pages 473-477) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
239.

As granted, LP Grant 13191 is a fee simple conversion of Homestead Lease No.

79 for agricultural homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 39-A is a taro lot.

240.

Exhibit "A-118" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-67, designated Lot 34-A, containing 0.65

acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13591 (Volume 97 Pages 395-399) and (b) Derivation
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Instrument(s).
241. As granted, LP Grant 13591 is a fee simple conversion of Homestead Lease No.
76 for agricultural homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 34-A is a taro lot.
242. Exhibit "A-119" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-68, designated Lot 5-A, containing 0.56
acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-15361 (Volume 115 Pages 317-321) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
243. As granted, LP Grant S-15361 is a purchase of government land by a homesteader
for agricultural homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 5-A is taro land.
244. Exhibit "A-120" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-69, designated Lot 3-A, containing 0.56
acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-15844 (LMO Copy) and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s).
245. As granted, LP Grant S-15844 is a transfer of government land for agricultural
homestead purposes. As assessed, Lot 3-A is zoned for agricultural use.
246. Exhibit "A-121" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-70, containing 2.76 acres, more or less, a
portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet(s) showing
usage and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing current lessee(s).
247. As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-06-70 is zoned for agricultural use and leased for
agricultural purposes.
248. Exhibit "A-122" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-72, designated Lot 37-A, containing 0.61
acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant 13304 (Volume 95 Pages 13-17) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
249. As granted, LP Grant 13304 is a fee simple conversion of Homestead Lease No.
77 for agricultural homestead purposes. As described therein, Lot 37-A is a taro lot.
250. Exhibit "A-123" is TMK (2) 1-1-06-73, designated Lot 43-A, containing 0.75
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acres, more or less, being (a) LP Grant S-15847 (LMO Copy) and (b) Tax Assessment Sheet(s).
251. As granted, LP Grant S-15847 is a transfer of government land for agricultural
homestead purposes. As assessed, Lot 43-A is zoned for agricultural use.
252. The total acreage for all parcels assessed under TMK (2) 1-1-06, situate in
Wailua, Ko`olau, Hana, Maui, is 30.227 acres, more or less.
253. Exhibit "A-124" is TMK (2) 1-1-07-03, containing 107 acres, more or less, being
(a) RP Grant 1911 (Volume 10 Pages 237-238); (b) Translation of RP Grant 1911; (c) Tax
Assessment Sheet(s) showing usage and zoning; and (d) Derivation Instrument(s).
254. As granted, RP Grant 1911 is a purchase of government land for agricultural
purposes. As described therein, the lot ran from the mountain to the sea.
255. Exhibit "A-125" is TMK (2) 1-1-07-20, containing 53.50 acres, more or less,
being (a) RP Grant 2091 (Volume 11 Pages 71-72); (b) Original translation of RP Grant 2091
with map; (c) Tax Assessment Sheet(s); and (d) Derivation Instrument(s).
256. As granted, RP Grant 2091 is a purchase of government land for agricultural
purposes. As described therein, the lot runs from the government road to the sea.
257. The total acreage for all parcels assessed under TMK (2) 1-1-07, situate at
Waianu & Pahoa, Ko`olau, Hana, Maui, is 160.50 acres, more or less.
258. Exhibit "A-126" is TMK (2) 1-1-08-04, containing 9.20 acres, more or less,
comprised of two (2) different land titles, being: [1] (a) LCA 3472 (Volume 3 Pages 846-847);
(b) NR Volume 6 Page 88 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 437 (Hawaiian and
English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 297; (e) Translation of LCA 3472; and (f) Derivation
Instrument(s); and [2] (a) RP Grant 3177 (Volume 14 Pages 419-420) and (b) Derivation
Instrument(s).
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259.

As adjudicated, LCA 3472 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, the lot was a taro (kalo) and
house lot.
260.

As granted, RP Grant 3177 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

purposes. As described therein, the lot ran along Hamau Stream.
261.

Exhibit "A-127" is TMK (2) 1-1-08-05, containing 120.97 acres, more or less, a

portion of the Government (Crown) Land of Wailua, being (a) Tax History Sheet showing usage
and Tax Assessment Sheet(s) showing no lessee(s).
262.

As assessed, TMK (2) 1-1-08-05 is zoned for agricultural and conservation use.

263.

Exhibit "A-128" is TMK (2) 1-1-08-09, containing 13.70 acres, more or less,

being (a) RP Grant 3215 (Volume 14 Pages 495-496), (b) Map of RP Grant 3215; and (c)
Derivation Instrument(s).
264.

As granted, RP Grant 3215 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

purposes. As described therein, the lot runs along Palauhulu Stream.
265.

Exhibit "A-129" is TMK (2) 1-1-08-10, containing 103.82 acres, more or less,

being (a) RP Grant 1899 (Volume 10 Pages 203-204), (b) Translation of RP Grant 1899; and (c)
Derivation Instrument(s).
266.

As granted, RP Grant 1899 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

purposes. As described therein, the lot ran along Wailua Stream.
267.

Exhibit "A-130" is TMK (2) 1-1-08-11, containing 151.65 acres, more or less,

being (a) RP Grant 2549 (Volume 13 Pages 327-328), (b) Translation of RP Grant 2549; and (c)
Derivation Instrument(s).
268.

As granted, RP Grant 2549 is a purchase of government land for agricultural
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purposes. As described therein, the lot ran along the Ditch of Wailua.
269.

The total acreage for all parcels assessed under TMK (2) 1-1-08, situate in

Ke`anae - Wailua, Ko`olau, Hana, Maui, is 397.41 acres, more or less.
270.

Exhibit "A-131" is TMK (2) 1-2-02-09, containing 4.17 acres, more or less,

being (a) RP Grant 3178 (Volume 14 Pages 421-422), (b) Map of RP Grant 3178; and (c)
Derivation Instrument(s).
271.

As granted, RP Grant 3178 is a purchase of government land for agricultural

purposes. As described therein, the lot ran along Haiha Stream.
272.

The total acreage for all parcels assessed under TMK (2) 1-2-02, situate at

Makapipi, Ko`olau, Hana, Maui, is 4.17 acres, more or less.
273.

Exhibit "A-132" is TMK (2) 2-9-01-14, containing 22.81 acres, more or less,

comprised of four (4) different land titles, being [1] (a) LCA 5595-E (Volume 8 Page 320); (b)
NR Volume 6 Page 305 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 436 (Hawaiian and
English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 119; (e) RP 3242 (Volume 14 Pages 277-278); (f) Translation of
Apana 1 and Poalima LCA 5595-E; and (g) Derivation Instrument(s); [2] (a) RP Grant 1082
(Volume 6 Pages 135-136), (b) Translation of RP Grant 1082; and (c) Derivation Instrument(s);
[3] (a) RP Grant 1918 (Volume 10 Pages 341-342), (b) Translation of RP Grant 1082; and (c)
Derivation Instrument(s); [4] (a) RP Grant 3101 (Volume 14 Pages 267-268), (b) Translation of
Apana 2 RP Grant 3101; and (c) Derivation Instrument(s).
274.

As adjudicated, LCA 5595-E is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 contained
twenty-seven (27) lo'i (irrigated terraces) covering 3.32 acres.
275.

As granted, RP Grant 1082 contained 8 acres; RP Grant 1918 contained two (2)
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poalima (chief's plantations) without survey; and RP Grant 3101 ran along three (3) streams and
contained 9.82 acres.
276.

Exhibit "A-133" is TMK (2) 2-9-01-23, containing 0.08 acres, more or less,

being (a) RP Grant 1903 (Volume 10 Pages 211-212), (b) Translation of RP Grant 1903; and (c)
Derivation Instrument(s).
277.

As granted, RP Grant 1903 contained one (1) lo'i poalima (chiefs irrigated

terrace plantation) without survey.
278.

Exhibit "A-134" is TMK (2) 2-9-01-25, containing 1.10 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 5516 (Volume 8 Pages 332-333); (b) NR Volume 5 Page 63 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 494 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 117; (e) RP
3237 (Volume 14 Pages 267-268); (f) Translation of Apana 2 of LCA 3472; and (g) Derivation
Instrument(s).
279.

As adjudicated, LCA 5516 is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native tenant

pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 was taro and kula
(plain) land.
280.

The total acreage for all parcels assessed under TMK (2) 2-9-01, situate in

Honopou, Hamakualoa, Makawao, Maui, is 23.99 acres, more or less.
281.

Exhibit "A-135" is TMK (2) 2-9-14-13, containing 0.154 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 5595-E (Volume 8 Page 320); (b) NR Volume 6 Pages 305-306 [numbered as

"54951 (Hawaiian and English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 496 [numbered as "5495 "] (Hawaiian
and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 119; (e) RP 3242 (Volume 14 Pages 277-278); (f)
Translation of Apana 2 LCA 5595-E; and (g) Derivation Instrument(s).
282.

As adjudicated, LCA 5595-E is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native
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tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 2 was a taro
pasture.
283.

Exhibit "A-136" is TMK (2) 2-9-14-23, containing 0.47 acres, more or less,

being (a) LCA 5516 (Volume 8 Pages 332-333); (b) NR Volume 5 Page 63 (Hawaiian and
English); (c) NT Volume 5 Page 494 (Hawaiian and English); (d) FT Volume 8 Page 117; (e) RP
3237 (Volume 14 Pages 267-268); (f) Translation of Apana 1 of LCA 5516; and (g) Derivation
Instrument(s).
284.

As adjudicated, LCA 5595-E is a kuleana award for lands claimed by a native

tenant pursuant to the "Kuleana Act." As described by testimony thereto, Apana 1 was used for
taro and pasture.
285.

The total acreage for all parcels assessed under TMK (2) 2-9-14, situate in

Honopou, Makawao, Maui, is 2.07 acres, more or less.
I declare under penalty of law that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, on December 0, 2014.

Put I
TERESA M. "TER
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DECLARATION OF TERRANCE P.K. AKUNA
I, Terrance P.K. Akuna, declare that:
1.

The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge.

2.

I am Hawaiian.

3.

I am a member of Na Moku Aupuni 0 Kos olau Hui.

4.

My grandfather lived off the land, nothing else. I grew up fishing, hunting, and

gathering.
5.

I am a taro farmer. My family grows kalo on about 11/2 to 2 acres of property

irrigated by Waiokamilo and Kualani.
6.

I am farming this land based on my desire to continue my cultural practices and

traditions.
7.
before I did.

I learned how to farm taro from my family and the people who farmed these lands

8.

Traditionally, my `ohana gathered `Opae, `o`opu, hihiwai, pohole, `ulu, banana,

mountain apple, pepeiau, olena, and wauke in Honopou, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee,
Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu,
`Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East
Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
9.

Traditionally, my `ohana fished for ulua, `5`io, pala, kole, poopaa, enenue, anae,

moi, akule, `awa, pakeawa, aholehole, crab and lobster in or near the mouths of Honopou,
Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua,
Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue.
10.

My `ohana also engaged in malama `aina and malama kahawai by only taking

what they could eat in and around Waikamoi, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena,
Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea,
Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
11.

Currently, my `ohana and I gather the same things as my kupuna before me in

Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua,
Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue. However, we can't get the same amount of these resources as my `ohana used to be
able to.
12.

My family and I fish for whatever fish we are ono for in or near the mouth of in

Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua,
Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West
Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and
Waiohue. We catch the same kind of fish as our kupuna, just less of them. We have to go
further. We also use newer tools than before time.
13.

I gather and fish to feed my family and teach younger generations how we live in

such an isolated place without stores. Our streams are our iceboxes.
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14.

We engage in mdlama `dina and malama kahawai by only taking what we need

from the streams we gather in and cleaning Waiokamilo, Kualani, and Wailua from makai to
mauka. For example, my grandpa taught me when fishing for moi, you only keep the small ones,
which are the males. The big females should be left so there will be more fish.
15.

We also camp, fish, and hunt in and around Nuaailua and swim in the bays from

Honopou to Makapipi. As soon as my son and nephew could walk, we would take them down to
the beach.
16.

I appreciate seeing the water flowing from mauka to makai in all streams from

Honopou to Makapipi. This is nature at its prime.
17.

If there is no water, there is no life. Life is everything. The lack of stream flow

has been a problem for me because I had to move out and get a job to support my family.
18.

If there was enough water in the streams, I would live at home and live off the

land we were raised on, gathering what my kupuna gathered in and around Punalau/Kolea,
Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua,
Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Makapipi, and Waiohue.
Right now, we can't open all patches because water won't flow down.
19.

If there were more water in the streams, I would fish for all the fish that have been

fished for generations in or near the mouth of all the streams from Honopou to Makapipi.
20.

If water were put back in the streams, I would continue to malama the streams by

only taking what we could eat and cleaning all the rivers -- especially Piianaau, Palauhulu,
Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, and Waikani (Wailuanui) -- routinely, but healthy rivers clean
themselves.
21.

If there was more water in the streams, I would go camping, fishing, and

gathering from Waikamoi to Makapipi. I would also appreciate the natural scenery in and
around Honopou, Hanehoi, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena,
Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, `Ohi`a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani,
Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea,
Waiaaka, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. I would enjoy the clean air, cool water, and native
trees and shrubs.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED:

Kihei, Maui, Hawai'i, December 110 , 2014.

TERRANCE P.K. AKUNA
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DECLARATION OF TY KAWIKA TENGAN, PhD

1. I am competent to testify to the matters herein, and unless otherwise indicated, I
make this declaration based upon my personal knowledge, skill, experience,
training and education.
2. I am a Native Hawaiian, born into a family with strong genealogical ties to our
Hawaiian ancestors. Native Hawaiian custom and religion was and is an integral
part of my family's daily life.
3. Today, I am a practitioner and a scholar of Native Hawaiian cultural and religious
practices. I speak the Hawaiian language fluently.
4. In 2003, I received a PhD from the Department of Anthropology at the University
of Hawai`i at Manoa.
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5. Currently, I am the Chair and Associate Professor of the Department of Ethnic
Studies and also Associate Professor of the Department of Anthropology at the
University of Hawai'i at Manoa.
6. Through practice, community service, the writing of books, journal articles, and
reports, I have dedicated my academic career to the study of Native Hawaiian
culture and religion. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a copy of my recent
curriculum vitae.
7. My opinions in this Declaration are based upon my personal knowledge, skill,
experience, training, and education.
8. Further some of my opinions in this Report are based upon the following source
material: Alexander, W.D. A Brief Histoiy of Land Titles in Hawai`i (1882);
Handy, E.S. Craighill, Hawaiian Planter (1940); Handy, Handy, & Pukui, Native
Planters (1972); and Maly, Kepa, VOLUME I Wai 0 Ke Ola: He Wahi Mo 'old°
No Maui Hikina. A Collection of Native Traditions and Historical Accounts of the
Lands of Htimakua Poko, Hainiikua Loa and Ko olau, Maui Hikina (East Maui),
Island of Maui (2001).
9. I have reviewed the witness statements of Edward Wendt, Lezley Jacintho, and
Terrance P. Akuna provided to me by the Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation.
10. I do not have a personal or familial relationship with any of the named Petitioners
in this case.
11. Petitioners have neither paid me nor promised any compensation for my opinions
or testimony in this matter.
12. On or about December 4, 2007, I testified as an expert witness at a State of
Hawai`i administrative hearing before the Commission on Water Resource
Management for the State of Hawai`i in "RE Iao Ground Water Management
Area High-Level Source Water Use Permit Applications and Petition to Amend
Interim Instream Flow Standards of Waihee, Waiehu, Tao, & Waikapu Streams
Contested Case Hearing," Case No. CCH-MA-06-01.
13. In general, Native Hawaiian spiritual tenets and beliefs are expressed and
perpetuated in their relationship to each other and to their ku/diwi (native land).
The naming of winds, rains, landmarks, and waters perpetuate the traditional
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knowledge that the inhabitants developed of these areas and their resources over
centuries of cultivation and habitation.
14. The first inhabitants of the islands were remembered as akua "gods" for their
capacity to endow nature with cultural features and "create" society.
15. Kane and Kanaloa were two of the four primary akua in the Hawaiian pantheon;
Kane was associated with fresh water and taro, and Kanaloa with the ocean and
fishing. Wai, fresh water, is an important element in Hawaiian spirituality and
fundamental to the exercise of traditional and customary practices. Fresh spring
water is presented as ho`okupu to the akua (gods). Kane and Kanaloa are known
to have introduced the ritual, social, and medicinal use of drinking `awa (kava), a
drink that requires the waters of Kane.
16. Handy, Handy, and Pukui (1972) described the correlation between water and life
in Hawai`i:
...The life of taro was dependent upon water. In his role as life-giver,
Kane the procreator was addressed as Kane-of-the-water-of-life (Kane-kawai-ola). Water (wai) was so associated with the idea of bounty that the
word for wealth was waiwai. And water rights were the basic form of law,
the Hawaiian word for which was ka-na-wai, meaning "relative to
water..." [1972:19] [cited in in Maly (2001:21)].
17. East Maui was historically divided into 8 moku or districts, all meeting at a large
rock on the northeast brink of the crater of Haleakala, called Palaha. Alexander
(1882:175-76).
18. The 27 streams from Honopou to Makapipi fall into the moku of Hamakualoa and
Ko`olau. The two moku are both included in the larger region known as known as
Maui Hikina, East Maui, each having unique characteristics. Lyons (1875) and
Coulter (1935) as cited in Maly (2001:7).
HAMAKUALOA
19. Hamakualoa is characterized by numerous minute ahupua'a which indicate a
dense population once settled there. Handy (1940:109).
20. J.Waiamanu, recounts the story of Kane and Kanaloa (or Kaneloa, in this version)
in Ka Ho `omana Kahiko, Ka Nupepa Kir oko`a, January 19, 1865 in which Kane
and Kanaloa sailed to Maui and drank `awa in Harnalcua. Because there was no
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water, they caused fresh water to flow which was called "ka wai a Kaneloa" (the
water of Kaneloa). The actual location of this spring, Kaneloa, is unknown today.
Maly (2001:21).
21. Hamakua loa is described as follows by firsthand accounts during the 1930s1950s after the water diversions were in place:
Two kamaraina at Ke`anae said that there were small lo`i developments
watered by Ho`olawa, Waipi`o, Hanehoi, Hoalua, Kailua, and
Na`ili`ilihaele Streams, all of which flow in deep gulches. Stream taro
was probably planted along the watercourses well up into the higher kula
land and forest taro throughout the lower forest zone. The number of very
narrow ahupua'a thus utilized along the whole of the Hamakua coast
indicates there must have been a very considerable population. This
would be despite the fact that it is an area of only moderate precipitation
because of being too low to draw rain out of trade winds flowing down the
coast from the rugged and wet northeast Ko`olau area that lies beyond. It
was probably a favorable region for breadfruit, banana, sugar cane,
arrowroot; and for yams and `awa in the interior. The slopes between
gulches were covered with good soil, excellent for sweet potato planting.
The low coast is indented by a number of small bays offering good
opportunity for fishing. The Alaloa, or "Long-road," that went around
Maui passed through Hamakua close to the shore, crossing streams where
the gulches opened to the sea. [Handy et. al. 1972:502] [as cited in Maly
(2001:8) (emphases in Maly)].
22. Native testimony indicates "there are many lo`i [in Honopou]." Ibid. at 120-21,
125, 129, 194, 201. See also ibid. at 104, 106, 127, 130, 135, 203, 205-06, 208-10,
212, 214, 220, 225-26.
23. The famous Alaloa or Alanui that circled the island was created by the high chief
Kiha-a-Pi`ilani (or Kihapi`ilani) after securing his rule over Maui. In Ka Nupepa
Kuokoa, August 23, 1884, Moses Manu related that after paving sections of the
trail in different parts of the island, Kihapi`ilani "began the paving in the forest of
`O`opuloa [i.e., `O`opuola], at Ko`olau, extending from Kawahinepee to Kaloa,
then on to Papa'a`ea, and on to Ka`ohekanu at Hamakua Loa" (translation and
emphasis by Maly (2001:27). Abraham Fornander (1996:206) also noted that
Kihapi`ilani "kept peace and order in the country, encouraged agriculture, and
improved and caused to be paved the difficult and often dangerous roads over the
Palis of Kaupo, Hana, and Koolau—a stupendous work for those times, the
remains of which may still be seen in many places, and are pointed out as the
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"Kipapa of Kihapiilani" (cited in Maly (2001:28)). The trail was significant
because it created an interconnected cultural and historical landscape where
customary practices of gathering, farming, exchange, and travel could be
conducted from Hamakua Loa to Ko`olau and beyond.

KO`OLAU
24. The Ko`olau region of Maui has been described as the "wettest coastal region in
all the islands." Handy, Handy, & Pukui (1972:498) as cited in Maly (2001:8).
25. "Oopuola Gulch marked the northwestern boundary of Ko`olau. Its stream, and
likewise Waikamoi, Puohokamoa, and Haipuaena streams watered small
patches." Handy (1940:109).
26. Handy, Handy, and Pukui (1972:272) reported that "On the northeast flank of the
great volcanic dome of Haleakala...the two adjacent areas of Ke`anae and
Wailua-nui comprise the fourth of the main Maui centers and the chief center on
this rugged eastern coast. It supported intensive and extensive wet-taro
cultivation. Further eastward and southward along this windward coast line is the
district of Hana, the fifth great center[.}" As cited in Maly (2001:7).
27. For generations following initial settlement, communities were clustered along the
watered, windward (ko`olau) shores of the Hawaiian Islands. Along the ko`olau
slopes, streams flowed and rainfall was abundant, and agricultural production
became established. The ko`olau region also offered sheltered bays from which
deep sea fisheries could be easily accessed, and near shore fisheries, enriched by
nutrients carried in the fresh water, could be maintained in fishponds and coastal
fisheries. It was around these bays that clusters of houses where families lived,
could be found, and in these early times, the residents generally engaged in
subsistence practices in the forms of agriculture and fishing. Handy, Handy, and
Pukui (1972:287) cited in Maly (2001:6).
28. Waikamoi, Puohokamoa, and Haipuaena watered small lo`i areas. Ibid at 9.
29. "Honomanu, a large stream with a broad deep valley at its seaward end and a
good beach for fishing canoes and gear, facing its broad bay. Anciently
Honomanu supported a large population. Old terraces run back into the valley as
far as the level land goes[.]" Ibid.
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30. Just beyond Honomanu is Nu'uailua [Nu`a.` ailua], flat bottomed like Honomanu
but smaller. Terraces cover the flatlands and much taro was formerly raised,
watered by an ample stream; but the valley has long been uninhabited." Ibid.
31. Ke`anae "is a unique wet-taro growing ahupua`a." Ibid. at 9. "It is on the broad
flat peninsula of lava extending for about a half a mile into the sea from the
western line of the valley that Ke`anae's famed taro patches are spread out -striking evidence of old Hawaii's ingenuity." Ibid.; see also ibid. at 137, 139-40,
145-46, 251, 254, 271, 273, 281-86, 288, 289.
32. In Ka Nupepa Kuokoa, dated October 4, 1923, Mrs. Annie Kalau related a visit to
Maui Hikina wherein her hosts took her to Waianu at `Ohi`a and told her a story
of how Kane and Kanaloa used their spears to cause fresh water to flow for their
`awa; these waters irrigated lo`i in this valley at the time of her visit.
33. Beyond Ke`anae "is a sizable bay formed by erosion where three streams flow
into the ocean. . . . About half the gently sloping land seaward of the cliff was
terraced with lo`i which were watered by Wailuanui (Big Wailua) Stream, the
larger of the three that flow into the bay....And on high ground there was a war
temple" Maly (2001:10). "Wailua has been notable for its continued occupancy
and cultivation by Hawaiian families." Ibid.; see also ibid. at 137, 142-44, 15052, 154-56, 241-44, 246-51, 257, 277-79, 283, 291.
34. Beyond Wailuanui "there are a succession of small deep gulches, each one having
a few lo`i: East Wailuaiki and West Wailuaiki (Little Wailua), Kapili`ula
[Kopili`ula], Waiohue, Pa`akea, Kapa`ula, Hanawi. Then comes Nahiku, a
settlement spread over gently rising ground above the shore, with a number of
groups of lo'i watered from Makapipi Stream." Ibid.

35. In his 1861 story of the pig god Kamapua` a, published in Ka Hae Hawaii, G.W.
Kahiolo noted that Wailuaiki was the home of the goddess Kapoma`ilele, the
sister of Pele who distracted Kamapua'a with her flying genitals, luring him to
Maui. Ibid at 23.

36. The legendary story of Laukaieie as told by Moses Manu in Nupepa Ka Oiaio
(1894-1895) provides an abundance of rich cultural information about the
Ko`olau-Hamakua region and its traditional and customary practices. Some
activities include (starting in Nahiku and going to Ho`olawa, adjacent to
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Honopou): harvesting la'au of the god at Nahiku; seeing the kalo that grew on the
cliffs of Hanawi and watching a man carry a large taro there; walking on a path at
Waiohue; passing the point of Kamokupeu which is a hula'ana (trail that crosses
the water between two points of land); watching noio birds, finding a
i'a
(fishing shrine) at `Ohea cliff; seeing the famed kala fish outside of the point of
Mokumana at Pauwalu; passing Kaliae and its renowned winds; traveling to
Wailuaiki famed in song where one can see women going to the shore of
Kapilikaunoa; gathering awa and 'anae fish at Wailuaiki from a fishpond made by
Kane; seeing the stone body of the supernatural octopus Ha'aluea off the landing
of Wailuanui; arriving at the muliwai of Wai'olohe at Ke`anae; finding a nearby
cave that ran to the uplands of Kilo; visiting a pond mauka of Puhipinao where the
prophet shark Hi 'u was born; glimpsing Kahekili's leaping place of Pu'ukanohua;
entering a cave at Kawahinepee that led to Waikamo`i stream and 'O'opuola,
where slept the supernatural `o`opu Ka`o`opili; viewing a carved stone in a cave
flanked by ti plants at Maka`iwa; reaching Flamini to gaze at the cove of Holawa
(Ho'olawa). Maly (2001:34-36). What emerges from this journey is the
significance of pathways, those on land or sea, through caves or streams, for
connecting the gods, land, and people in an integrated cultural landscape. At the
core of this, free flowing water is central for creating abundance, life, and growth
in the region.
37. Today the importance of water to the perpetuation of Hawaiian culture and
tradition is echoed in the following witness statements: "Without the water, my
whole way of life would be lost," Edward Wendt, par. 20, "Spiritually, we are
connected to the water. Water is life. Without water we will not be." Lezeley
Jacintho, par. 24, and "If there is no water, there is no life." Terrance P. Akuna,
par. 18.
38. Fresh water is essential to the perpetuation of Native Hawaiian traditional
customary practices. The return of streamflows will support the regeneration of
the land and people.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true and correct, to the
best of my knowledge, information, and belief.
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Certificate Program (2003), East-West Center and University of Hawai`i at
Manoa
2003-2008 Assistant Professor, Departments of Ethnic Studies and Anthropology,
University of Hawai`i at Manoa, Honolulu, Fall 2003 till Spring 2008.
2003Associate Graduate Faculty, Department of Anthropology, University of
Hawai`i at Manoa, Honolulu, Fall 2003 till present.
Grants, Honors and Awards
2012-2015 North Shore Field School, Kamehameha Schools, to conduct archaeology
field school at Kiipopolo Heiau and related oral history and ethnographic
research ($225,997 over 3 yrs).
2010
Hawai`i-Pacific Islands Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit Task
Agreement, National Park Service, to conduct research on "Hawaiian
Soldiering: Indigenous Traditions of Warriorhood" ($20,000, 1 yr).
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1998-2003 Ford Foundation Predoctoral Fellowship, National Research Council
($42,000 over 3 years).
1998-2003 Mellon Predoctoral Research Grant, Social Science Research Council
($5,000, 1 year).
1995-1997 Mellon Minority Undergraduate Fellowship, Dartmouth College. To
conduct ethnographic and historical research on Maui for Honors Thesis
"The Architecture of Canoes and Nations: a Case Study in Hawaiian
Cultural Nationalism" ($5,000, 1 year).
Books
2008

Native Men Remade: Gender and Nation in Contemporary Hawai`i.
Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press.
— Nominated for the Society for the Anthropology of North America's
2009 Delmos Jones and Jagna Sharff Memorial Prize for the Critical Study
of North America

Edited Volumes
2010
Genealogies: Articulating Indigenous Anthropology in/of Oceania. Special
Issue of Pacific Studies: A Multidisciplinary Journal, Guest editors T.P.K.
Tengan, T.O. Ka`ili and R. Fonoti. Vol 33, Nos 2/3.
2001
Public Anthropology: The Graduate Journal. Edited at the University of
Hawai`i at Manoa by J. Walsh and T. Tengan.
Refereed Journal Articles
2014
Tengan, Ty P. Kawika and Lamaku Mikahala Roy. 'I Search for the
Channel Made Fragrant by the Maile': Genealogies of Discontent and Hope.
Oceania 84(3):315-330.
2010
Tengan, Ty P. Kawika, T. 0. Ka`ili, and R. T. Fonoti. Genealogies:
Articulating Indigenous Anthropology in/of Oceania. Pacific Studies: A
Multidisciplinary Journal 33(2/3):139-167.
2009
Ty P. Kawika Tengan and Jesse Makani Markham. Performing Polynesian
Masculinities in American Football: From Rainbows to Warriors.
International Journal of the Histoiy of Sport 26(16):2412-2431.
2008
Re-membering Panala'au: Masculinities, Nation and Empire in Hawai`i and
the Pacific. The Contemporary Pacific 20(1):27-53.
2005
Ethnography in Struggle: Tales from an `Oiwi in the Anthropological Slot.
Anthropological Forum 15(3):247-256.
2004
Of Colonization and Pono in Hawai`i. Peace Review: A Journal of Social
Justice 16(2):157-167.
2003
Tengan, Ty P. Kawika and T. Kanahele. He Ninauele me Tuti Kanahele.
`Oiwi: A Native Hawaiian Journal 3:98-100.
2002
(En)gendering Colonialism: Masculinities in Hawai`i and Aotearoa.
Cultural Values 6(3):229-238.
2001
White, Geoffrey M. and Ty Kawika Tengan. Disappearing Worlds:
Anthropology and Cultural Studies in Hawai`i and the Pacific. The
Contemporary Pacific 13(2):381-416 .
2001
Reclaiming Space for an Indigenous Anthropology: Some Notes from Social
Sciences Building 345. Public Anthropology: The Graduate Journal.
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Julianne Walsh and Ty Kawika Tengan. Public Positions: Engaging
Anthropologists. Public Anthropology: The Graduate Journal.

Book Chapters
2014
Portrait: Sam Kaha`i Ka'ai. In Ea: Hawaiian Movements for Life, Land,
and Sovereignty, N. Goodyear-Ka`opua, I. Hussey, and E. K. Wright, eds,
pp.115-123. Durham: Duke University Press.
2014
The Return of Ka? Performing Native Hawaiian Masculinity, Warriorhood,
and Nation. In Performing Indigeneity: Global Histories and Contemporaty
Experiences, L. Graham and G. Penny, eds, pp.206-246. Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press.
In press
Embattled Stories of Occupied Hawai`i. In Cultural Encounters:
Ethnographic Updates from Asia and the Pacific Islands. Suzanne Finney,
Mary Mostafanezhad, Guido Carlo Pigliasco, and Forrest Wade Young, eds.
Honolulu: University of Hawai`i Press.
2002
Ayau, Edward Halealoha and T. Tengan. Ka Huaka`i o
The
Journey Home. In C. Fforde, J. Hubert, and P. Turnbull, eds. The Dead and
their Possessions: Repatriation in Principle, Policy and Practice, Pp.171189. London: Routledge.
Reviews
2010
2005
2003

Review of lia`ena: Through the Eyes of the Ancestors. In The Hawaiian
Journal of History 44:101-104.
Tengan, Ty P. Kawika and J.L. Perry. Review of Ku 'e: Thirty Years of
Land Struggle in Hawai`i. In The Hawaiian Journal of History 39:171-175.
Review of film Ke Kiilana He Mahu: Remembering a Sense of Place. In
The Contemporary Pacific 15(1):231-233.

Manuscripts
In prep
Mobilizing Indigeneity: Hawaiian Soldiering and Memory in American
Empire. Book manuscript to be submitted to Duke University Press.
In prep
Tomlinson, Matt and Ty P. Kawika Tengan, eds. New Mana:
Transformations of a Classic Concept in Pacific Languages and Cultures.
Under review with ANU Press.
Other Publications, Reports, and Scholarly Products
Lima, Pit- lama, W. McElroy, J. Bayman, and T. K. Tengan. End of the Year
2013
Report for the 2013 UH Manoa North Shore Archaeological Field School at
Kapopolo Heiau, Kawailoa Ahupua`a, Waialua District, 0`ahu. Prepared
for Kamehameha Schools. Honolulu: Department of Anthropology,
University of Hawai`i at Manoa.
2013
Save our Legacy. The Hawai`i Independent, April 23. Available at:
http://hawaiiindependent.net/story/save-our-legacy
2011
Tengan, Ty P. Kawika and Aggy Stevens-Gleason. Hawaiian Soldiering:
Indigenous Traditions of Warriorhood. A Report to the National Park
Service.
The Return of Ku. In E Ku Ana Ka Paia: Unification, Responsibility and
2010
the Ku Images pamphlet for the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum exhibit.
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Report on the Archival, Historical and Archaeological Resources of Na Wai
`Eha, Wailuku District, Island of Maui. With collaboration from J.L.A.
Perry and N. Armstrong Prepared for the Office of Hawaiian Affairs.
Tengan, Ty P. Kawika and S.K. Kikiloi. Hui Panala'au. In Hui Panala'au:
Hawaiian Colonists in the Pacific, 1935-1942. Honolulu: Center for Oral
History, Social Science Research Institute, University of Hawai`i at Manoa.
Pp.xxiii-xxvii.
Warren Nishimoto and Ty Tengan. Oral history interview with Victor B.S.
Kim. In Hui Panala 'au: Hawaiian Colonists in the Pacific, 1935-1942.
Honolulu: Center for Oral History, Social Science Research Institute,
University of Hawai`i at Manoa. Pp.48-91.
Warren Nishimoto, Noelle Kahanu and Ty Tengan. Oral history interview
with Arthur Harris and George Kahanu, Sr.. In Hui Panald'au: Hawaiian
Colonists in the Pacific, 1935-1942. Honolulu: Center for Oral History,
Social Science Research Institute, University of Hawai`i at Manoa. Pp.140168.
Warren Nishimoto and Ty P. Kawika Tengan. Oral history interview with
George Kahanu, Sr. In Hui Panala 'au: Hawaiian Colonists in the Pacific,
1935-1942. Honolulu: Center for Oral History, Social Science Research
Institute, University of Hawai`i at Manoa. Pp.169-250.
Ka Li`u o ka Peakai. In Kauakukalahale (Hawaiian Language Column).
Honolulu Star-Bulletin. August 10. Available at:
http://starbulletin.com/2003/08/10/news/kauakukalahale.html
Identifying With Islands: Life on Baker in the Summer of 1936. In Hui
Panala'au. Pamphlet for Bishop Museum Traveling exhibit "Hui Panala'au:
Hawaiian Colonists, American Citizens." Pp.9-10.
Scott Kekuewa Kikiloi and Ty Kawika Tengan. Introduction: Hui
Panald'au. In Hui Panala 'au. Pamphlet for Bishop Museum Traveling
exhibit "Hui Panald'au: Hawaiian Colonists, American Citizens." Pp.1-2.

Research Areas
Cultural anthropology, ethnic studies, indigenous theory and methodologies,
Native Pacific cultural studies, identity formation, militarization,
colonialism, tourism, nationalism, gender, masculinities, race, ethnicity,
repatriation, museum practices, Hawai`i, Pacific.
Courses Taught
ES 101
Introduction to Ethnic Studies, Department of Ethnic Studies
ES 221
Hawaiians, Department of Ethnic Studies
ES 301
Ethnic Identity
ES 320
Hawai`i and the Pacific, Depaitment of Ethnic Studies
ES 380
Fieldwork in Ethnic Studies, Department of Ethnic Studies
ES 480
Qualitative Research Methods, Depattment of Ethnic Studies
ES 486
Peoples of Hawai`i, Department of Ethnic Studies, (Cross-listed ANTH 486)
ANTH 152 Culture and Humanity, Department of Anthropology
ANTH 316 Anthropology of Tourism, Department of Anthropology
ANTH 419 Indigenous Anthropology, Department of Anthropology
ANTH 485 Pre-European Hawai`i, Department of Anthropology
ANTH 486 Peoples of Hawai`i, Department of Anthropology, (Cross-listed ES 486).
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ANTH 750d Research Seminar (ethnography): The Hawaiian State, Department of
Anthropology
ANTH 750d Research Seminar (ethnography): Hawaiian Ethnography, Theory and
Practice, Department of Anthropology
Media
2013

2013

2013

2013

2010
2010
2010

2010

2009

2009

2009

2009

2008

Interviewee, "Agency that guards isle history on the lookout for a new
leader," Honolulu Star-Advertiser (B.J. Reyes, reporter), August 13.
Available at:
http://www.staradvertiser.com/newspremium/20130813 Agency that _gua
rds isle history on the lookout for a new leader.html
Interviewee, "North Shore Field School," `Oiwi TV story, January 31 (B.
Hoe, reporter). Available at: http://www.oiwi.tv/live/channels/olelo/sb1235/channels/kamehameha-schools-channels/north-shore-field-school/
Interviewee, "Archaeology Students Study North Shore Heiau," Hawai`i
Public Radio story, January 21 (M. Solomon, reporter). Available at:
http://vvww.hawaiipublicradio.org/content/archaeology-students-studynorth-shore-heiau
Interviewee, "North Shore Field School Offers Archaeological Training,"
KHON story, January 12 (B. Randle, reporter). Available at:
http://www.khon2.com/news/local/story/North-Shore-field-school-offersarchaeology/Edy-gdR-gEeHUIzu-rEGxA.cspx
Interviewee, Under a Jarvis Moon, documentary film, nominated for 2010
Hawai`i International Film Festival Best Documentary Award, Juniroa
Productions (N. Kahanu and H. Giuni, Co-directors).
Guest, Town Square radio show, Hawai`i Public Radio, August 5 (B-A.
Koslovich, host).
Interviewee, "Exhibit Spotlights Rare Ka Images," Hawai`i Public Radio
story, July 8 (N. Tanigawa, reporter). Available at:
http://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/content/exhibit-spotlights-rare-ku-images
Guest, "Bishop Museum" episode of Na
'Olin° — People Seeking
Wisdom radio talk show, AM940, July 7 (R. Hudnall, host). Available at:
http://www.naoiwiolino.com/?p=330
Guest, "Being Hapa — Part I" episode of Thinking Out Loud: Talking Issues,
Taking Action radio talk show, KZOO-AM 1210, October 19 (C. Yano,
Host).
Guest, "Decolonizing Indigenous Masculinity" episode of Indigenous
Politics: From Native New England and Beyond radio show, August 4 (J.
K. Kauanui, Host).
Interviewee, Noho Hewa: The Wrongful Occupation of Hawai`i
documentary film, winner of the 2008 Hawai`i International Film Festival's
Best Documentary Award (Anne Keala Kelly, director and producer).
Guest, "Na Kane: Hawaiian Men Using Cultural Traditions to Resolve
Health and Social Issues" show of Na `Oiwi `Olino: People Seeking Wisdom
Hawaiian talk radio program, AM 940, January 24 (With K. Kahoano, B.
Galuteria, A. Nahulu, and R. Takushi, hosts; K. Crabbe and K. Kaholokula,
guests).
Host, "Indigenous Media," Video on indigenous film and media production
featuring Faye Ginsburg, Vilsoni Hereniko, Keala Kelly, and Ty Tengan
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(moderator), recorded for `OLELO cable access television to be aired 11/27,
11/28, 12/4, 12/5.
Interviewee, "In Memoriam" show on Hawaiian History and Memory, Free
Speech Radio News, May 29 (Anne Keala Kelly, reporter). Available at:
http://fsm.org/content/memoriam
Guest, "Indigenous Rights-2005," Show filmed for Island Connections
program, recorded for `OLELO cable access television, September (with I.
Aoude, N. Goodyear-Ka`opua, and I. Winchester).
Host, "No Wai ke Kuleana?" Video on Bishop Museum NAGPRA
guidance, recorded for `OLELO cable access television, October (with
Kehaunani Abad, Edward Halealoha Ayau, and Liliked Kame`eleihiwa).
Host, "Na Kapuna `Oiwi," Video covering cultural and legal issues of
repatriation efforts in the community, Living Nation Series Program,
recorded for `OLELO cable access television, June (with Edward Halealoha
Ayau and Kehaunani Cachola-Abad).
Guest, "DecoIonizing Hawaiian History," Video on anthropology, history,
and Native Hawaiians, Na Leo Maka'ainana Program, recorded for
`OLELO public access television, October (with Lynette Cruz and Sally
Engle Merry).

Invited Keynote Presentations
2014
Mana Kane: Indigeneity, Masculinity and Power in Hawai`i. Scholar-inResidence Address at the Annual Meeting of the American Men's Studies
Association, Tacoma, March 27-29.
2014
'In Search of the Channel Made Fragrant by the Maile': Genealogies of
Discontent (and Hope?). Distinguished Lecture delivered at the Annual
Meetings of the Association for Social Anthropology in Oceania,
Kamakahonu, Kona, February 6-9.
2013
The Mana of Veterans: Indigenous Approaches to Healing, Trauma, and
Masculinity. Invited Keynote talk for Division 51 Society for the
Psychological Study of Men and Masculinity at the American Psychological
Association Convention, Honolulu, August 3.
2013
Mana Kane: Transformations of Indigenous Men's Knowledge, Power, and
Potency in Hawai`i and Oceania. Keynote talk at Tuia Nga Aho o te
Matauranga: Weaving the Threads of Indigenous Knowledges. Te Whare
Kura Thematic Research Initiative, University of Auckland, Auckland, New
Zealand, June 28.
2009
Na Kama o Mauiakamalo: The Descendants of Maui-of-the-loincloth.
Keynote talk at "Ho`ola Labui: Conference on Spiritual, Emotional and
Physical Health of Native Hawaiians," Kamehameha Schools, Maui, July
11
2009
Remaking Hawaiian Men. Keynote presentation at "Interrogating Power
Native Pacific Sexualities Culture Perfoimance and America" Symposium,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, March 27-28.
2005
Re-membering Masculinities: Gender, Nation and Empire in Hawai`i and
the Pacific. Plenary talk at "Moving Masculinities: Crossing Regional and
Historical Borders," Australian National University, Canberra, Australia,
November 29-December 2.
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International Conference Presentations
2014
Finding the "We" in Oceania: Anthropology and Pacific Islanders Revisited.
Paper presented at "Who are 'We'? Reimagining Alterity and Affinity in
Anthropology", Wenner-Gren Workshop, University of Cambridge,
September 3-5.
2009
Tough Stories: Narrating Local Okinawan American Soldiering
Masculinity. Paper presented at "Islands as Contact Zones: Okinawa and
East Asia, the Asia-Pacific Islands, University of the Ryukyus, Okinawa,
November 28-29.
2009
The Journeys of Hawaiian Men: Cultural Politics and Indigenous
Masculinities in Oceania. Presentation at the 1 1th Pacific Science InterCongress, Hilton Hotel, Tahiti, French Polynesia, March 2-6.
2007
Tengan, Ty P.K., T. Ka`ili, and R. Fonoti. Articulating Indigenous
Anthropology in/of Oceania. Paper presented at the "Indigenous
Anthropology" Working Session at the Annual Meetings of the Association
for Social Anthropology in Oceania, Charlottesville, Virginia, February 2124.
2007
"Where are the Brothers?" Questioning Hawaiian Men in the Movement(s).
Paper given at "What's Next for Native American and Indigenous Studies?"
An International Scholarly Meeting, University of Oklahoma, Norman, May
3-5
2005
Hale Mua: A Hawaiian Model for Men's Cultural Education and
Development. Presentation at the 7th World Indigenous Peoples'
Conference on Education, Hamilton, New Zealand, Nov 27 - Dec 1.
2004
Hui Panala'au: Performances in the Pacific Theater of Empire. Paper
presented at the David Nichol Smith Memorial Conference, "New
Voyagings on Old Seas: Performances in Honour of Professor Greg
Dening," Australian National University, Canberra, Australia, July 19-22.
2002
Anthropologists, Hawaiians, and the University: An Indigenous
Ethnography. Paper presented in the "Critical Ethnography" Symposium at
the Annual Meetings of the Association for Social Anthropology in Oceania.
University of Auckland, New Zealand, February 20-23.
2002
Masculinities in Hawai` i and Aotearoa: Colonialism, Gender, and Power in
the Pacific. Paper Presented in the "Gender Histories" Working Session at
the Annual Meetings of the Association for Social Anthropology in Oceania.
University of Auckland, New Zealand, February 20-23.
National Conference Presentations
2013
Towards and `Aina Anthropology: Reflections from the University of
Hawai`i. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Society for
American Archaeology, Honolulu, April 3-6.
2012
The Mana of Ka: Indigenous Nationhood, Masculinity, and Authority in
Hawai`i. Paper presented at the Annual Meetings of the American
Anthropological Association, San Francisco, November 14-18.
2011
Return to Ft. Kamehameha: Martialing Memory in Occupied Hawai`i.
Paper presented at the Annual Meetings of the American Anthropological
Association, Montreal, QC, Candad, November 16-20.
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"I Just Like to Play": Narrating Hawaiian Self and Masculinity on and off
the Field. Paper to be presented at the Native American and Indigenous
Studies Association Conference, Sacramento, California, May 19-21.
Hawaiian Soldiering: Indigenous Circuits through American Empire. Paper
presented at the Annual Meetings of the American Anthropological
Association, New Orleans, Louisianna, November 17-21.
Genealogies: Articulating Indigenous Anthropology in/of Oceania. Paper
presented at the Annual Meetings of the American Anthropological
Association, San Francisco, November 19-23.
Crabs in the bucket? Status, Class and Gender among Native Hawaiians.
Paper presented at the Annual Meetings of the American Anthropological
Association, Washington, D.C., November 28-December 2.
Re-membering Nationhood and Koa at the Temple of State. Paper to be
presented at the Annual Meetings of the American Anthropological
Association, San Jose, November 14-19.
Domesticating Frontiers: Occupations of the Panala'au. Paper presented at
the Association for Asian American Studies Conference, Boston, March 2528 (Funded by Native Hawaiian Leadership Project Travel Award)
Narrating Hawaiian Men: Life Stories, Place and Identity. Paper presented
at the Annual Meetings of the American Anthropological Association,
Chicago, November 19-23. (Funded by University Research Council Travel
Award)

Local Conference Presentations
2012
"From Dissertation to Author: Native Men Remade." Presentation at Native
Hawaiian Education Association Convention, Kaneohe, Hawai`i, March
23-24.
2011
"Hui Panala'au: Native Hawaiians in World War II." Summer Teachers'
Institute, National Park Service and Hawai`i Council for the Humanities,
Tokai University, Honolulu, July 12.
2006
"K5 i Mua (To thrust into the men's house): Cultural rites of passage for
young boys and the Hale Mua." Presentation at `Aha Kane 2006 Native
Hawaiian Men's Health Conference, Kamehameha Schools, Honolulu,
Hawai`i, June 23-25.
2004
Kanaka `Oiwi: Ancestors, Identity, and Kuleana. Presentation at the
"Practical Pluralism Symposium," William S. Richardson School of Law,
University of Hawai`i, Honolulu, April 16-17.
2003
Navigating Graduate School as an `Oiwi. Presentation at Ka Li`u o ka
Pa`akai `Aha Kiika Haumana Ho`oka`oi Hawai`i `Oiwi Native Hawaiian
Graduate Student Conference, Kamakakuokalani Center for Hawaiian
Studies, University of Hawai`i at Mama, August 20-22.
Invited Colloquium and Panel Presentations
2013
Discussant, "Binding the Cord for a Stronger Hawai`i: Hawaiian
Transformations in Archaeology and Cultural Resource Management," The
Annual Meeting of the Society for American Archaeology, Honolulu, April
3-6.
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Panelist, "Mo`olono" and "Maha" workshops, 3rd `Aha Kane Native
Hawaiian Men's Health Conference, Windward Community College,
Kaneohe, Hawai`i, June 15-17.
Panelist, "Indigeneity, Anthropology and Native Studies in the Pacific and
North America," Native American and Indigenous Studies Association,
Uncassville, Connecticut, June 3-6.
Presenter, Micronesian Connections Forum, University of Hawai`i at Manoa
and East-West Center, Honolulu, February 16.
Panelist, "The Ceremonial and Social Usages of `Awa in Hawai`i, Then and
Now," Native Foods, Native Stories series, Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum,
Honolulu, February 2.
Panelist, "Ku Rising: The Roles and Responsibilities of Hawaiian Men
Today," Bishop Museum, Honolulu, August 10.
Hawaiian soldiering: Queries into an ethnography of empire. Presentation
in "Occupied Hawai`i: Issues of Nationhood and Colonialism" Roundtable,
The Place of Hawai`i in American Studies II Symposium, Kamakakaokalani
Center for Hawaiian Studies, Honolulu, March 11-12.
Tough Stories: Narrating Local Okinawan American Soldiering.
Presentation to the Worldwide Uchinanchu Business Association-Hawai`i,
Honolulu, January 7.
Panelist, "Native Men Remade," Hawai`i Book and Music Festival,
Honolulu Hale, May 16.
Panelist, "Contemporary Indigenous Issues in Australia & Hawai`i,"
Roundtable with M. Ka`iama, P. Wolfe, H-K. Trask, M. Kamahaele, and k.
ho`omanawanui, Art Auditorium, University of Hawai`i at Manoa, April 30.
The Stories of Hawaiian Men. Presentation at Brown Bag Biography Series,
Center for Biographical Research, University of Hawai`i at Manoa, April
30.
Panelist, "Gridiron Warriors" roundtable discussion, at "Interrogating Power
Native Pacific Sexualities Culture Performance and America" Symposium,
University of Michigan, Aim Arbor, March 27-28.
Native Men Remade: Gender and Nation in Contemporary Hawai'i.
Presentation at ISEPP (Institut Superieur de l'Enseignement Prive de
Polynesie), Tahiti, French Polynesia, March 3.
Native Men Remade: Gender and Nation in Contemporary Hawai`i.
Presentation at the University of Hawai`i at Hilo.
Ka i Mua, Ka`i Mua: The Journeys of Hawaiian Men. Presentation in
Political Science Colloquium Series, University of Hawai`i at Manoa,
February 6.
Invited discussant on "Anthropology's Kuleana: Rights and
Responsibilities in Anthropological Practice," Annual Meetings of the
American Anthropological Association, San Francisco, November 19-23.
Native Men Remade: Gender and Nation in Contemporary Hawai`i. Paper
presented in the Department of Women's Studies Colloquium Series,
University of Hawai`i at Manoa, April 4
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Kuleana `Oiwi presentation at Teach-in on Burials, Land, Historic
Preservation, Friends of SHPD and Kamakakaokalani Center for Hawaiian
Studies, University of Hawai`i at Manoa, March 14.
Indigenous People of Hawai`i. Presentation at the Center for Asia-Pacific
Exchange 27th Annual American Studies Forum, East-West Center,
Honolulu, August 7-9.
Re-membering Panala'au: Masculinities, Nation and Empire in Hawai`i and
the Pacific. Paper presented in the Department of Anthropology
Colloquium Series (co-sponsored by Center for Pacific Island Studies and
Department of Ethnic Studies), University of Hawai`i at Manoa, October 31.
Conceptualizing `Oiwi Anthropology. Presentation at Infoimal Session for
Hawaiian Archaeologists and Anthropologists, Hawai`i Community
College, Hilo, Hawai`i, July 22.
Ka i Mua: Cast Forward/Into the Men's House. Mo'olahui Hawai`i, A
Celebration of Hawaiian History and Culture, University of Hawai`i Hilo,
Hilo, Hawai`i, Nov 7th.
Hawaiian Masculinities Re-membered: Gender, Nation and Empire in
Hawai`i and the Pacific. Paper presented in Anthropology Colloquium
Series, Dartmouth College, Hanover, October 13.
Hapa identity: Personal and Political Reflections from the Hawaiian Half.
Presentation at "Being Hapa," Japanese American Social Issues Series in
Hawai`i, Japanese Cultural Center Hawai`i, Jun 7.
Ka I Mua: Cast Into the Men's House. Presentation for the Maori Studies
Department and the Maori Men's Health Research Project in the School of
Medical and Health Sciences, University of Auckland, New Zealand, May
10.
Pu'ukohola: Re-membering Nationhood and Koa at the Temple of State.
Paper presented in the International Cultural Studies Colloquium Series,
East-West Center, Honolulu, April 21.
`Oiwi Strategies for Self-Determination. International Forum of Indigenous
Nations Planning Meeting, Makaha Resort, Makaha, 0`ahu. January 9-10.
Hale Mua: Narration, Life Stories, and Identity. Presentation at the Annual
Meeting of the `Ahahui o Na Kauka Association of Native Hawaiian
Physicians. Hanaiakamalama Queen Emma Summer Palace, Nu'uanu,
0`ahu. November 16.
Ethnography in Struggle: The Challenges of Doing Anthropological
Research in a Native Hawaiian Community. Poster presented at workshop
entitled The Challenges of Success, Asian American and Pacific Islander
Coordinating Committee, National Science Foundation, Arlington, Virginia,
November 3-4 (Funded by National Science Foundation)
Unsettling Ethnography: On the Hazards of the Occupation. Paper
presented in "Notes From the Field" colloquium, Department of
Anthropology, University of Hawai`i at Manoa, October 23.
Reflections on the Dartmouth Experience: The Kanaka `Oiwi View.
Presentation given on panel at Native American Alumni Fly-In, Dartmouth
College, New Hampshire, October 16-18.
Hale Mua: (En)gendering Hawaiian Men. Presentation given at Maui
Community College, Kahului, Maui, June 19.
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Conference and Symposium Organization
2013
Co-organizer, New Mana: Transformations of a Classic Concept in Pacific
Languages and Cultures. Australian National University, Sep 19-20.
2012
Organizer, "Indigeneity, Anthropology and Native Studies in the Pacific and
North America," Native American and Indigenous Studies Association,
Uncassville, Connecticut, June 3-6.
2010
Moderator, "Ka Ki`i (Standing as the Image/Ka obtained)," Panel at 2nd
`Aha Kane Native Hawaiian Men's Health Conference, Windward
Community College, Kaneohe, Hawai`i, June 18-20 (With Keaweaimoku
Kaholokula, Kakona Lopes, and Marques Marzan).
2009
Moderator, "Plenary Panel: Challenging Inequalities Among Nations,"
Association for Asian American Studies Annual Meeting, Hilton Waikiki,
Honolulu, Hawai`i, April 22-25 (With K. Blaisdell, D. McGregor, and N.
Silva)
2008
Moderator, "Panel: Planning Pono," Hawai`i Water Works Association
Conference, Grand Wailea, Maui, October 29.
2006, 2007 Co-organizer of working session on "Articulating Indigenous Anthropology
in/of Oceania" at the Annual Meetings of the Association for Social
Anthropology in Oceania (San Diego, California, Feb 8-11 and
Charlottesville, Virginia, Feb 21-24).
2005
Chair of session on "Re-viewing: Language and History" at 'Olelo
Makuahine: New Hawaiian Language Based Resources, Hawaiian
Historical Society Conference, Hawai`i Pacific University, October 22.
2005
Co-organizer of informal session on "Indigenous Anthropology in/of
Oceania" at the Annual Meetings of the Association for Social
Anthropology in Oceania, Kaua`i, February 3-6.
2003
Chair of session on "Identity, Self, and Subjectivity" at the Annual Meetings
of the American Anthropological Association, Chicago, November 19-23.
2003
Co-convenor of Ka Li`u o ka Pa`akai `Aha Kaka Haumana Ho`oka`oi
Hawai`i `Oiwi Native Hawaiian Graduate Student Conference,
Kamakakaokalani Center for Hawaiian Studies, University of Hawai`i at
Manoa, August 20-22.
Memberships in Professional Associations
2013
Society for American Archaeology
2010-2012 Native American and Indigenous Studies Association
2008-2012 Association of Indigenous Anthropologists
2005-2011 Hawaiian Historical Society
2004-2005 Association for Asian American Studies
2003-2010 American Ethnological Society
2000-2010 Society for Cultural Anthropology
2000-2012 American Anthropological Association
2000-2002 Native Hawaiian Education Association
1998-2008 Association for Social Anthropology in Oceania
Professional Service
2011Member, Editorial Board,
Well-being

Multidisciplinary Journal on Hawaiian
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2007-

Member, International Advisory Board, Intersections: Gender and Sexuality
in Asia and the Pacific.
2008-2012 Manuscript reviewer, Bergen Books, State University of New York Press,
Minnesota University Press, University of Arizona Press, and Kamehameha
Schools Press.
2002-2011 Submission reviewer, Anthropologie et Societe's, American Anthropologist,
American Ethnologist, American Studies, Cultural Anthropology, The
Contemporary Pacific, Hindi.
2008, 2010 External reviewer for tenure dossiers of faculty at the Colorado State
University (2010) and the University of Virginia (2008)
2006-2008 Member, Pacific Islander Scholarship Program Committee, Association for
Social Anthropology in Oceania.
2007, 2009 External Reviewer, PhD Theses of Melissa Cragg (Chair: Mason Dune),
Massey University, Aotearoa/New Zealand (2009) & Teena Joanne Brown
Pulu (Chair: Michael Goldsmith), University of Waikato, Aotearoa/New
Zealand (2007).
2004-2005 Member, 2005 Meeting Planning Committee, Association for Social
Anthropology in Oceania
2001
Consultant for Hawai`i Ethnographic File on eHRAF, Human Relations
Area Files.
University Service
2014
Member, Personnel Committee, Center for Pacific Islands Studies
2013Member, Native Hawaiian Initiative, College of Social Sciences, University
of Hawai`i at Manoa
2011-2012 Member, Native Hawaiian Advancement Task Force, University of Hawai`i
at Manoa
2011
Participant, Commitment to Liberal Education Initiative, College of Social
Sciences, University of Hawai`i at Manoa, Spring and Fall
2011
Speaker, HAP-focus workshop, General Education Office, University of
Hawai`i at Manoa, October 3
2010Member, Editorial Board, Hawai`inuiakea Monograph Series,
Hawai'inuiakea School of Hawaiian Knowledge and University of Hawai`i
Press
2008Member, Editorial Board, Pacific Islands Monograph Series, Center for
Pacific Islands Studies and University of Hawai`i Press
2010-2011 Member, Tenure and Promotion Review Committee, UHM
2005-2008 Member, Steering Committee (2005-2008), Curriculum Committee (20062008) and Admissions Committee (2005-2006), International Cultural
Studies Graduate Certificate Program.
2005Member, 5 PhD Committees: J. Salazar, (Poli Sci, 2011-present), C.
Castagna (Geography, 2005-present), P. Moore (Poli Sci, 2010), J. Basham
(Poli Sci, 2007, second dissertation written in Hawaiian), K. Wong
(Linguistics, completed May 2006, first dissertation written in Hawaiian)
2004Member, 4 MA Committees: T. Martinson (Hawaiian Studies, 2009), A.
Sala (Music, 2007-present), C. Pang (Music, 2009), K. McKeague (Urban
and Regional Planning, completed 2005).
2008, 2010 Member, 2 Honors Thesis committees: J. Russo (Political Science, 2008)
and N. Nashiro (Political Science, 2010)
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2006-2007 Member, Honors College Task Force Committee.
2006-2007 Member, Honors Futures Committee.
2006-2007 Member, Editorial Board, Center for Pacific Islands Studies Occasional
Paper Series.
2006
Participant, Manoa Forum XIII "Civility," UHM College of Arts and
Sciences, Double Tree Alana Hotel, Waikiki, Oct 6-8.
2003-2011 Guest lecturer: TPSS 416 Issues Concerning Biotechnology (A. Wieczorek,
2/27/09); Understanding Medicinal Properties of Hawaiian Plants (Wofford
College Interim Course, B. Splawn and E. Richardson, 1/12/09); PACS 603
Representing Oceania (V. Hereniko, 10/27/08); POLS 390: Political Inquiry
and Analysis (H. Aikau, 10/16/08); EDEF 678: Approaches to Educational
Inquiry (W. Nishimoto, 10/14/08); WS 360/ES 365 Pacific/Asian Women in
Hawai`i (M. Casumbal-Salazar, 9/25/08); Kokua A Puni Summer
Enrichment Program (HWST, 7/21/11 & 7/23/08); POLS 621: Politics of
Indigenous Representation (H. Aikau, 3/22/07); EDCS 632: Qualitative
Research Methods — Indigenous Research Methods (M. Maaka, 3/6/06);
LAW 520: Advanced Legal Studies — Native Hawaiian Law (M.
MacKenzie, 4/17/06); POLS 339/WS 439 Feminist Theory (H. Aikau,
3/14/05); POLS 686 Contemporary Native Hawaiian Politics (4/12/05, N.
Silva); PACS 601 Learning Oceania (T. Wesley-Smith, 11/2/05); CUL 610
International Cultural Studies: History and Theory (M. Yoshihara,
11/16/05); AMST 683 Museums: Theory, History, Practice (K. Kosasa,
11/16/05); PACS 693: Cultural Identities: American and Pacific
Perspectives (V. Hereniko, 2/5/04)
2004-2006 Member, Organizing Committee, Ho`okulaiwi Research Institute for
Kanaka Maoli and Indigenous Education.
2003Member,
Native Hawaiian Advisory Council (Executive Committee
Member 2004-2005).
2004-2006 Faculty advisor, BA in Interdisciplinary Studies (N. Tahauri).
2004
Submission reviewer, Occasional Papers Series, Women's Studies.
2004
Speaker, Teaching Assistants' training workshop, Center for Teaching
Excellence, August 17.
2004
Faculty Marshal, Spring Commencement, May 16.
2004
Faculty advisor, Native Hawaiian Leadership Project Graduate Assistantship
Program (Sean Naleimaile, GRA), Spring-Fall.
2003Member, Pako`a, System-wide Native Hawaiian Advisory Council.
2003-2005 Member, Native Hawaiian Leadership Project curriculum planning
committee.
2003
Mentor for students from Reed College (Oregon), Marlboro College
(Vermont), and Dartmouth College (Hanover), Fall.
2003
Orientation facilitator, Re-imagining Indigenous Cultures: The Pacific
Islands, National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Insititute, EastWest Center, Honolulu, July 2.
Departmental Service
2013-2016 Chair, Department of Ethnic Studies
2014-2015 Member, Personnel Committee, Department of Anthropology
2012-2014 Faculty Advisor, Ethnic Studies Students Association, Fall-Spring
2011-2012 Co-chair, Awards Committee, Depai tuient of Anthropology, Fall-Spring
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2011-2012 Member, Department Personnel Committee and Chinese Diaspora Specialist
Search Committee, Department of Ethnic Studies, Fall-Spring
2010-2011 Member, Search committee for Race and Race Relations Specialist position,
Department of Ethnic Studies, Fall-Spring
2010-2011 Member, Search committee for Ecological Anthropologist position,
Department of Anthropology, Fall-Spring
2010Convener, Cultural Anthropology Faculty Caucus, Department of
Anthropology
2010Member, Curriculum Committee, Department of Anthropology, Fall 2004 to
Spring 2007, Fall 2010.
2007-2009 Chair, Colloquium Committee, Department of Anthropology, Spring 2007
to Fall 2009 (member since 2003).
2007
Coordinator, Anthropology Graduate Student Orientation and Service
Learning at Ka'ala Farms, Wai`anae, September 15.
2006-2009 Member, External Relations Committee, Department of Anthropology, Fall
2006 to present.
2004Member, ES 101 Curriculum Development Committee, Department of
Ethnic Studies, Fall 2004 to present.
2003-2009 Chair, Outreach Committee, Department of Ethnic Studies, Fall 2003 to
Spring 2009.
2007Chair, PhD Committees for S. Barrier-Heinz, A. Stevens-Gleason, and P.
Fifita.
2004Member, 6 MA committees: J. Spoon (1/04-5/05), S. Naleimaile (8/04present), C. Claus (10/05-5/06), S. Barrier-Heinz (2/06-5/07), P. Fifita
(6/07), K. Pongpanich (6/07), Department of Anthropology.
2003Member, 6 PhD Committees: B. Ledward (8/03-present), J. Spoon (5/05present), P. Christensen (12/05-present), T. Vu (3/06-present), and H.
Katsuno (9/06-present), J. Stephen (8/07-present), Department of
Anthropology.
2003-2005 Coordinator, service learning projects in Makua, Nu'uanu/Kaniakapupil,
Kahana, Waikane, and Keaiwa, College of Social Sciences (with funding
from the Hawai`i Pacific Island Campus Compact).
2005-2007 Video organizer, Ah Quon McElrath Fund for Social Change, Department
of Ethnic Studies.
2003-2009 Guest lecturer: ES 310 Ethnicity and Community (U. Hasager, 7/14/09); ES
338 American Indian Experience (T. Castanha, 6/30/09); ES 330 Japanese
in Hawai`i (J. Chinen, 9/8/08); ANTH 350 Pacific Islands Cultures (G.
White, 11/9/04); ANTH 698 Professional Development (M. Graves,
9/22/04), ANTH 424 Culture, Identity, and Emotion (G. White, 10/23/03);
ES 221 Hawaiians (D. McGregor, 10/5/06); ES 101 Introduction to Ethnic
Studies (P. Ho, 10/3/06, 10/27/08; M. Das Gupta, 11/30/06) UCLA/UH
Manoa Multicultural Summer Program—Asian American Studies 187D (R.
Labrador, 8/1/05, 8/2/06, 7/29/09) and ES 301 Ethnic Identity (J. Okamura,
8/1/03, 8/4/04, 8/3/05, 7/31/06, 7/29/09)
Community Service
2014
Cultural expert for Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation on Petition to
Amend Interim Instream Flow Standards for East Maui.
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Member, Selection Committee, State Historic Preservation Division
Administrator Search Committee, July-October
2012-2013 Chair, Naki'ikeaho, Association of Native Hawaiian Archaeologists and
Anthropologists
2011
Consultant, State Historic Preservation Division Consultation on
History/Culture Branch, Honolulu, October 14
2011Expert witness for Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation lawsuit Davis v
Abercrombie in First Circuit Court seeking protection of religious rights of
Native Hawaiians incarcerated on continental U.S.
2009-2011 Treasurer, Hawaiian Historical Society (Trustee in 2008)
2010
Principal Humanities Scholar, E Kfi Ana ka Pala: Unification,
Responsibility and the Ku Images, Hawai`i Council for the Humanities
Grant to the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum ($10,000)
2008-2013 Co-convenor, Friends of State Historical Preservation Division community
coalition
2008Member, Institutional Review Board, Native Hawaiian Health Care Systems
2007
Expert witness, 'Tao Ground Water Management Area High-Level Source
Water Use Permit Applications and Petition to Amend Interim Instream
Flow Standards of Waihee, Waiehu, Iao, & Waikapu Streams Contested
Case Hearing, Before the Commission on Water Resource Management,
State of Hawai'i.
2005-2006 Preparer of expert declarations for court cases Malama Makua v Donald
Rumsfeld (for plaintiffs, 1/06), Na Lei Au 'i Kawananakoa and Royal
Hawaiian Academy of Traditional Arts v Bishop Museum and Hui Malama i
Na Kiipuna o Hawai`i Nei (for defendants, 12/05), and 7lio`ulaokalani
Coalition v Donald Rumsfeld (for plaintiffs, 5/06); and comments on Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for Military Training at Makua Military
Reserve (10/05).
2005
Expert witness, Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation
Review Committee meeting, Honolulu, March 13.
2004-2005 Member, Komike Hemo Kula a me ke Komike Mea Kiiikawa a me ke
Komike Makua, Punana Leo o Honolulu Hawaiian Language Immersion
Preschool, Honolulu.
2004Po`o, Mo`o Lono, Hale Mua o Kriali`i (Head of the Lono order of the Men's
House of Kilali`i), 0' ahu. Co-organizer of annual Makahiki Nui, Kualoa
Beach Park (2005-2010); Orator, Chanter, and Keeper of Kava Bowl at
ceremonies held at Healing Our Spirit Worldwide (Sep 3-10, 2010, 0`ahu);
Hawai` i Conservation Conference (August 4-6, 2010); Huaka`i i Aotearoa
(April 30-May 11, 2004); and annual ceremonies at Pu'ukohold Heiau,
Kawaihae (2004-2010)
2003-2004 Member, ke Komike Ho`okipa a me ke Komike Makua, Ptinana Leo o
Honolulu Hawaiian Language Immersion Preschool, Honolulu
2001President, Board of Directors of Hui Ho`oniho, Non-Profit Natve Hawaiian
Organization Dedicated to the Perpetuation of Hawaiian Dry Masonry
Traditions.
1998Member, Hui Malama i Na" Kiipuna 0 Hawai`i Nei, Native Hawaiian
organization caring for ancestral remains; 0`ahu, October 1998 to present.
Kona district community liaison and protocol instructor, Project Ola Na Iwi
community workshops established to educate and train Hawaiian
community in traditional burial practices (2000-2001).

